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PREFACE

The purpose of this discussion is twofold : first, to show the

broad features of the climate of Canada and Newfoundland as

a whole; and, second, to present some of the seasonal charac-

teristics in more detail and on a regional basis. There have

been numerous brief descriptions and more or less detailed sec-

tional treatments of the climate of these countries; but no pre-

vious attempt has been made to bring together the essential

climatic features under one cover. All of the treatments which

seem to be authentic have been freely drawn upon; and, wher-

ever possible, the material has been quoted, the assumption

being that these descriptions by authors, most of whom have

actually experienced that about which they write, could not be

improved upon by one who has not had that experience. The

inestimable helpfulness of their \vork is hereby appreciatively

acknowledged. Most of the photographic illustrations used have

been generously furnished by the Natural Resources Intelligence

Service of the Canadian Department of the Interior.

The data for this study have been derived from a variety of

sources, among them being: the regular publications of the

Canadian government; the records of explorers and scientific

expeditions and missionary enterprises; the world weather rec-

ords compiled under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion; and the United States Weather Bureau publications (for

data for the bordering lands of the United States and Alaska) .

The chief source, however, has been the original records of the

Meteorological Office at Toronto. All authentic records have

been used regardless of the period or the length of record. This

use has been necessitated by the sparsity of stations, especially

in the less inhabited portions of the country. For the same

reason, almost no adjustments of 'short to long record stations

have been attempted, the contention being that to do so would

introduce more error than would a careful use of the records

as they stand. In all instances involving temperature, the

Fahrenheit scale has been used ; precipitation has been expressed

in inches ; and cloudiness in per cents of the sky covered.

The number of years of record for the various stations varies

widely; and there is also a variation in the lengths of record
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Almost Vithouf 'exception, the record is ten years for all weather

frequencies sucfi^S{number of days with fog, hail, precipitation,

thunderstorms,''a*im gales, for relative humidity, and for the fre-

quency of wind directions as found in the tables of the Appen-

dix. The length of record for temperature and precipitation

data is indicated for each station in connection with the tables

in the Appendix. As stated before, the scarcity of climatic

data for many portions of Canada necessitated using all rec-

ords regardless of their length.

In the construction of maps, only the broad and general fea-

tures of distribution of the various elements have been intended.

There is, however, more detail shown in the more densely pop-

ulated districts because of the greater number of meteorological

stations and because of the greater reliability of the climatic

data. Relief and distribution of land and water have been taken

into account in drawing the lines ;
this is notably true in the

case of British Columbia.

It is only through the active and willing assistance of the

Staff in the Canadian Meteorological Office at Toronto that

this study has been possible; special thanks is due to their cli-

matologist, Mr. A. J. Connor, who has given much first-hand

information and who has read the manuscript critically. This

does not mean, however, that Mr. Connor endorses every state-

ment made in this book, although the author has been glad to

accept many of his criticisms. Dr. W. Elmer Ekblaw of the

Geography Staff of Clark University has been helpful particu-

larly in the study of Arctic Canada. To Dr. Charles F. Brooks,

also of the Clark Staff, is due the author's most sincere thanks

for his constant and careful attention in the preparation of the

manuscript and for his many valuable suggestions. Without

his friendly and encouraging council this book would not have

been attempted.

CLARENCE EUGENE KOEPPE.
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CHAPTER I

THE NON-ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICAL FACTORS
CONTROLLING. THE CLIMATE OF CANADA

AND NEWFOUNDLAND

The dominions of Canada and Newfoundland comprise nearly

three-fifths of the continent of North America, extending almost

a quarter of the way around the world (89 degrees of longitude)

and stretching from about 42 degrees north latitude to within

seven degrees of the north pole. This vast region is character-

ized Jby_ high mountains, broad plalnslmd great numbers of in-

land water bodies. It is exposed to oceans on three sides with

mi|3fii^^aiTOa,.af.the,sea extending far inland. Islands sur-

rounded by salt water make up more than one-tenth of its area.

It is the intricate combination of these several factors which

makes the climates of these countries so extremely varied,

The great annual range in solar radiation, consequent on the

latitude of Canada, dominates the course of the seasons here.

Table 1 shows the intensity of direct and diffuse radiation at

various latitudes and at various seasons. 1 These values are

represented graphically in Figs. 2 to 5 inclusive. At the equi-
noxes there is a marked increase from the north pole to about
70 degrees north latitude; then a gradual increase to about 58

degrees, followed by a rather pronounced increase again. For
the summer solstice the values are high for all latitudes, the

maximum being at the north pole and the minimum at latitude
65 degrees. For the winter solstice, the values show a sharp
rise, starting from zero at approximately 68 degrees north lati-

tude.

Combined with these curves are the relative lengths of path
through the atmosphere at noon on each of the four dates.2 (See

o
on

,,
those

.

wol*ed l by H. H. Kimball, Monthly Wetthcr ve
5

author glVS two values for e*ch latitude which he selected; one
cond

,

lLlolls ov<* th* Pacific, the other over the Atlantic, The figures

rennt T<* !&
k<m m *'** to th<** ** the Atlantic as being more nkr*

SSTIJ v>* wndrt n
*\ the continent because of the lower absolute humidityover the Pacific as compared with the Atlantic. This seemed advisable because water vapor

sreatly reduces the value of direct and diffuse aolar radiation, and becauseT no wreSwere made for the water vapor content. The factor of altitude has also, been neglected
although, as the author states, the values of radiation for mountain stations are BelterTnftn tnose at $ea level*

r J ,

those worked out b^ Dr - Wilhelm Zenker in Pfe Ver-
w auf der BrtotorflorJu. Julius Springer, Berlin, 1888; p. 30. See alsoB. DeC. Ward 5 Clmate, Considered SwetoUy in Motion, to Ma*, G. P. Putnam's Sons,
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also Tables 2 and 3.) These, together with the figures for the

duration of sunshine as given in Tables 4 and 5, readily explain

the broad features of the curves for solar radiation. To illus-

trate how these factors apply to specific localities, consider Win-

nipeg (latitude 50 degrees) which on June 21 receives only
about 6% more sunlight than Fort Norman (latitude 65

degrees) ;
at the equinoxes Winnipeg receives about 30% more;

but on December 21 over 12 times as much. A more pro-
nounced comparison may be made by taking the extreme north-

ern and southern limits of the Dominion : at the summer solstice

Pelee Island (latitude 42 degrees) receives about the same
amount of sunlight as Cape Sheridan on Ellesmere Island (lati-

tude 83 degrees), the 24 hours of continuous sunlight compen-
sating for the low altitude of the sun which ranges from about

16 above the horizon at midnight to approximately 30 above

TABLE 1. DAILY TOTALS OF SOLAR RADIATION (DIRECT AND DIFFUSE)
GRAM CALORIES RECEIVED ON A SQUARE CENTIMETER OF

HORIZONTAL SURFACE ON A CLEAR DAY

IN

"Obviously, there is some radiation received on these dates because the sun is appar-
ently above the horizon although geometrically below it; the exact values, however, are
not known.

TABLE 2. ALTITUDE OF THE SUN AT NOON IN DEGREES OF ARC ABOVE THE
HORIZON, ASSUMING NO ATMOSPHERE

TABLE 3. RELATIVE LENGTHS OF PATH OF THE SUN'S RAYS THROUGH THE
ATMOSPHERE AT NOON
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the horizon at noon. Pelee Island receives sunlight for only
about 15 hours on this date, yet the sun at noon is about 75

above the horizon. At the equinoxes northern Ellesmereland

receives only a third as much sunlight as Pelee Island. By
December 21 there is no direct sunlight for places north of

the 68th parallel

TABLE 4. DURATION OF POSSIBLE SUNSHINE IN HOURS AT VARIOUS LATITUDES

An adequate understanding of the climate of Canada, and

particularly its northern reaches, must be based to a large degree

upon the seasonal ranges in the altitude of the sun and the dura-

tion of sunshine, and the consequent range of insolation.

TABLE 5. DATES OF "SUNRISES" AND "SUNSETS" IN POLAR LATITUDES

Further reference to Table 4 reveals the effect of latitude

upon the yearly course of the duration of sunshine, the 21st day
of each month being taken to illustrate. This, as well as Table 5,

takes into consideration the refractive effect of the earth's
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FIG. 2 March 21.

FIG. 4 September 21.

90

FIG. 3 June 21.

FIG. 5 -December 21.

Curves showing daily totals of solar radiation (direct and diffuse) in

gram calories received on a square centimeter of horizontal surface at vari-

ous latitudes on the 21st day of March, June, September, and December;
curve B representing conditions on a clear day and curve C representing
conditions with average cloudiness for that latitude in Canada. Curve A
shows the lengths of path of the sun's rays through the atmosphere, the

lengths being given in "atmospheres" as indicated at the left.
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atmosphere so that the total number of hours of possible sun-

shine for any latitude for the year will always exceed the total

number of hours the sun remains geometrically below the

horizon.

Beyond the 70th parallel embracing a large part of the Arctic

Archipelago, the sun remains continuously above the horizon

during the last half of May, all of June and most of July; for

the same places no insolation at all is received during half of

November, all of December and most of January. At 60 degrees
north latitude, sunshine lasts three times as long in July as in

January; at 50 degrees, twice as long. To take a specific case,

Fort McPherson during July has sunshine about seven hours

longer than Hamilton ; but in January seven hours shorter.

'^SSSL.tWfts,^ alone, account for the extremely high annual

ranges of temperature in Arctic Canada, and for the smaller

ranges farther south. Were it not for the greater thickness of

the atmosphere through which the sun's rays must pass in high
latitudes (Table 3), the annual ranges of temperature would

be still more extreme.

If the sun were the dominant factor in regulating the climate

throughout Canada, then Prince Rupert should have a markedly
different climate from that of Toronto which lies 10 degrees

farther south; likewise, Atlin should experience conditions

somewhat more severe than Mistassini Post eight degrees far-

ther south. As a matter of fact, the contrasts between these

respective places are relatively slight in so far as temperature is

concerned. Indeed, the two stations farther south experience

greater extremes of temperature. At Atlin, altitude accounts

largely for the extremes being smaller than at Mistassini Post;

while the nearness to water accounts for the small extremes at

Prince Rupert as compared with those at Toronto. It is evi-

dent, then, that some attention should be given to the physical

features of Canada and Newfoundland.

The more important relief features are shown in Fig. 6. With

few exceptions, all of British Columbia and Yukon Territory

rise above 5000 feet. The few exceptions are along the coast

and river valleys; but even along the Pacific coast, the moun-

tains generally rise abruptly from the sea, so that the heavy

precipitation is concentrated in a relatively narrow strip along

the coast. On the other hand, some of the low, narrow, and

confined valleys in the interior approach desert conditions
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because of the mountain barriers both to the west and to the

east. Several considerable areas of the western mountains are

above 10,000 feet, while a few isolated peaks exceed that height
and are permanently snowcapped. Thus, Mt Robson in eastern

British Columbia extends to 13,700 feet ; Mt. Mystery in south-

western British Columbia, and only 24 miles from tidewater, to

13,200 feet; and Mt. Logan in southwest Yukon towers to 19,539

feet, being the highest" 'point, in Canada. This vast mountain

system not only favors heavier precipitation on its windward

(western) slopes, but it also acts as an effective barrier in

rendering the interior of Canada drier and, usually, in prevent-

ing the cold waves of the Mackenzie district from spreading
over the interior and coastal reaches of British Columbia.

In contrast to the Pacific highlands is the great interior of

Canada, extending southward from the Arctic Ocean to the

international boundary, and eastward from the great Cordillera

to the Labrador Peninsula. The whole region is marked by rel-

atively slight relief, few parts of which exceed 2000 feet in ele-

vation if the western piedmont is excepted. Even here the ele-

vations seldom reach 4000 feet. Hence, this is a land where
precipitation is light; where the winters are cold and the sum-
mers hot features of a continental type of climate. The effects

of water bodies are reduced to a minimum, the Great Lakes and
the other numerous fresh water bodies being too small to exert

any profound influence except locally. Hudson Bay, even though
penetrating far south into the heart of the continent, is too cold

and often too much choked with ice to act as a mitigator of

extreme conditions in winter as does the Pacific, and to a lesser

extent the Atlantic Ocean. On the other hand, these ice-laden

waters in summer tend to keep the surrounding coasts, particu-

larly the east coast, appreciably cooler than places farther

inland. The same may be said of the Arctic Ocean, which sur-

rounds the islands of the Archipelago ; ice may be found during
any month of the year, and it may be so compact some years as

to hold ships firmly imprisoned throughout the summer.
It is over this vast Canadian interior of few obstructions that,

during the winter months, the cold air of the far north may
sweep southward, spreading over all of central Canada, reaching
far south into the United States and penetrating to the Atlantic
seaboard. It is over this expanse of lowland that the direct solar
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heating may cause temperatures to mount to 90 and even 100

in July,

Of the islands comprising the Arctic Archipelago, few have
relief of special significance ; although Baffin Island, the largest

of these, has a ridge of mountains along the eastern coast, lofty

enough to cause more precipitation than the surrounding low-

lands, and high enough also to keep summer temperatures a

little lower, so that numerous small glaciers may be found

along the east-facing slopes. Ellesmere Island also has consid-

erable relief, the northern portion of it certainly above 5000

feet, and lofty enough in this region of low absolute humidity
to extend above the limit' of appreciable precipitation.

To the southeast, covering a large part of the Labrador and

Gaspe peninsulas, lies an area of moderate relief, generally not

exceeding 2000 feet in elevation. Along the northern part of

the Labrador coast, however, is a narrow ridge of mountains

culminating in peaks above 5000 feet. There is, likewise, a

small area of Gaspe which reaches above 5000 feet. The Lab-

rador Peninsula in particular is distinctly a region of heavier

precipitation and milder temperatures than that of central

Canada. Altitude is of less importance here than location, for

the region is thrust out seaward where the waters of the Gulf

of St. Lawrence and of the Atlantic Ocean may have appreciable
effect in making the summers cold and damp, but at the same
time in ameliorating the severity of the winters. Newfound-

land, due to the same sort of location, experiences much the

same conditions; the extremes, however, are even less because

of the more pronounced marine effects.

The presence of ocean waters to the east and west of Canada
has a greater significance locally than any factor yet noted. The

readily available moisture of the winds across these waters

increases precipitation along the coasts, particularly when winds
are onshore. Reference to the map of mean annual precipitation,

Fig. 32, will emphasize this fact. These waters serve as heat

regulators as well, bringing to the coastal stretches higher win-

ter temperatures and lower summer temperatures than those

which are experienced in the interior of the continent (note the

trend of the isotherms on the maps of mean temperature for

January and July, Figs. 27 and 29).

Moreover, the movements of the waters themselves should be

noted. On the Atlantic side not far off the coast of Nova Scotia
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is the Gulf Stream which, as will be discussed in Chapter II,

exei-ts an appreciable influence on the calmness or storminess

of the Eastern parts of the United Stales and Canada. The cold

waters of the Labrador Current likewise have their influence

on the Labrador coast in summer, rendering it bleak and inhos-

pitable. The mixing of air over these two currents makes the

Grand Banks and the eastern and southern coasts of Newfound-
land extremely foggy. On the Pacific side* the warm Japan
Current Drift probably brings milder and rainier conditions to

the coast of British Columbia than could be expected from the

southerly winds alone, the mean January temperature being

everywhere above freezing. Quite apart from the immediate
influence of this warm water, coming with onshore winds, is

the more indirect influence through the cyclonic storms of the

colder months, many of which appear to have their origin over

these relatively warm waters of the northern Pacific.

Thus far, only the broad features of relief have been empha-
sized. It is not to be presumed, however, that local topography
does not play an exceedingly important part on the climate of

a locality. Equally significant for small areas are the dozens
of lakes, not only because of their low-lying position but also

because of their great capacity for heat storage. Among these

should be mentioned, in addition to the Great Lakes, Great Bear
and Great Slave lakes, each larger than Lake Erie ; Lakes Win-

nipeg, Athabaska, Mistassini, and Manitoba,. Why should Fort

Good Hope in the Mackenzie River Valley have the lowest official

temperature ever recorded in Canada? Why should Kamloops
in the Thompson Elver Valley experience some of the highest

temperatures ever recorded? Why should Steep Hill Falls near

the eastern end of Lake Superior have the heaviest recorded

snowfall in Eastern Canada? These facts must find their

explanation largely in the local effects of relief and water bodies.



CHAPTER II

PRESSURE, WINDS AND STORMS

Canada exhibits only in a very broad way the general fea-

tures of planetary circulation for its latitude. The size and
relief of the land mass together with the relatively warm waters
of the northern Pacific and the northern Atlantic in winter and
their relative coolness in summer modify the general circulation,

much as in Asia, although to a less degree.

In January the subpolar low pressure centers extend well

south to about 60 degrees north latitude over the oceans, while

the so-called horse latitude and polar high pressure belts tend

to merge into one high pressure area extending from the Great

Plains of the United States northwestward to the Mackenzie
Delta (Fig, 7). The saddle of high pressure, or trough of low

pressure, extending across the northern portions of British Col-

umbia and the Prairie Provinces suggests the paths of numerous

cyclones in their march eastward from the Aleutian low center

to the North Atlantic. In years when most of the winter storms

do move this far northward, the weather for that season is

unusually mild. 1 Cold waves from the far north are less fre-

quent and less severe, under such conditions. Chinooks in the

Prairie Provinces are more numerous, and frequently their

warming effects are carried far eastward into the borders of

Manitoba.

At other times, storm centers take a more southerly course,

the paths of which are indicated by the tongue of lower pressure
over the Great Lakes. That is, average January pressures tend

to be slightly lower along a belt extending south-southeast from
southern British Columbia to Lake Superior. When storms

move as far south as this or when they move from the south-

western United States northeastward toward the Great Lakes

and the St. Lawrence Valley, it is then that all of Canada east

of the cordillera, and central Canada in particular, experiences

the intense cold which may cause temperatures to drop as low

as forty and fifty degrees below zero and in extreme cases as

1 Sir Frederic Stupart, "The Influence of Arctic Meteorology on the Climate of Canada
Especially," Problems of Polar Research, American Geographical Society, New York, 1928 ;

10
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low as minus seventy degrees. That cold Januarys are the rule
for central Canada is in accordance with the prevailing north-
west winds (Fig. 7).

The almost continuous low pressure in winter keeps the west
coast continuously moist during that season; and these condi-

tions likewise obtain during much of autumn and spring, as
indicated in Figs. 8 and 10. This region, however, is not par-
ticularly stormy at any season; and the same may be said for
all of British Columbia, for the great mountain barrier formed
by the Canadian Rockies keeps out the great masses of cold air

to the east. Occasionally, this air may spill over into the inte-

rior valleys and even reach the coast ; though generally, in such
cases, the air is sufficiently warmed by compression and in other

ways to prevent temperatures falling much below zero.

In marked contrast is the Eastern Maritime Region where the
low in January is considerably deeper a result of the meeting
of storm paths from northern Canada, southern Canada, cen-
tral United States and the Atlantic coast because of the pre-

vailing contrast in temperature between the relatively warm
waters of the Gulf Stream and the colder lands to the north-

west. Highlands here are no considerable barrier, so the winds

may blow with full force toward the lows as they gravitate
toward this region. A study of Tables 6 and 7 will show how
much more stormy is this region than either the interior or the

Pacific Coast. Southwest Point on the island of Anticosti,

exposed to winds from a westerly or southerly quarter, has a

TABLE 6. AVERAGE WIND VELOCITIES IN MILES PEE HOUR FOR SELECTED
STATIONS
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FIG. 7 Mean pressure and prevailing winds for January.

FIG. 8 Mean pressure and prevailing winds for April.
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TABLE 7, AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH GALES* FOR SELECTED STATIONS

*Wind velocities of 35 or more miles per hour o\er a fne-roinute periou.

mean daily wind velocity in January of nearly 23 miles an hour;

and is in marked contrast with Kamloops in the protected

Thompson Valley of British Columbia. So far as the records

can show, Kamloops has never experienced any gales (winds
35 miles per hour or over) ; Southwest Point, on the other hand,

reports, on the average, 19 gales in January. In fact all points

in the east report relatively high average wind velocities and

from 6 to 10 or more gales a month during the winter. In Brit-

ish Columbia, except immediately along the coast, and in the

Prairie Provinces high winds are infrequent. What few rec-

ords there are available show that the far north, Jones Sound

for example, is moderately stormy. Presumably the extreme

cold accompanied at times by moderately high wind velocities

gives the impression that this region is extremely stormy, espe-

cially in winter.

The relative positions of the two depressions in January have

much to do with the temperature conditions during that month.

Along the west coast, the winds follow the expected counter-

clockwise circulation about the center and move in general from

a southerly quarter (modified to a considerable extent by relief),

thereby bringing fairly mild conditions to the whole region. On
the Atlantic side, the winds follow the same counter-clockwise

trend. But since the centers of the cyclones lie usually to the

east
o
and slightly farther south than off the Pacific coast, the

winds come from a westerly or northerly quarter, thereby mak-
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PIG. 9 Mean pressure and prevailing winds for July.

FIG. 10 Mean pressure and prevailing winds for October.
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ing the continental coldness and dryness strongly felt. Even

though the average January pressure gradients in the east are

not so steep as in northwestern Canada, the rapid eastward

movements of the storm centers and the absence of important
barriers favor high wind velocities in this region. As Stupart

points out, the major portion of the Labrador Peninsula expe-
riences winds with a northerly component at all seasons, not

because of exceptionally high pressure in the north but because

of the passage of most of the cyclones to the south. 1 These

winds bring the continental cold of winter when the winds tend

to be northwest, and the marine iciness of the Labrador Current

in summer when the winds are prevailingly northeast.

Conditions for July (see Fig. 9) are in decided contrast to

those of January. The strong continental high pressures have

given way to rather weak low pressures; the Pacific Aleutian

low is replaced by a weak high pressure area; and the strong

Icelandic low has only a vestige left, the only indication of it

being that the pressure is lower there than either to the north

or south. The subtropical high pressure belt, indicated by the

30-inch isobar, grazes only the tip of Ontario but extends far-

ther north over the Atlantic. The cold ice-cap of Greenland

brings the polar high pressure farthest south. The subtropical

high belt has thrust itself far northward in the Pacific Ocean,

extending well into British Columbia. Conditions are, there-

fore, almost the reverse of those obtaining in January. Another

noteworthy distinction is the general flatness of pressure grad-

ients everywhere on the map for July, with the attendant

decreased wind velocities, except for thunder squalls.

A further study of Tables 6 and 7 shows the reduced stormi-

ness of summer. Thus Anticosti has an average wind velocity

for July of little more than half of that for January, and the

number of days with gales is reduced to one-eighth. Farther

west, however, there is not such a great difference between win-

ter and summer, although the west still has calmer conditions

in July than does the east The far north tends to have uni-

formly higher wind velocities in summer than in winter, but

fewer days with gales. At this season, cyclonic storms are

weaker. They move more slowly because of the weakened tem-

perature gradients; hence, they are not so frequent. Their

1 Stupart, Problems of Polar Research, p. 41.
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paths tend to be farther north. At this season, on the Pacific

coast, the winds have a westerly or northerly component most

of the time; they bring the cooling influences of the water to

the land immediately along the coast. The interior and south-

eastern portions of Canada have winds with a westerly com-

ponent, more northwest in Alberta and southwest in southern

Ontario, directions which are in accordance with the pressure

distribution. Hence, these regions experience the high sum-

mer temperatures characteristic of a continental climate.

In summer, pressures are affected locally by bodies of water,

and these local differences in pressure likewise affect the air

movements over them. Thus the cold waters of Hudson Bay,
often ice-laden far into the summer, cause somewhat higher

pressure with consequent onshore winds over most of the shores

of the Bay. This is in direct contrast to the January conditions,

when the waters of the Bay favor low pressure and winds

offshore, particularly along the west shores (see Fig. 7). Like-

wise, in July, Lake Superior favors higher pressure with out-

flowing winds.

April and October are transition months. The maps of pres-

sure and winds for these months (Figs. 8 and 10) represent
conditions only for a very short period. In these months tem-

peratures, which largely determine pressure, are changing most

rapidly. Hence, the maps are of interest in revealing to some
extent what takes place during the change from winter to sum-
mer. On the whole, both maps resemble the January one, the

chief difference as far ag' pressure is concerned being the rela-

tive weakness of the highs and lows for April and October.

There are other exceptions of some importance. One is the

beginning of the continental low pressure for April in the west-

ern United States. Also the tendency for low pressure over

Hudson Bay and the Great Lakes becomes less pronounced
on the April map. The winds for these transition months are

also similar to those tor January, although in April in parts of

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, northwest winds seem to give way
to north and northeast, due doubtless to the high pressure which

persists over the snow-covered plateau of northern central

Ontario. As far as records permit conclusions, winds with a

northwesterly component prevail everywhere and at all seasons

in the Archipelago north of 65 degrees north latitude. Excep-
tions to this general statement are found in certain protected
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situations, particularly where the observation points are located

in fiords or confined valleys.

The relative frequency of winds from the eight cardinal points
for selected stations is shown by a system of wind roses in

Fig. 11. The map indicates a considerable variety for various

sections. It will be noticed that the winds blow more in accord-

ance with movements of cyclones than with the planetary sys-

tem of circulation, although in southern Canada there is a dis-

tinct westerly component in most of the wind roses shown.

Relief, both local and general, influences wind directions con-

siderably in many places. The location of Dawson in the north-

south trending valley of the Yukon River causes the winds to

be either northerly or southerly at all seasons. Kamloops in

the east-west valley of the Thompson River experiences east

or west winds most of the year. Similar conditions obtain at

Vancouver. At Prince George in central British Columbia, the

trend of the Fraser Valley favors south or southwesterly winds.

In the Prairie Provinces the influence of cyclonic storms is

very pronounced, and the topographic effect is reduced to a

minimum. Here the winds pass with considerable regularity

from one direction to another. In winter and spring, the cold

northwest winds give way to east and northeast winds as a

cyclone appears over Montana; and as the center of the storm

keeps to the south on its eastward movement, the winds back

through the north to the northwest. Under such conditions,

there is little relief from the extreme cold. At other times,

however, when a cyclone starts eastward over the Alaskan Pan-

handle, the northwest winds give way to southwest or even

southeast winds, bringing in warmer air from the south or air

from the southwest which is warmed adiabatically in its descent

to the plains. Gradually the winds veer to the west and north-

west as the cyclone moves southeastward, with the consequent

indraft of cold Arctic air again.

In eastern Canada, particularly in Newfoundland and the

Atlantic Provinces, the highly complex relief disturbs the nor-

mal circulation of air about cyclones. Because of this fact,

coupled with the tempering effects of the ocean waters, pro-

nounced weather changes, as found in central Canada, are con-

siderably reduced. As the wind roses show, most of the storms

move out the St. Lawrence Valley. To the south of the Valley,

the winds are generally southerly, changing to west and north-
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west as the following anticyclone sweeps far south in the United
States. To the north of the Valley, as already mentioned in

regard to Labrador, the winds blow most frequently from a

northerly or westerly quarter.

Up to this point, only average conditions have been stressed.

The seasonal pressure maps show only broadly the effect of

land, water, relief and the effect of the movements of cyclonic
storms upon the general planetary circulation of the atmosphere.

Probably there is no section of the northern hemisphere whose
climate is more dominated by weather attending cyclonic storms
than is that of Canada and Newfoundland, largely because the

countries lie in the region most frequented by these storms.

Although the storms do not usually cause considerable damage
on account of high wind velocities, they do vitally influence the

people through the great and sudden changes of temperature
which they occasion. Not only this, they sometimes cause great
economic loss when an unusually late spring frost or an early

autumn frost may destroy valuable crops in a few hours.

No two pressure maps for different days are ever alike; yet

there are certain types of pressure distribution which give rise

to similar sorts of weather. It will be the purpose of the

remaining portion of this chapter to call attention to a few
weather types, which will be illustrated by pressure maps, each

map being for one particular set of observations, in every case

taken at 8 a. m., 75th meridian time, 1

The Cold Wave Type. This is probably the most significant

type of weather in Canada and results in a very considerable

drop in temperatures perhaps as much as 70 degrees in 36

hours. The map for December 7, 1927, Fig. 12, shows the pres-

sure conditions which gave rise to a cold wave in the Mackenzie

Region and the Prairie Provinces. The chief pressure charac-

teristic of such a cold wave is a strong high pressure area*

much elongated and extending well into the United States. An
invariable adjunct is a fairly intense low pressure passing east-

ward or northeastward across the Central Plains of the United

States. With such a distribution of pressure is a large indraft

of cold air from the Arctic. The lowlands of Canada and the

United States offer but little obstruction to this movement of

air. Consequently the winds are strong and northwesterly over

* The maps are copied from the originals made by the Canadian Meteorological Service

at Toronto,
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FIG. 12 Weather map 8 a. m., December 7, 1927.

FIG. 13 Weather map 8 a. m., January 26, 1927.
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much of the region. These winds, on the rear of the passing

cyclone, comprise the blizzard so characteristic of this region.

With the arrival of the cold front, or polar front, there is usu-

ally some precipitation, either snow or rain turning to snow,

which gradually ceases as the temperature falls. The winds

which increase in strength with the fall in temperature drive

this snow about to such an extent that it appears as a continuous

FIG. 14 Weather map 8 a. m., February 26, 1926.

snow storm. The snowfall, however, is generally light. For this

particular day temperatures dropped to as low as -54 in Yukon

Territory, -48 at
Fort^ McMurray in northern Alberta, and

-32 at Swift Current *in southern Saskatchewan. The cold

extended as far east as Port Nelson where the thermometer

stood at -29.
As the cold air moves southward and eastward, it may cover

a large area in southeastern Canada and the Great Lakes region

as shown by the high pressure in Fig. 13. Under such condi-

tions, temperatures drop well below zero throughout the region :

-16 at Toronto, -48 at White River, -14 as far ea$t as

Chatham, New Brunswick. To the west, conditions are rela-

tively mild, temperatures in Alberta being well above zero.
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FIG. 15 Weather map 8 a. m., January 20, 1928.

FIG. 1ft Weather map 8 a. m., December 11, 1927.
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Fig. 14 shows the beginning of a cold wave in the Mackenzie
district On this day, temperatures were -25 at Fort Good
Hope, but above freezing in the Prairie Provinces.

Winter Storm Type. In southeastern Canada the winter

storm type brings the heavy snows throughout the region. As
indicated in Figs. 14 and 15, it is marked by a low pressure of

considerable intensity, the center of which passes over the region
affected. Such a storm is marked by high winds, shifting from
southeast through south to west. Fig. 17 represents a not unusual
winter condition over central Canada; which brings light snows
to that section. The snows are light, not because of the weakness
of the cyclone, but because of the lack of available moisture.

Farther west in British Columbia, when a cyclone, or perhaps
a series of cyclones, crosses the mountains, with high pressures

lying over Yukon Territory and the Great Basin of the United

States, the result is relatively heavy rain along the coast and

heavy snows in the mountains and valleys of the interior. This

type is illustrated in Fig. 16.

The Chinook Type. The Chinook as experienced particularly

in Alberta is described as follows by Stupart
1

:

"The first and most obvious conclusion is that the Alberta
chinook is a strong southwest or west wind which blows between
the coast and Alberta when a well-marked area of low baro-
metric pressure is passing eastward across the more northern

part of the Province, and with these conditions a heavy general

precipitation occurs on the outer coast line and also in a more
spasmodic manner on the western slopes of the mountain ranges
of the Interior. The chinook is not pronounced unless the baro-

metric gradient be steep enough for strong winds. It is found
that the temperature of the winter chinook in Southern Alberta

is approximately equal to the temperature on the outer coast

of British Columbia and may exceed 50 .... Observation does

not show that a change to higher temperature on the Alberta

prairies is indicated much in advance by a change occurring
at Sulphur Mountain, while on the other hand cold waves set-

ting in from the north are usually well marked on the plains

before any change occurs at high levels."

The map for February 26, 1926, Fig. 14, shows the usual

pressure conditions for a well developed chinook. On this day

Sir Frederic Stupart, "The Chinook in Southern Alberta and Temperature Inversions

at Sulphur Mountain, Banff," Transactions, Royal Society of Canada, Toronto, Section 111,

voL 4, 1910; pp. 51-2.
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FIG* 17 Weather map 8 a. m., January 9, 1926.

FlG. 18 -Weather map 8 a. m., October 1, 1928,
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temperatures reached as high as 56 :

at Medicine Hat and even

B2 Z
as far east as The Pas, Manitoba; while temperatures under

-20- occurred in the Mackenzie district and around Hudson

Bay. Fig. 17 also shows conditions which favor chinook winds.

It appears, however, that the strength of the chinook varies

directly with the intensity of the high pressure to the south-

west. The economic aspect of the chinook lies largely in the

fact that the temperature is high enough and relative humidity
low enough to cause rapid melting and evaporation of the snow
which usually covers the plains after a blizzard, thereby uncov-

ering the grasses for live stock. If the chinook comes in time

it may prevent the loss through starvation of thousands of cattle,

since it is a common practice of ranchmen to keep their stock

on the open range throughout the year.

The map for January 9, 1926, Fig. 17, also illustrates the

conditions which bring mild conditions to practically all of Can-

ada with the exception of the southeastern Archipelago and
the St. Lawrence Valley, both of which have high pressure.

Pacific Coast Rainy Type. Rains on the exposed portions of

the Pacific coast are of almost daily occurrence in autumn and

early winter; yet there are times when the rains are particu-

larly heavy. In such cases, a low pressure area is centered over

the Alaskan Archipelago and high pressure conditions prevail

over Washington and Oregon and perhaps farther inland. This

sort of distribution favors southerly, and hence onshore, winds.

This type is best illustrated in Figs. 14 and 18 ; Fig. 13 also

shows similar conditions.

Fog in the Eastern Maritime Region. Aside from high winds

and rough seas which accompany many of the cyclones as they

pass over Newfoundland and the Atlantic Provinces, there is

probably no weather condition which occasions greater incon-

venience to the mariner than the dense fogs which envelop this

region for days at a time, particularly in late spring and early

summer. Fogs occur most frequently where the Labrador Cur-

rent and Gulf Stream meet near the Grand Banks. Yet there

are certain types of pressure distribution one of which may
cause fogs on the east coast of Newfoundland and fair weather

on the south coast; while another type may cause fogs along

the south coast and fair weather along the east coast. On May
23, 1928, (see Fig. 19) all points on the east Newfoundland coast

reported dense fogs. The reason is not hard to see: high pres-



PlG. 19 Weather map 8 a. m., May 23, 1928.

FIG. 20 Weather map 8 a. m., October 21, 1927.
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sure to the northeast and low pressure to the southwest with

resulting easterly winds. These winds had come from the warm
waters of the Gulf Stream Drift, and upon crossing the cold

Labrador waters which wash the east shores of the Island, they
were quickly chilled to the dewpoint Fig. 20 illustrates much
the same conditions, although fog occurred also on the south

FIG. 21 Weather map 8 .a. m., June 27, 1928,

shores of Newfoundland on this day because the winds were

southeast and had come from the warm water. There appear
to be times, however, when east and southeast winds fail to

bring fog.

Fogs were somewhat more widespread on June 27, 1928, (see

Fig* 21) when both the east and south shores of Newfoundland

as well as those of Nova Scotia were shrouded in fog. On this

date, southeast, south and southwest winds were blowing from

a high pressure over the Atlantic into a lo\? pressure trough

stretching from Greenland into Quebec and on west into the

Prairie Provinces. Chill waters occur between the coasts and

the warm waters of the Gulf Stream. Coastal fogs almost invar-

iably result when there is a pronounced convergence of northerly

and southerly winds each saturated with moisture at their res-
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FIG. 22 Weather map 8 a. m., July 7, 1927.

Fie. 23 Weather map 8 a. m., June 30, 1927.
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pective temperatures; and they are most frequent in spring and
early summer.

Summer Rain Type. The types of pressure distribution

which bring summer showers vary, not only for different locali-

ties, but for the same locality as well Pig. 22 shows pressure
conditions attended by thunderstorms in British Columbia and
the Prairie Provinces. Westerly and southwesterly winds from

FIG. 24 Weather map 8 a. mv July 17, 1927.

the Pacific* coupled with the orographic effect of the western

mountains, readily explain the showers in British Columbia.

Southerly and southeasterly winds coming from warmer and
more humid sections account for the showers for the Prairie
Provinces. Figs. 19 and 23 show much the same conditions.

Summer showers in the Great Lakes region usually occur
with a rather weak low pressure area centered over that region
and with a high pressure to the west or southwest. The cooler

air from the northwest causing instability of the warm and
moist air from the south in front of the cyclone gives rise to

thunderstorms which may yield heavy rains locally. Such a

storm occurred on July 17, 1927, (see Fig. 24) when several

places in the peninsula of Ontario received an inch of rain,
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Fig. 25 Weather map 8 a. m., July 25, 1926.

FIG. 26 Weather map 8 a. m., August 23, 1928.
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while White River, a short distance northeast of Lake Superior,
received over four inches. Fig. 22 also shows a similar type of

pressure distribution with similar results. In both of these

cases, showers of moderate intensity occurred from a few hours

to a day later in the Atlantic Provinces and Newfoundland.

Summer Hot Wave Type. Temperatures of 85 and 90 and
even higher are not infrequent in certain parts of Yukon Ter-

ritory and in the Mackenzie Valley. Such was the case on July
6 and 7, 1927, (see Fig. 22). These warm waves seem to result

when a portion of the North Pacific high pressure extends far

inland and joins a high pressure over the Arctic Ocean. This,

together with a low pressure to the southeast, causes southerly

or southwesterly winds taking on foehn characteristics as they
descend into the valleys northeast of the coast ranges and the

cordillera. Conditions on July 25, 1926, (see Fig. 25) were very
similar.

This last mentioned pressure and wind distribution (Fig. 25)

also brings hot and dry weather to most of British Columbia

as well as the Prairie Provinces. On this particular day maxi-

mum temperatures were well above 90 at most observation

points. In the southern portions of these provinces, winds with

a southerly component prevail under conditions shown on the

map. This type of pressure is usual for the season : a more or

less permanent high pressure area to the west, with a succes-

sion of weak lows coming in from the northwest. The hot wave

type in southern and eastern Canada is marked by high pressure

rather than low (Fig. 23) . Relief from the hot southwest winds

comes with the showers which the cyclone to the west is almost

certain to yield.

Frost Type in the Wheat Belt. It is not uncommon for August
frosts to do considerable damage to the wheat crop, especially

if temperatures below freezing persist for five or six hours or

longer. This was the case on August 22, 1929, (see Fig. 26)

when a cyclone which moved southeastward from Alberta into

the central United States was followed by a large high pressure

area from the northwest favoring cold, clear weather. A drop
in temperature of as much as 40 degrees in 18 hours resulted

in freezing temperatures at several points in Saskatchewan.

Tropical Hurricane Type. Occasionally in September and

October, tropical cyclones which proceed up the Atlantic coast

of the United States continue to be intense, assuming the char-
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acteristics of extra-tropical cyclones as they move northward.
Under favorable conditions they may move far north into Baffin

Bay. The hurricane which first appeared on the United States
weather maps over Cuba on October 17, 1927, had on October 21
reached the Gulf of St. Lawrence (see Fig-. 20), causing fogs,

heavy rains, and strong gales to a large part of the eastern
maritime country.

In this discussion of weather types, no claim is made that the

map shown represents the only pressure distribution which could

yield the special type of weather for which it is used; neither
has any attempt been made to exhaust the weather type possi-
bilities. The problem is complex. The aim has been, therefore,
to mention only a few significant weather types and to select

one or more actual weather maps as illustrative of each type.



CHAPTER III

SUNSHINE AND TEMPERATURE

Any mean annual sea-level isothermal chart of the world

will show that most of Canada, with the exception of the Pacific

coast, is slightly cooler than the average for its latitude. The

size of the land mass helps to reduce the temperatures in win-

ter; the ice-filled Arctic waters including Hudson Bay and

Davis Strait prevent summer temperatures over a large area

of northern and eastern Canada from reaching as high as the

size of the land mass would normally indicate. The west coast

is under the marine control ; hence this region has higher tem-

peratures for the year than the average for its latitude. The

so-called Maritime Provinces are under both the land and water

control; and they experience, therefore, mean annual tempera-

tures not far from the average for their latitude. The lati-

tudinal factor then is considerably affected by land, ice, and

water. If the world isothermal charts were to show actual tem-

peratures instead of those reduced to sea level, then the lati-

tudinal control would become still weaker by comparison.

The intensity and duration of sunshine are, however, the

fundamental factors in any climate. The average temperature

for any place must always vary directly with the insolation.

Consequently, in order to have an adequate understanding of

the daily, seasonal and annual course of temperature over Can-

ada and Newfoundland, it is necessary to point out again a few

significant facts regarding sunshine its intensity and dura-

tion in the several seasons, and the effect of average cloudiness

upon it.

In Table 8 are shown the full day values of solar radiation

for the equinoxes and solstices at various latitudes, corrected

in each case for the mean cloudiness for that season and latitude.

These insolation values are shown graphically by curve C in

Figs. 2 and 5. At each season the value become greater with

decreasing latitude, although on both March 21 and June 21

there is considerable deviation from a smooth transition from

latitude to latitude as is shown by the irregularity of the curves
'

88
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TABLE 8 DAILY TOTALS OF SOLAR RADIATION (DIRECT AND DIFFUSE) IN
GRAM CALORIES RECEIVED ON A SQUARE CENTIMETER OF HORIZONTAL

SURFACE. THE VALUES HERE ARE THOSE OF TABLE 1

CORRECTED FOR MEAN CLOUDINESS*

*For method of correction see: "Amount of Solar Radiation That Reaches the Surface
of the Earth on the Land and on the Sea, and Methods by Which It Is Measured," by
H. H. Kimball, Monthly Weather Review, v. 56, 1928; p. 395.

(Figs. 2 to 5 inclusive). Particularly noteworthy is the fact

that at no time does any latitude receive more than two-thirds

of the solar radiation which it might receive if there were no

clouds, and generally it receives only about one-half the possible.

Closely correlated with these values of solar radiation are the

monthly figures for total number of hours of sunshine and the

per cent of possible, Table 9, although there are no depend-
able sunshine records north of the 64th parallel. For the year,

southern parts of Alberta and Saskatchewan have the most sun-

shine; obviously, Swede Creek, the most northerly of stations

reporting sunshine figures, has the least. During the month
of lowest sun, there are only two localities which show an aver-

age of as much as three hours of sunshine a day, southern
Alberta and the interior of New Brunswick. 1 The Pacific coast

receives not more than one and one-half hours a day on the

average; and a little beyond the arctic circle none is received.

Conditions are in substantial contrast in June when the region
about the arctic circle shows nearly as much sunshine as the

southwestern section of the Prairie Provinces, the sunniest

region in the country, July, however, being a less cloudy month
than June, shows as much as 340 hours of sunshine in southern

Alberta; this figure, 70% of the possible, averages 11 hours
of sunshine per day for the month. The Pacific coast is like-

wise sunny during the summer, the average being from eight
-to nine hours a day. The Lakes region is slightly less sunny,
averaging about eight hours per day, while the maritime region
probably averages not much more than seven hours per day.

1 It should be noted that the usual heliometer fails to record sunshine when the sun is
near the horizon.
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TABLE 9. AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF SUNSHINE AND PER CENT OF
POSSIBLE RECEIVED EACH MONTH AT SELECTED STATIONS

For most of Canada, January is the coldest month, although

extreme minimum temperatures occur probably as often in Feb-

ruary as in January. The map of mean January temperature

is shown in Fig, 27. Probably the most significant feature is

the fact that all of the Pacific coast of Canada has a mean tem-

perature above 30 and above freezing in most parts. In

striking contrast to this is the east coast where temperatures

for the same latitude vary from 20 down to zero or lower. The

gradient on the west coast, from Prince Eupert to Vancouver,

is only 0.7 of a degree per degree of latitude, while on the east

coapt, from Hebron to St. Johns, it is 2.7 degrees per degree

of latitude, about the same as found on the east coast of the

United States from Maine to Florida.1 The obvious explanation

lies in the fact of relatively warm ocean waters with a small

1 E. DeC. Ward, The Climates of the United States, Ginn & Co., Boston, 1925, p. 81.
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latitudinal gradient at sea and prevailing onshore winds in the

west; and offshore winds from a continent with a marked

gradient in the east. This steepness of gradient is due in part

to the maritime warmth of Newfoundland. From Newfound-

land southwest to Cape Sable, Nova Scotia, because of the

influence of the warmer waters of the Atlantic with the rather

frequent onshore winds on Newfoundland in January, the gra-

dient is reduced to practically zero, as evidenced by the trend

of the 20 isotherm on the map.
The steepest gradients in January are found in northwestern

British Columbia where the temperature drops from about 32

to in a southwest-northeast distance of about 100 miles. This

is chiefly because of exposure, although increasing altitude is

also responsible; for the temperatures continue to drop still

lower with increasing distance from the coast and with decreas-

ing altitude. Again, the relatively warm waters of the Pacific

with onshore winds, and the barrier effect of the mountains

lying close to the coast, keeping out the arctic cold, must explain
the situation.

Further effects of water bodies are shown over the Great

Lakes, especially Huron, where the 20 isotherm extends sharply

poleward over the water and equatorward over the land in the

Ontario Peninsula. Also, the relative warmth of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence causes a decided loop in the 10 isotherm. Hudson

Bay plays an important role in raising temperatures on the east

shores. The influence of Baffin Bay and Labrador waters is

indicated by the sharp poleward bend of all the isotherms north

of Belle Isle. Where the waters are frozen at this season, as

is the case with interior lakes and most of the waters of the

Archipelago, there is practically no moderating effect noticeable.

Probably seven-eighths of Canada experiences mean January
temperatures below zero. In the west, the zero isotherm runs

almost directly northwest-southeast, following rather closely

the eastern margin of the Rocky Mountain piedmont, roughly
the 2000-foot contour ; east of Manitoba, it runs almost due east

and west. The higher temperatures to the southwest, even

though the elevation is greater, result from the frequent south-

west chinooks which occur in this month. It is to the south of

the isotherm in the east that more than seventy per cent

of the population is found; also it is only to the south of this
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isotherm that mixed agriculture can be practiced profitably in

eastern Canada.

A large area of the Arctic Prairie has a mean January tem-

perature under -30. It extends from Chesterfield Inlet west-

vvard to the Mackenzie; the northward limits are indefinite,

although it is probable that the -30 isotherm would be closed

a little farther north after embracing most of the Arctic islands.

FIG. 28 Lowest temperatures recorded.

Fort Norman, in the Mackenzie Valley, has the lowest official

and long-term January mean of any station, -32.2. Stupart,

however, is inclined to the opinion that the territory north of

Chesterfield Inlet on the northwestern side of Hudson Bay, with
a reported mean January temperature of -35, is the coldest

area in the northern part of the western hemisphere, with the

possible exception of the ice-covered dome of Greenland.1

The depth to which frost penetrates and the depth of thaw
vary greatly from season to season even at the same place. In

speaking of the depth of frost in the Mackenzie and Yukon
districts, Kindle has this to say

2
: "Mr. Harris, who is in charge

of the government farm at Simpson states that his well entered

* Stupart, Problems oi Polar Research, p. 39.

* E. M. Kindly Canada North of Fifty-svc Degrees, Dept of the Int., Ottawa, 1928, p. 70.
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frozen ground at a depth of about 5 feet and passed out of

frost at about 40 feet. A frost limit of 40 feet is in sharp con-

trast with conditions prevailing in the Yukon valley and the

Nome district in Alaska. Near Nome a shaft 120 feet deep did

not penetrate below perpetual frost Cleveland Abbe states

that 'there is only one instance on record where excavation in

this northwestern region has gone below the zone of perpetual

frost.* This is a Klondike shaft which passed through the frost

zone into flowing water at about 220 feet." Lefroy has col-

lected some data on the subject of frost penetration, some of

which are presented in Table 10. 1

TABLE 10. AVERAGE DEPTH OF FROST AND THAW

The part of Canada which has never reported temperatures

below zero comprises a very narrow strip along the western

edge of Vancouver Island and the southern portion of the

Queen Charlotte Islands (Fig. 28). The city of Vancouver is

the only station on the mainland which has never reported a

temperature as low as zero. The extent to which temperatures

may drop, however, increases very rapidly with increase in dis-

tance inland, the gradient being as much as 50 degrees in 200

miles. The fact that the isotherms in British Columbia trend

northwest-southeast, that is, parallel with the coast, shows the

effect of the Pacific. The steep gradient also shows how quickly

the moderating marine influence disappears. In eastern British

Columbia the continental influence is strongly manifest, for

minimum temperatures of -50 and lower have been reported

from here. In southeastern Canada and in Newfoundland the

oceanic effect is only moderately felt, for there are few places

1 J. H. Lefroy, Proc. of the Royal Geoffr, Soe., v. 8, 1886, pp. 740-746.
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which have not experienced temperatures lower than -20.
Furthermore, all of the east coast north of St. Johns have had

temperatures from -20 down to -50 c
. Low temperatures are

are to be expected here, since they come with northwest, and
hence offshore winds. The big loop of the -50 isotherm around
Hudson Bay suggests the control of that body of water and ice

in keeping the air temperatures higher than -50. The most

striking feature on the map of minimum temperatures is the

location of the area of lowest temperatures in the Mackenzie

drainage system rather than farther to the northeast. The lowest

official temperatures ever recorded are: Fort Good Hope,
-79; Fort Norman, -72; and Fort Vermilion, -76. The

relatively long winter nights with clear skies and the conse-

quent great radiation and retention of the dense cold air in

the valley locations of the stations account for these excessively
low temperatures. In southeastern Canada, there is a small

area on the plateau of central Ontario (White River, particu-

larly) where temperatures as low as -60 have been recorded.

The changes from winter to summer are necessarily rapid,

since everywhere in Canada annual ranges of temperatures

may be as high as 80 degrees. The contrast between winter

and summer conditions may be seen by comparing the maps
of mean temperature for January and July, Figs. 27 and 29.

In July the isotherms trend more north and south than east

and west. This is true especially of the 60 isotherm, showing
that the moderate conditions of the northern plains states are

carried far north to the arctic circle. The influence here is

strictly continental except for small areas around some of the

lakes, such as Great Bear and Athabaska. The cooling effect

of the icy waters of the Arctic is indicated by the distinct south-

ward bending of the 40 and 60 isotherms. On both the east

and west coasts temperatures generally run below 60, except

locally. It is noteworthy,, however, that the mean temperature

at the 55th parallel on the west coast is 10 degrees higher than

at the same latitude on the east coast. The tendency for north-

east winds from the ice-laden Labrador Current readily explains

this considerable difference. Farther south in Nova Scotia

where summer winds are prevailingly from a southerly quarter,

the difference between west and east coasts is much reduced.

Gradients for July along these coasts are in marked contrast to

those for January: on the west coast, 1.4 degrees per degree
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of latitude (January 0.7 degree) ; on the east coast only 1.1

degrees per degree of latitude (January 2.7 degrees). Winds
on the west coast in summer are light and trend parallel with

the coast; the marine influence, therefore, is much reduced.

Along Labrador and Newfoundland the winds are considerably

stronger and more frequently onshore, thereby favoring greater

uniformity in temperature. From St. Johns to Halifax the

FIG. 30 Highest temperatures recorded.

gradient for July is 1.9 degrees per degree of latitude (in Jan-

uary, practically zero). Thus, the southern coasts of New-
foundland and Nova Scotia are very much like the Pacific coast
in both January and July, in so far as the influence of the sea
on latitudinal temperature gradients is concerned. The effect
of relief on temperature in both winter and summer is very pro-
nounced. This fact is clearly shown by the diversity of
isotherms in southern British Columbia, Figs. 27 and 29.

So far as recorded observations can show, practically all of
continental Canada has at one time or another experienced tem-
peratures of 80 or more. Reference to Fig. 30 will reveal this

fact, for the 80 isotherm hugs the Arctic coast rather closely.

Temperatures always lower than 80 certainly should be
expected in the Archipelago except possibly in very well pro-
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tected and otherwise favored situations. The highest official

temperature reported in the Archipelago was 77 at Ponds Inlet

in the northern part of Baffin Island. Sverdrup, during his

four years in southern Ellesmere Island, did not record any-

thing higher than 56 (July 9, 1902) .* A maximum of 63 was

reported at Etah during the four years of the Crocker Land

Expedition.
2

Fully two-fifths of Canada has had temperatures
of 90 or above; and a very large part of the more thickly

inhabited sections of the Prairie Provinces, together with some

of the interior valleys of British Columbia and much of southern

Ontario, have recorded temperatures above 100. Cannington

Manor, Saskatchewan and Griffin Lake, British Columbia, each

with 110, seem to hold the Canadian record for the extreme

maximum temperature. The cooling effect of Lakes Erie and

Ontario and of the Bay of Fundy is indicated by the fact that

maximum temperatures in exposed parts of those regions rarely

go above 100 and 90 respectively. Dawson and Fort Good

Hope, both near the arctic circle, have had maxima of 95 and

93, respectively. This is due to their long hours of sunshine

and isolation from marine effects.

As pointed out earlier, the mean annual ranges in Canada

vary greatly, from a marine range of 18.9 degrees at Clayoquot
on the west coast of Vancouver Island to an extreme continental

range of 93.4 degrees at Fort Norman in the Mackenzie Valley.

Tables 11 to 14 inclusive show the mean annual ranges of tem-

peratures for certain stations in the same latitude and for cer-

tain stations from north to south both in the interior and along

the east coast. The continental and marine effects are brought
out particularly in Tables 11 and 12; the effect of latitude is

clearly indicated in Table 14. Altitude tends to reduce annual

ranges, as indicated by Tables 12 and 13 ; of all the interior sta-

tions given in these tables, Banff, the station with the greatest

altitude, shows the lowest range, 43.4 degrees. Calgary farther

to the southward and situated on the piedmont at 3389, feet

elevation has a mean annual range of 48.7 degrees; and Medi-

cine Hat still farther to the southeast at 2144 feet has 56.6

degrees range.

1 Report of the Second Norwegian Arctic Expedition in the "Fram," 1898-1902, T. O P

Brogger, Kristiania, v. 1, p. 107.

* D. B. MacMfflan, Etah and Beyond, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1927, p. 274.
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TABLE U. TEMPERATURE DATA FOR SELECTED STATIONS NEAR THE 55TH

PARALLEL FROM WEST TO EAST

TABLE 13. TEMPERATURE DATA FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE MACKENZIE
VALLEY AND THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES, EXTENDING FROM

NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST

TABL* 14. TEMPERATURE DATA FOR SELECTED STATIONS ON THE EAST
COAST, EXTENDING FROM NORTH TO SOUTH
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Mean daily ranges for January are highest in strictly conti-

nental situations, being generally 18 degrees or more ; and low-

est where the water bodies are to windward, usually under 10

degrees. July mean daily ranges are almost always higher than

those of January, particularly where there is a change from
marine to more continental influences from January to Jtily, as

at Kamloops. In the far north, however, there is little differ-

ence between January and July, as shown by the figures for

Herschel Island and Jones Sound for examples.
The highest extreme monthly ranges (the difference between

the highest and lowest temperatures ever recorded) occur in

winter. The nearer the station lies to a body of water, the lower

is its extreme range of temperature (compare Vancouver, Kam-

loops and Qu Appelle). The greatest ranges occur in Alberta

and Saskatchewan, where the large and sudden changes in tem-

peratures come with the shift from southerly or southwesterly
winds to northwesterly, coincident with the passage of a cyclone.

The greatest absolute annual ranges occur in general where the

mean January temperatures are lowest, viz., in the Mackenzie

watershed, the record being 174 degrees for Fort Vermilion.

The lowest absolute annual ranges are found along the Pacific

coast, and amount to only about one-half that for Fort Ver-

milion, probably the lowest being 86 degrees at Massett.

One of the most difficult and uncertain situations which the

Canadian farmer needs to face is that dealing with frost and

the frost-free period. This is true particularly for farmers in

northern Ontario and Quebec and in the Prairie Provinces.

Throughout each of these sections (except the southern tip

of Alberta and the maritime portion of Quebec) and all the

region to the north, frost may be expected in any month. In

the Prairie Provinces, a late spring frost may necessitate resow-

ing the entire wheat area affected; if the frost comes too late

to permit resowing, it may seriously reduce the yield. Quite

as damaging are the early autumn frosts which may come while

the wheat is still in the milk stage, resulting in a soft and

inferior grade of grain which must be sold at a lower price.

Figure 31 shows the average length of the frost-free period,

and the dates of the latest spring and earliest autumn frost. It

will be seen that the frost-free period in the southern portions

of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba averages from three

to three and one-half months. In the middle portions of these
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provinces, the season is only three months long; while in the

northern portions it averages less than two months. Still far-

ther north, on Great Slave Lake, the waters of which act as a

heat reservoir in the autumn, a broken record of 22 years, shows
the frost-free period to average 78 days. As would be expected
in the Pacific coast region, the interior valleys of southern

British Columbia, the Lower Lakes region, and the eastern mari-

time region, the frost-free periods are longest, varying from
four or five months to as much as seven and one-half months,

the latter being at Victoria.

In spite of the uncertainty of "the frost-free period north of

the 50th parallel (except in the Prairie Provinces where the

55th parallel may be chosen instead, because of the ability of

cereals to endure temperatures as low as 30 for a short time

without any apparent harm) , certain more-resistant vegetables
and some cereals may be grown with success in one out of every

three, four or five years. According to Stupart, a line from
Fort Simpson drawn southeastward to Fort Albany on James
Bay would roughly represent the northern limit of land where

agriculture might be moderately successful in a fair percentage
of years.

1 Agriculture on a commercially successful scale in a

region where the frost-free period is under 80 or 90 days, must
remain a precarious undertaking, until new or hardier varieties

of vegetables and cereals are found.2

1 Op. cit., p. 41.

2 S. C. Lee, "Some Phases of the Climate of Manitoba in Relation to Agriculture,"
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, v. 3, 1922, p. 36.
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CHAPTER IV

MOISTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Precipitation is a factor of unusual significance as well as

of considerable economic importance in Canadian climate. In

arctic Canada the annual amount is certainly under 10 inches;

but because of the lower temperatures, evaporation is reduced

to a minimum,, and consequently droughts are of rare occur-

rence. The permanently frozen ground within a few inches or

feet of the surface also prevents underground drainage.

Even if droughts were frequent here, the economic aspects

would be of little moment at present Farther south, as in the

Thompson and middle Eraser valleys, where temperatures are

relatively high, especially in summer, 10 inches of rain is insuf-

ficient for most agricultural purposes. Irrigation, therefore, is

necessary. Hence, in respect to the availability of water, the

general temperature of any station is quite as significant as the

amount of precipitation.

The map, Pig. 32, shows the broader features of the mean

annual precipitation. The amounts vary from a high of approx-

imately 185 inches at Surf Inlet on the west coast to a low of

perhaps 4 inches (3.88 inches in a three-year record) at Fort

Conger in the northeastern portion of Ellesmere Island. Yet,

at Clinton, 350 miles southeast of Surf Inlet, and situated in

the rain shadow of the coast ranges, the total precipitation aver-

ages only 5.86 inches a year. This condition is one that would

be expected wfeen position and relief are considered. As already

mentioned, the effect of the Pacific waters as a source of abun-

dant water vapor, coupled with frequent cyclonic storms, the

prevailingly onshore winds, especially in fall and winter, and

the high mountains rising abruptly from the sea, combine to

give the Pacific coast with its seaward-facing mountain slopes,

the heaviest precipitation in North America if trade wind lati-

tudes are excepted. Only those places situated beyond the bend

of a fiord or in some other leeward position, or on low lying

islands, receive less than 100 inches. The whole Pacific coast

is marked by at least 60 inches.

49
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The barrier effect of high relief is clearly shown on the east

side of Vancouver Island and on the opposite mainland, where

the annual amounts are greatly reduced: 59 inches at Van-

couver, and only 30 inches at Victoria. To the east of the crest

of the coast ranges, there is a rapid falling off, so that, for a

large portion of interior British Columbia (except for a few

mountains high enough to cause more frequent condensation),

the total precipitation is generally under 30 inches with a con-

siderable area showing less than 20 inches. Farther to the

eastward, on the west slopes of the high Canadian Rockies, the

amounts are increased again to 40 and 60 inches. The whole

of British Columbia offers an exceedingly difficult problem in

the construction of a precipitation map which will show all the

irregularities that certainly do exist there. In the northern

part of the province, the isohyets are more regular, not so much
because of less complexity of relief, but largely because of insuf-

ficient data. It is a noteworthy fact here, however, that there

is a very rapid decrease in precipitation with increase in dis-

tance from the coast: Juneau, Alaska, receives about 80 inches,

while less than 100 miles to the northeast, at Atlin, the amount
is only 11 inches and this in spite of the fact that Atlin is at

an altitude of over 2200 feet. A mountain range from 5,000 to

10,000 feet elevation intervenes.

Over the great interior of Canada, the mean annual precipi-

tation, except on a few isolated heights, is under 20 inches ; and
a considerable portion has less than 15 inches. This is to be

expected in the subarctic regions where temperatures are gen-

erally too low to permit much water vapor. In southern Alberta

and Saskatchewan, the subarid area results more from the lack

of available moisture: the great distance from the Arctic Ocean,
Hudson Bay, and the Gulf of Mexico, and the intervening bar-

rier of the cordillera, all prevent vapor from being imported in

large quantities. Occasionally, when southerly winds persist for

several days, as they do at times in summer, fairly copious
showers occur in the form of local thunderstorms. At several

plac*** in this region, the precipitation is as low as 13 inches.

With progress eastward, precipitation is found to be greater,
all of southeastern Canada having more than 20 inches. Herfc

relief is not so pronounced as in British Columbia, so that the

isohyets do not take such irregular courses. It is still true, how-
ever, that the more numerous the stations, the more patchy
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the distribution of precipitation appears to be. The fact that

it is heavier here than farther west and north is the result of

a combination of two factors : the merging over the Great Lakes

and St. Lawrence Valley of cyclonic paths, with the consequent

greater frequency of these storms; and the nearness to the

Atlantic waters, resulting in greater availability of moisture.

Under favorable conditions with southerly or southwesterly
winds prevailing for several days, considerable moisture may
come in from the Gulf of Mexico. In this case as well as in a

similar one with respect to Alberta and Saskatchewan, it is

probable that only a part of the rain, falling from the resulting

thunderstorms, comes directly from vapor taken from Gulf

waters; much of the vapor undoubtedly is picked up by evap-
oration from the more humid region to the south. The effects

of the Great Lakes is clearly shown by the denser shading on

the east sides of the Lakes. In southeastern Ontario there are

several areas of distinctly lighter precipitation, to be explained
in most cases by higher lands to windward particularly true

for the Ottawa River Valley and the region northwest of Tor-

onto. The differences are not so great as the map seems to

indicate, for most of the stations in these "islands" of lighter

precipitation show amounts just under 30 inches, while most of

the surrounding ones have just over 30 inches.

In the middle St. Lawrence Valley, there is a marked increase

in precipitation, especially on the east slopes where there is a

gradual rise in elevation to the highland^ of the international

boundary. Those portions of Newfoundland and the Atlantic

Provinces which are exposed to the warm damp winds off the

Atlantic stand out clearly as areas of heavier precipitation

at least 40 inches, and in many places, over 50 inches.

The poleward trend of the isohyets along the Labrador and

Baffinland coasts is very marked. It is possible, however, that

the lines should bend poleward only over the mountains, and

then turn southward again along the coast. This appears to be

the trend along the northern Labrador coast, where Hebron,

situated only 60 feet above tide and some distance from the

mountains farther back, shows only 19.3 inches of precipitation.

It is practically certain, nevertheless, that the amounts are

greater everywhere just back from the coast, a condition to be

expected where marine and orographic influences may be

combined.
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The time of year of maximum and minimum precipitation
varies with the prominence of the marine and continental fac-

tors. On the Pacific coast, most comes in the winter^ half-year,
with the maximum in November or December (see Fig. 33),
the time of year when both relative humidity and absolute

humidity are high, the time when the contrast between land

and water temperature is great, and the time when the cyclonic

paths are on their southward migration. Here, summer is the

drier season, although even at this season the' rainfall may
amount tojover 4 inches^ .month. At Victoria, July and August
are really_dry ; at V^cpuver,_only moderately so. It is at "this

season that the cyclonic control ilfweak; winds are light and
tend to parallel the coast ; and even when the winds are onshore,

they furnish little moisture for the warm lands, unless the alti-

tude of the mountains can make the temperatures over the land

lower than those over the water. On the plateaus and in the

interior ^valley$ of British Columbia^ the precipitation is fairly

evenly jdistributed throughout the year, j>artaking of both the

marine and continental characteristics. In general the higher
the situation, the more abundant the precipitation at all seasons.

On the east slqges_of the.JRockies, as well as over all of the

southern Prairie Provinces, May, June and July are the months
of maximum rainfall, a characteristically continental distribu-

tion. It is during these months that the combination of great

heating and most available moisture together with high rela-

tive humidities render convection relatively easy. It is also at

this season that there is the greatest contrast between tempera-
tures of the surface and the free air, favoring a high ascent of

air from the surface* farther, north-in these provinces the

month of maximum rainfall tends to be delayed until July or

even August, Because the persistence of the snow cover and of

ice in the laEes and rivers late in spring greatly retards heating

of the lower air. Winter is the season of light precipitation

in this region. Low temperatures and low absolute humidities

together with the drying northwest (or southwest chinook)

winds, which prevail throughout the region at this season,

explain the condition.

With the eastward approach to the region of greatest cyclonic

activity, the precipitation again becomes about equally divided

between the winter and summer half years. Here the summer

conventional showers are nearly equalled by the winter rains
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and snows. In Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, where the

marine influence is strong, winter again shows the heaviest

precipitation.

In Arctic and subarctic Canada, the records are too frag-

mentary to permit definite conclusions regarding the seasonal

distribution. Furthermore, the great difficulty experienced in

measuring the constantly shifting snow must certainly throw
some inaccuracies into the record of precipitation. Hence, only

broad and general deductions can be made. It is, however, a

well-known fact that snowfall in these portions of Canada is

extremely light. It is evident, therefore, that much of the pre-

cipitation comes in the form of rain. Summer and autumn
should be the seasons of heaviest precipitation because at those

seasons there is the greatest available moisture. Furthermore,
in autumn the lands are rapidly cooling, so the surrounding
water bodies are warmer than the lands. A reference again
to Fig. 33 shows that summer and autumn have the heaviest

precipitation, and that this condition is especially marked in

Labrador and Baffin Island. In the Mackenzie and Yukon
basins the same is true, although the difference between the

summer and autumn amounts is less marked.

To the Canadian farmer, the time of year when he may expect

precipitation is of more import than the annual amount. The

prominence of wheat growing on the prairies and plains of

western Canada is a direct result of seasonal rainfall distribu-

tion. The map, Fig. 34, shows the percentage of the mean
annual precipitation which occurs from May to August inclu-

sive. Throughout the wheat growing region, it will be noticed

that at least one-half of the total occurs in these four months ;

that in a large area of the more recently developed wheat lands,

the percentage is around 60 ; and that there is one area of per-

haps 10,000 square miles which receives more than 70% during

these four months. The actual amount of rain received at Swift

Current from May to August is about 9 inches. This amount

is only 1 inch less than that received during the same period

at Winnipeg; and only 3 inches less than that at Port Dover

on Lake Erie or in the well-known Annapolis Valley of Nova

Scotia. Less than 200 miles to the west, on the western slopes

of the Selkirks, this percentage is reduced to less than 20. It

increases again in the interior valley and plateau section -of

British Columbia, and then drops to less than 20 along the
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FIG. 35 Distribution of the total annual precipitation for the 36-year
period, 1890-1925, for selected stations.

Pacific coast. In the eastern maritime region, the percentage
is everywhere under 40; the same is true for the east shores
of Hudson Bay. All of Arctic Canada apparently receives more
than 40^, but less than 50%, during the same period.
As far as the annual amount of precipitation is concerned,

for most places in Canada and Newfoundland the variation
from year to year is not unusually great. Fig. 35 shows the

annual distribution for selected stations. The Great Lakes and
St. Lawrence regions as represented by Toronto show the
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greatest uniformity, the wettest year exceeding- the driest year

by only 38^ (the difference between the amounts for the wet-

test and driest years divided by the amount for the driest year).
Northern latitudes, as represented by Dawson, likewise appear
to experience very little variability. The maritime sections of

British Columbia present greater variations from year to year :

Massett shows a variation of 136% and Victoria of 147 fc. In

the interior of British Columbia, where even wettest years are

dry, a decrease of a few inches means much to the agricultural

activities in the valleys. Kamloops may be considered typical
of interior valley stations; here the wettest year exceeded the

driest by 145 7^- The very large annual variations on the

prairies tend to decrease toward the east, yet remain still great

enough everywhere to give the farmer and rancher considerable

concern; at Edmonton the variation is 155^; at Qu Appelle,

115% ; and at Winnipeg, 97 %. In the Atlantic Provinces, the

variability becomes more marked again, Charlottetown show-

ing a variation of 205^- But at St. Johns, Newfoundland,
where the marine and storm factors exert a strong and con-

tinuous control, the variation amounts to only 55^-. All fore-

going figures are based on available records for the period

1890-1925. The variations over a longer period are, of course,

correspondingly greater.

The annual variation in precipitation is, however, of less

significance from an agricultural standpoint than the monthly
variations. Table 15 shows the maximum and minimum pre-

cipitation for each month for the same stations used in Fig* 35

and for the same period. In most cases it will be observed that

the monthly variations are very large, and much larger in sum-

mer than in winter.

Probably the most unsatisfactory element of climate with

which we have to deal is snowfall. This is true especially for

Canada. Under the most favorable conditions, it is difficult

to make accurate measurements of the amount of snowfall. It

is rendered doubly difficult in regions where the snowfall is

light and where the winds are strong, removing snow from some

places and piling it high in others. Furthermore, measurements

of snowfall are rarely comparable, considering Canada as a

whole. In the far north, during the coldest part of the year,

snow comes in the form of tiny, needle-like crystals which form
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a very compact layer on the ground, so that 3 to 5 inches gen*
erally represents 1 inch of water. On the east shore of Lake
Huron the snow is often exceedingly fluffy, requiring possibly
as much as 18 inches to produce one inch of rain. 1 Cornish
found that the upper two inches of snow in wave formations
found near Winnipeg with a temperature of iO had a specific

gravity of 0.38 (approximately 1 inch of water from 2.5 inches

of snow) ; and that the surface snow at Glacier House in the

Selkirks had a specific gravity of 0.106 or not far from the

ratio of 1 to 10 as used under all conditions by the Canadian

Meteorological Service.- In southern Ontario where the average
snowfall is about the same as that in the Yukon Valley, most of

the year finds the surface relatively free from snow, although
in the Yukon the snow cover usually lasts all winter. Hence,
a map of mean annual snowfall such as that shown in Fig. 36,

shows only one thing : the sum of the various measurements of

of snowfall made at the end of each snowstorm or at certain

hours during the occurrence of the snowfall ; it does not neces-

sarily give any indication of the amount of snow on the ground
nor the weight or water equivalent of the snow. To that extent

is the map satisfactory or unsatisfactory.

Obviously enough, the region of heaviest snowfall is in the

mountain districts of British Columbia where most of the

points above 4000 feet report more than 100 inches. At Glacier,

on the west slopes of the Selkirks, the average amount reaches

a total of 415 inches or nearly 35 feet. Immediately along the

Pacific coast, winter temperatures are too high to permit much

snowfall, the amount being as low as 15 inches at Clayoquot

on the west coast of Vancouver Island. With increase in eleva-

tion and the consequent drop in temperatures, snowfall increases

rapidly, being 100 inches and over on most of the summits. In

the interior valleys the decreased altitude and reduced water

vapor in the air combine, in spite of the relatively low tempera-

tures, to give this region an average snowfall of under 40 inches,

even as low as 25 inches at Clinton. It is a fact of considerable

1 A letter to the author from Cyras H. Eshleman, Official in charge of the IT. S.

Weather Bureau Office, Ludington, Mich., states that at times the light, fluffy snows

which often persist for several days at Ludington (on the east shore of Lake Michigan)
and similar localities may have a water content of less than 1 to 20. It is reasonable to

assume that conditions on the east shores of Lake Huron would not differ essentially from

those at Ludington.

*Vamthan Cornish, "On Snow-Waves and Snow-Drifts in Canada/' Geoyraphical

Journal, v. 20, 1902, p. 158.
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interest that most of the western Arctic has snowfall as low as,

and doubtless lower than, the lands of the same altitude lying

10 to 20 degrees of latitude farther south ; and this, in spite of

the much longer period of winter cold. The condition is readily

explained, however, by the fact that at such low temperatures

as exist in this region, the amou-nt of water vapor in saturated

air is exceedingly small. Thus, in January at Fort Norman, the

absolute humidity of saturated air is, on the average, only one-

eighth of that at Toronto. The same explanation applies in

part to the lighter snowfall on the prairies as compared with

that in the Great Lakes region. The difference in this case

is due more particularly to the distance from an available source

of moisture for the prairies.

As already indicated, snows of a light and fluffy character

occur on the leeward shores of Lakes Huron and Superior; in

fact, the greatest snowfall in eastern Canada (nearly 150

inches), occurs at Steep Hill Falls at the eastern end of Lake

Superior. The heavier snowfall of these areas is in part the

result of winds blowing from a westerly quadrant, and hence

from the relatively warm water to the higher and colder land,

particularly in December and January.
1 To the same extent

this explanation holds for the small section of heavier snowfall

near the northeastern shore of Lake Ontario. A particularly

significant feature for eastern Canada is the fact that snowfall

is higher along the coast than in the interior. Thus, the lines

of equal snowfall tend to run north and south, even as they do

in western Canada. The numerous glaciers along the seaward

facing mountain slopes of the east Baffinland coast bear visible

evidence of this heavier snowfall. The frequent winter depres-
sions which move across Labrador, causing east and northeast

winds as they approach, bring exceptionally deep snows to the

Hudson Straits region as well as to the whole Labrador
Peninsula.

Snowfall is even more variable from year to year than is

rainfall. In general it may be said that the lighter the snow-

fall, the greater the variability. Thus, in the Prairie Provinces,
the maximum snowfall for any winter month is usually four
times the average; in the eastern maritime region, however, the

1 C. L. Mitchell has found that snow occurs with a west wind as far as 10 to 20 miles
back from the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, when fair weather prevails on the western
coast. See Monthly Weather Review, v. 49, 1921, .pp. 602-8,
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greatest is only about two and one-half to three times the

average.
The average number of days in a year on which measurable

precipitation (0.01 inch or more) occurs varies in general with

the total amount of precipitation (Fig. 37). Thus, along the

wet Pacific coast as well as along the coast of Nova Scotia and

southern Newfoundland, the number of days averages more

.'.*,

FIG. 37 Average number of days per year with .01 inch or more
of precipitation.

than 150 and in places more than 200. But in most of Alberta,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the average ranges from about

70 to 100 days (the lowest being 66 at Fort Vermilion and the

highest 127 at Banff). At least two-thirds of the Dominion

probably has fewer than 80 days with precipitation.

The number of days on which any rain (trace or more of

liquid precipitation) falls and the number of days on which

any snow falls, have a somewhat different sort of distribution

from that of days with precipitation. These differences are

indicated in Tables 15 and 16. In the former case, the maritime

portions of Canada as well as the Great Lakes region show a

relatively much greater number than the interior of the

country. Conversely, the number of days on which any snow
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TABLB 15. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH ANY RAIN FOR
SELECTED STATIONS

16. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH ANY SNOW FOR
SELECTED STATIONS

falls is greater in the interior. These facts, of course, are

closely related to temperature conditions.

The map of average annual cloudiness (Fig. 38) compares
very well with that of average ni mber of days with precipita-
tion. The districts having a strong marine control, viz., the

Pacific coast, Hudson Bay, and the eastern maritime country,
show the most cloudy weather, the average percentage of
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cloudiness in these districts being from 60% to 70% and over.

A large area in which the average cloudiness is under 50%
extends from the Arctic southward to the southern limits of

Saskatchewan and Manitoba ; this shows distinctly the tendency
for clearer skies in continental climates. The monthly course

of cloudiness is indicated for a few places in Table 17. In most

places summer has slightly clearer skies than winter; and,

FIG. 5$ Mean annual cloudiness in per cents of the sky covered.

except for strictly marine situations, autumn is clearer than

spring. The average number of clear nights (nights clear

enough for the observation of auroras) has been determined for

Toronto and York Factory; the averages are shown in Table 18.1

If the data are dependable it will be observed that at Toronto
there are twice as many clear nights in midsummer as in mid-

winter. At York Factory the influence of Hudson Bay is seen

for all seasons except autumn, the winds at this season being
offshore.

The data on humidity for all but a few stations in the warmer
portions of Canada are extremely meager, especially for the

*A. W. Greely, "Chronological List of Auroras Observed from 1870 to 1879," fa the
Appendix to Pro/ewidnol Paper* of the Signal Service, No. *, Washington. Oct 1881.
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17. MEAN MONTHLY CLOUDINESS IN PER CENTS OF SKY COVERED

TABLE IS. AVERAGE NUMBER OF CLEAR NIGHTS AT TORONTO
AND YORK FACTORY

TABLE 19. MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN PER CENTS. OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT 8 A, M., 2 P. M., AND 8 P. M.
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months having a large proportion of, the days below freezing.

A few averages of relative humidity have been worked out

and may be found in Table 19. With the exception of St. John,

New Brunswick, summer has lower relative humidity than win-

ter. The difference between these two seasons is greater, as

would be expected, in places having light precipitation in sum-

mer and heavy (or moderate) precipitation in winter. Victoria

and Kamloops illustrate this condition. Southwest Point on

the island of Anticosti is the most humid station of those shown,
the average for December being 96 %. Kamloops and Edmon-
ton are the driest, the respective percentages being 61 (May)
and 56 (July).

It is only in the Prairie Provinces and the region of the Great

Lakes that thunderstorms may be said to be frequent ; but even

here the total number in a year does not exceed 25 (compare
with portions of the Gulf States having 80 and 90) . Southeast

Canada and the Mackenzie district report from five to ten a

year. The Pacific coast is a region of remarkably few, con-

sidering the great amount of rainfall received. Thunderstorms,
as mentioned in Chapter II (see Fig. 22), come chiefly in the

warmest months and during or at the conclusion of a pro-

longed hot period when convection is strong and when colder

air comes in on the rear of a passing low pressure area. In

Table 20 are listed a few representative stations showing the

TABLE 20. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH THUNDERSTORMS
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TABLE 21. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH HAIL

number of days with thunderstorms. Hail is a relatively infre-

quent phenomenon in Canada. It is, however, closely associated

with thunderstorms ; and the greater the number of days with

thunderstorms, the greater the number of days with hail. The

frequency of hail is shown in Table 21.

One other feature of Canadian climate, and one that is

peculiarly characteristic of the Grand Banks, is fog. Some
mention has already been made in Chapter II of the con-

ditions favoring fogs (see Figs. 19 and 21). The frequency of

fogs is shown in Table 22. In the interior fogs most often occur

where stations are located in valleys or near bodies of water;

plateau stations seldom experience them. Fogs are most fre-

quent on the Atlantic coast, because there conditions which favor

fogs are almost always present. These conditions are: a pressure

gradient which will carry air from warm waters across cold

waters or onto cold land. The cold Labrador Current and the

warm Gulf Stream are always present; the continuous proces-
sion of cyclones over the region supplies the other factor. On
the west coast, fogs are less frequent because the contrast

between land and water temperatures near the shore is not

great. Fogs also form at much higher elevations, and then they
are designated, by those below, as clouds.

Only the very broad features of the climate of Canada and
Newfoundland have been discussed up to this point; and even
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TABU 22. AVEBAGE NUMBER OP DAYS WITH FOGS

these have been treated with no finality of judgment. A coun-

try so vast in area, so varied in relief and other physical condi-

tions, and possessing so few meteorological stations in the great

expanse north of the 50th or 55th parallel, necessarily offers

an exceedingly complex problem. To discuss all the facts of

climate with equal detail for both the southern populous areas

and the far north is not possible with data available. Hence,

Arctic Canada has not received so full a discussion as the size

and importance of it would warrant. The purpose of the dis-

cussion thus far has been merely to point out certain funda-

mental aspects of the climate upon which could be based the

more intensive study of local climates which follows in the suc-

ceeding chapters.



CHAPTER V

BRITISH COLUMBIA AND YUKON TERRITORY

It is obvious that a specific description of the climate of

Canada and Newfoundland must be based on several small

units; but how to divide the Dominions into practical units or

regions is a serious question. Divisions made strictly according

to physiography or vegetation are not climatic regions; and

divisions based strictly on climatic considerations frequently

divide an otherwise natural region into two or more units. The

divisions adopted for use in this and succeeding chapters are

determined by convenience rather than by any one geographic

condition; rdief, vegetation, location, and land utilization as

well as climate have been considered in making the divisions.

Hence, they can not be called climatic regions ; rather, they are

broadly geographic or natural regions.

Four major regions are recognized and the climate of each

is considered in a separate chapter. The regions are: British

Columbia and Yukon Territory; the Continental Interior;

Eastern Canada and Newfoundland; and the Archipelago and

Arctic Prairies. Each of the first three major regions is fur-

ther divided into four or more subregions or nuclei with broad,

indeterminate transition zones surrounding them. It will be

observed, as the discussion proceeds, that these subregions are

to some extent climatic; that is, the climatic characteristics of

each are very similar ; the differences are in degree rather than

in kind.

The first major region mentioned, British Columbia and

Yukon Territory, is one of exceedingly diverse relief, elevations

ranging from sea level to nearly 20,000 feet. Mountain and

plateau, and marine and continental climates are all represented
in varying degrees. The marine control is dominant immedi-

ately along the coast or in the broader valleys, such as the lower

Fraser, leading back from the coast; but this marine control

gives way rapidly to the continental or the altitude control with

increasing distance from the sea. Yet, the continental influence

is not nearly so strong in this region as in the great continental

68
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interior. The great latitudinal extent, about 22 degrees, means
a considerable difference of climate between the extreme north-

ern and southern limits. It is this great complexity of land

and water, relief and altitude, which makes for a greater diver-

ILLUS, 1 Cool, sunny and frostless summers makes apple growing profit-
able in the southeastern part of Vancouver Island.

sity of climate in this region than in any of the other three.

On the whole, the climate may be considered as fairly uniform
from year to year, and as generally dependable.

THE PACIFIC COAST AND LOWER PRASER VALLEY

This subregion is rather narrowly confined to the Pacific

islands, to the immediate coast with its seaward-facing slopes

and to that portion of the open lower Fraser Valley which
extends in an east-west direction a distance of perhaps
80.miles. Although all of the island of Vancouver is included,

the climate on the leeward slopes of its mountains is more like

that' of the Harrison Lake district 50 miles inland from the

city of Vancouver. The waters on the east and south sides of

the island are wide enough, however, to keep the whole area

dominantly under the marine control The relief here is more
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FIG. 39-~Temperature and precipitation charts for Prince Rupert, Victoria,
Barfcerville, and Kainloops. The charts in this figure as well as those in

Figs. 41, 42, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, and 55, are to be interpreted as
follows, using the Victoria Chart as an example: curve a shows the high-
est temperatures ever observed and curve e shows the lowest temperatures
ever observed. Mean temperatures are indicated by the heavy curve c.

The upper extremities of the vertical bars (b, b' 6", etc.) and the lower
extremities (d, d', d", etc.) represent respectively the mean maximum
and mean minimum temperatures; while the bars themselves (bd, b'd', etc.)
show mean daily ranges of temperature. The maximum precipitation in

any month is to be read from the top of the vertical bar as indicated at

/; the mean precipitation is to be read from the top of the black bar as
indicated at g; and the minimum precipitation is to be read from the top
of the broad bases as indicated at h.
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significant in its effect upon precipitation than upon tem-

perature.

Extremes of temperature as experienced in other parts of

Canada are unknown in this region. At no place along the

coast do mean monthly temperatures ever drop below 32, nor

exceed 65. Even at Victoria where the summer months are

for the most part clear and sunny, the highest monthly mean
does not reach 60. Where the altitude factor becomes pro-

nounced, the general level of temperatures is lower, although
the ranges are no greater. Hence, the winters may be char-

acterized by relatively high temperatures for the latitude and
the summers by relatively low temperatures. Massett, near the

54th parallel, enjoys winters as mild as those of Washington,
D. C., and its summers are as cool as the winters of Jackson-

ville, Florida. Victoria is even milder and is as warm in

winter as Richmond, Virginia; while its summers are as cool

as the winters of St. Petersburg, Florida. Everywhere, Octo-

ber is warmer than April.

The daily ranges of temperature are on the average rela-

tively low at all seasons, but lower in winter than summer, the

range in the various months tending to vary inversely with

the mean cloudiness. At Victoria, the mean daily range in

winter is only 8 degrees ; but in summer, when clouds are few,
the range is about 17 degrees. At no place in this province
do mean daily ranges exceed 20 degrees in any month. Annual

ranges are likewise small, from less than 20 degrees to no more
than 30 degrees.

Extremely high temperatures and extremely low tempera-
tures in winter are rare; seldom being above 90 or below 0,
except far back from the coast. The highest temperature to

be expected on the average in January is about 50 ; in July or

August, about 73 at Massett, and 85 at Vancouver. The
lowest to be expected in January is about 15; in July, about

45. Extreme temperatures, like ranges, become greater with

increase in distance from the coast. Thus Agassiz gets warmer
in summer and colder in winter than most coastal situations;

but the mean temperature for the year is about the same.

The marine influence is fully as striking in its effect upon

precipitation as upon temperature. Late fall and early winter

are everywhere the rainiest seasons, and late spring and sum-

mer, the least rainy. The rainiest month has at least three
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and one-half times as much rain as the driest; at Victoria on

the leeward side of the mountains of Vancouver as well as

those of northwest Washington, November receives more than

14 times as much as July. For places exposed to the ocean

influences, the precipitation is never less than 35 inches in any

year it may exceed 200 inches in some years. Denison states1
:

ILLUS. 2 Strawberries in carload lots are shipped to eastern markets
from the vicinity of Victoria, B. C.

"In connection with heavy precipitation in this province
[British Columbia], it appears that at Henderson Lake on the
the west coast of Vancouver Island, where we now have a sta-

tion, the annual precipitation was 228 inches in 1923, with 79
inches in December, and in 1924 the yearly total was 281
inches. It is probable that owing to peculiar local conditions
this station may prove to be the wettest spot not only in this

Province but on the North Pacific Coast."

The total precipitation at this station for the years 1925,

1926, and 1927 was 256 inches, 274 inches, and 272 inches,

respectively, making the mean annual for the five-year period
262 inches. On the lee sides of Vancouver Island in some years
the amount may be as low as 20 inches. Precipitation is, how-

ever, sufficient in most months. All forms of vegetation
flourish in this cool, humid climate. In only a small section

of southeastern Vancouver Island are the summers usually too

*F. Napier Denison, "The Climate of British Columbia," Monthly Weather Review,
Washington, voL 53, 1925, p. 354.
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dry for ordinary agricultural purposes without some artificial

method of keeping the soil moist. Snowfall rarely exceeds a

total of 40 inches except in the i.fjrher situations; at Victoria

the average annual snowfall do*-s r^t exceed 15 inches.

In general, this whole subrejrinn :.- c- iiracterized by a large

number of rainy days from 150 pt?i- ;* ar in the south and on

less exposed situations to more than 2- r on the Queen Char-

lotte Islands, Since most of the precipitation conies in the

winter half-year, it is evident that that season is exceedingly

dull, cloudy and humid. Juneau, Alaska, and Tatoosh Island,

Washington, may be considered as fairly representative of the

extreme northern and southern limits of Canada's Pacific coast.

In Table 23 are given the percentage frequencies of both sum-

TABLB 23. PERCENTAGE FREQUENCIES OF WEATHER TYPES 1

Juneau, I Tatoosh, Kamloops Atlin i Barkerville ' Dawson
Alaska I Wash.

69

31

75

1

14

3

51

10

1

20

55

44

45

5

2t

1

30

30

14

91

8

58

1

39

4

4S

3

1

4

Winter

1 The figures in this Table, as well as those in Tables 25 and 26, were taken from an
article by G, F. Howe, "Summer and Winter Weather of Selected Cities in North Amerlui,"

Monthly Weather Review, v. 53, 1925, pp. 427-30.
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mer and winter weather types. At Juneau, a third of the winter

days are cool and rainy and about a quarter are cold, fair and

quiet; at Tatoosh, two-thirds are cool and rainy. In summer,

throughout the whole region, the weather is predominantly

either moderate and rainy, or moderate, fair and quiet. Fogs
are most frequent during the winter season at Vancouver, the

average being four each month. Quite the opposite is true,

ILLUS. 3 Moderate, moist winters and relatively dry summers favor large
wheat (and straw) yields on the level stretches of eastern Vancouver.

*

however, at Prince Rupert where most of the fogs occur from
June to October. Victoria, likewise, has nine of its fifteen

average annual fogs occurring in August to October. Thun-
derstorms are rare, the north coast experiencing on the aver-

age only one a year, Victoria less than three, Vancouver only
six. Even though numerous cyclonic storms pass over this

region, the valley locations of most of the stations favor fairly

calm weather at all seasons. Victoria is an exception to this

rule; its low-lying situation with the smooth expanse of water
to all quarters except the northwest, favors higher wind veloci-

ties, with an average of two or three gales a month in winter.

Wherever coasts are wide and flat, particularly at Vancouver
and in the lower Fraser Valley, the sea breeze is of almost daily
occurrence.

A new arrival at Victoria finds climatic conditions essentially
different from those at almost any other place.
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"If he arrives in July or August, the warmest months of the

year, he finds a mean temperature of 60 Fahrenheit and a
rainfall of less than an inch per month. If he arrives in Jan-
uary or February, our coldest months, he finds a temperature
of 40 and a rainfall of less than three inches a month. There

ILLUS. 4 The cool and constantly moist lower sbpes
of the seaward-facing mountains of British Colum-
bia (including Vancouver Island) produce thick
stands of immense trees, Douglas fir predominating.

may be a light fall of snow, but it soon passes away. In July
or August he finds the grass brown and dry; in January and

February it is green everywhere."
1

The southeastern portion of Vancouver Island is particularly

well adapted to the production of small fruits, especially straw-

berries, blackberries and currants. Strawberries are produced

J A. W. MeCurdy, "Factors Which Modify the Climate of Victoria,"
graphic Maffc&ine, voL 18, 1907, p. 345.

National Geo-
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in sufficient quantities to call for carload shipments to the

east. Probably the most important agricultural section of

British Columbia is the lower Fraser Valley where the abun-

dant rainfall and long growing season favor the growing of

tree fruits as well as small fruits, both being exceedingly profit-

able crops in this section. Farther north along the coastal

ILLUS. 5 The interior valleys of British Columbia are really dry, as the
semi-barren slopes of the mountains here show.

stretches of British Columbia and Vancouver Island the sum-
mers are too cool and the ripening or maturing season too rainy
to permit profitable agricultural pursuits on a large scale.

THE INTERIOR VALLEYS OF SOUTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA

The western part of jkhis subregion is frequently referred to

as the dry belt, because the rainfall during the frost-free

period is insufficient for agricultural purposes except grazing.
If this subregion is limited more broadly to those areas where
the mean annual precipitation is under 30 inches, then it takes
on a most peculiar shape, conforming almost completely to the
drainage systems of the region. It is, therefore, confined to

relatively narrow strips along those streams whose beds do
not exceed 2000 feet elevation. Most of these valleys are char-
acterized .by terraces or benches, the lower ones cultivated and
irrigated (where necessary), the upper ones used largely for

grazing. The most important of these valleys are : the middle
Fraser with its Lillooet and Thompson branches; the Okanagan;
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the middle Columbia ; and the West Kootenay. From a climatic

standpoint the city of Kamloops is fairly typical of the whole

province. It is situated at the junction of the North and South

Thompson rivers at approximately 1250 feet above the sea.

In general, the climate of this district may be considered

a transition between that dominated by the marine control on

ILLUS. 6-^-To avoid the late spring frosts which result from the drainage
of cold air into the lowlands, the apple orchards 01 the lower Okanagan
Valley of British Columbia occupy the benches which are situated well

above the valley bottoms.

the west and the extreme continental type to the east. Tem-

peratures here are higher in summer and lower in winter than

those on the Pacific coast Both daily and annual ranges of

temperature are much greater. April is appreciably warmer
than October. But, as on the coast, the suifimers are decidedly

less cloudy and therefore sunnier than the winters; the dif-

ference, however, is more striking in the interior than along

the coast-i-not excepting even southeastern Vancouver Island.

The annual course of precipitation takes on the characteristics

of both marine and continental climates. In the western part

of the region, the annual precipitation is fairly evenly divided

between the winter and summer half-years. At Kamloops, the

summer half has almost a third- more than the winter half.

Places having a distinct western exposure have a greater per-

centage of winter rain than those with no pronounced exposure.

Even as far east as Cranbrook in the East Kootenay district
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(450 miles east of the Pacific Ocean) nearly two-thirds of the

total precipitation falls in the \vinter half-year. A detailed

map of the mean annual precipitation for southern British

Columbia is shown in Fig. 40. There is no other region in

Canada where the distribution of rainfall and snowfall is more

irregular. The valleys and ridges stand out as prominently
on this map as on a topographic map. This is partly due to

FlG. 40 Mean annual precipitation for southern British Columbia.

the fact that relief was followed in determining the trend of

the isohyets, particularly where the precipitation data were
few or lacking. Yet, the lines are entirely in accord with what
the records of the many and well-distributed stations show.

Because of the normally small amount of rainfall in the irri-

gated districts in summer, droughts in that season are not of

much significance except to the grazing industry. More serious

is a diminution in the winter and spring precipitation, thereby

causing a decrease in the water available for irrigation in sum-
mer. The lowest mean annual rainfall for any station in the

province is 5.86 inches at Clinton in a north-south tributary

valley of the Thompson River and in the rain-shadow of a con-

siderable mountain range to the west. The amount of snow
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in any average year is light, ranging from 20 to 40 inches for

stations under 2000 feet elevation.

Over most of this subregion temperatures below zero may
be expected every year during each of the three winter months.

On the other hand, temperatures as high as 45 c or 50- may
also be expected during the same period. The lowest tempera-
ture recorded during 33 years at Kamloops was -31, although

ILLUS, 7 Cherries from orchards like these in the irrigated portions of
the West Kootenay district won thre gold medal at the San Francisco

Exposition.

one January the temperature dropped no lower than 20. The
lowest on record for the whole province appears to be -49

at Princeton in the Okanogan district. Every month, except

June, July, and August, has had temperatures below freezing.

Temperatures as high as 95 may be expected in every July.

Kamloops once reported 103 ;
Griffin Lake, 110, From the

standpoint of temperature, the district around Kamloops in

January is very similar to that of southern Iowa; in July it

corresponds very well to Central New York.

Most of the subregion is characterized by calm weather with

relatively few rainy days. In summer almost half the days are

characterized as hot, fair, and quiet; in winter, as cold, fair,
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and quiet (Table 23). Average monthly wind velocities do not

exceed three miles an hour (compare with Southwest Point on

Anticosti Island where the average in January is nearly 23).

High winds and thunderstorms are rarities. The relative

humidity is always moderate, ranging from 50% to 80%.

ILLUS. 8 Relatively long summers, sunny skies, and freedom from winds
and storms make favorable conditions for tobacco growing in some of the
lower valleys of the British Columbian interior. This photograph was

taken in the lower Thompson Valley.

The dry chinook is fully as characteristic of this region and

quite as important to the ranchers, as in Alberta. One writer

describes the chinook phenomenon for the lower Thompson as

follows1
:

"After having a cold snap of zero weather, with a foot of

snow, on the flats and hillsides bright clear weather there
comes a change; heavy dark clouds loom up from the west and
southwest, accompanied by a very strong wind at times one
might call it a gale. No matter what the temperature previous
to this change (40 below zero, or anything), within a few
minutes the air becomes balmy as; spring by contrast it seems
hot. I have known the thermometer to rise 59 in five minutes.
When we have this wind, one can read in the daily papers of

shipping disasters and storms off the Vanucouver Island and
Washington coasts. Heavy rain and snow [occurl west of thfi

Cascade Mountains, but I find no account of the temperature
being so high west of the Cascade Mountains as with us.

1 R. T. GraMhanx, The 'Dry* CMnoofc in British Columbia," Monthly Weatfwr Rwiew,

v. 85, 1907, p. 176.
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"As to the dryness, our house lies in the valley. The Cari-
boo wagon road is some feet above the house, and the ground
rises at an angle of 30 to the first hill, then in a series of
benches to timber. The curious phenomenon [may be noted]
of having one foot of snow as it were sucked up from off the

ground (the ground being frozen to the depth of several

inches). In three or four hours not a vestige of snow may
remain, and yet not a trickle of water crosses the road. As
the ground is frozen, therefore the idea of absorption in the

ground is untenable; the water does not run off.***** *

"We are much interested in these same chinook winds. This
winter I have been at Keithley Creek managing an estate. On
the flat the snow was 5 feet deep ; on the Bonaparte the snow
was 18 inches to 2 feet deep; and all cattle had to be fed a
serious item with a big band of cattle. Usually we need only
to feed range cattle once in seven years, our fenced-up winter

pastures being fully sufficient, except for a few sick cattle.

So when we have a heavy fall of snow and zero weather our
sole ambition is for a chinook; and there is no doubt whatever
when it does come we never forget the accompanying atmos-

pheric conditions with u$ at the ranch, or on the seacoa'st."

A resident of Kamloops writes as follows regarding the
climate of that district1 :

"The conditions which exist here are practically the same
throughout the entire dry belt. The seasons do not vary mate-

rially from year to year. We are as a rule relatively free
from extremes of heat or cold. Such a thfti^ as a blizzard is

really unknown in this vicinity. We have no gales of any
intensity; a snow or rain storm is seldom accompanied by
violent wind. Rain in the winter is of very rare occurrence.

Kamloops is famous as a health resort; it is the seat of a large
tuberculosis sanatorium.

"The winters of 1925-26 and 1926-27 were both abnormal;
in the former we had no winter at all, the thermometer seldom

going lower than in an ordinary fall; in the latter we had a

heavy fall of snow in the early part of November, the snow
continuing through the entire winter until the following March

a most unusual winter with the temperatures falling to

-25. Ordinarily there is not much snow or cold weather
before the middle of December, with temperatures ranging
from 12 to 2^. Occasionally, the thermometer will drop to

-10 or maybe -20, a condition which does not last for more
than a few days. The annual rainfall averages about 6 inches
and snow from 25 to 35 inches total precipitation from 8 to 10
inches.

1 (Mrs.) E. K Palmer (From a letter to the author* dated November, 1*28).
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fetitt
ILLUS. 9 The scant precipitation in the inte-

rior valleys of British Columbia necessitates

some form of irrigation for most agricultural
activities other than dairying.

*The agricultural products include fruits, vegetables, hay,
and live stock. The wonderful irrigation system

^ughout the country supplies the ranches and farms with
the water needed. This, with the even temperatures, early

Brings, late falls, and moderate snowfall insure ideal condi-

tions for successful farming/'

v! In the upper (which is also usually the northern) portions of

interior valleys, only the hardier varieties of apples and

tree fruits can be raised profitably ; consequently, mixed-

truck-farming pay better than fruit-growing because of

greater frost risk on the bottomlands. If the benches could

irrigated, fruit-growing there would become highly profit-
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able because such situations are less susceptible to late spring
frosts. In the lower and southern sections of the valleys, less

hardy fruits are grown, even on the bottom lands, with con-

siderable success. Here, late spring frosts are a less important
problem than that of available water for irrigation. The abun-

dant sunshine and the fairly uniform and moderate tempera-
tures of summer make most of this region, where irrigation

may be practised, particularly adapted to a variety of agri-

cultural industries, not the least important of which is tobacco-

growing.

THE MOUNTAINS AND PLATEAUS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
AND ALBERTA

This subregion comprises probably nine-tenths of the area of

British Columbia. It includes all of the country which is not

exposed directly to the Pacific influences and which has an ele-

vation above 2000 feet. On the whole, the region is sparsely

populated; and most of the population is scattered along the

river valleys of the middle and southern sections, particularly

along the railway lines. Consequently, the meteorological data
are few, often fragmentary, and not well distributed.

The region is by no means a unit from the climatic stand-

point Conditions vary markedly with change in latitude and
with change in altitude. Hence, the wide latitudinal range of

more than ten degrees and the altitudinal range of from 2,000
to 10,000 or more feet clearly indicate the extent of these vary-
ing conditions. It is difficult, therefore, to make a broad
characterization of the climate which should apply equally well
to all parts of the area. Yet, in general, it may be stated that
the region takes on the characteristics of mountain and plateau
and that, like the lower portions of the southern valleys, it is

a transition zone between the extreme marine and continental

types of the coast and the interior. The variations from south
to north and from low to high elevations are, again like those
of the valleys, differences in degree rather than in kind. Every-
where in this subregion, the winters are long, cold, and mod-
erately quiet; the summers are short, moderately cool, and
quiet (Table 23). The transition seasons of spring and fall

are quickly passed over. October is slightly warmer than April,
except in northeastern British Columbia on the east facing
slopes of the Rockies. Changes in temperature from one day
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to the next are not extreme. They are less in the high situa-

tions than in the valleys; they are everywhere much less in

winter than in summer. Precipitation is generally light except

where mountains rise high above the surrounding valleys or

plateaus. Between a third and a half of the moisture comes

ILLUS. 10 The light, fluffy snow, falling during calm weather, frequently
collects on tree stumps to form huge snow mushrooms weighing as much as
a ton. The one here pictured occurred in the Selkirks of British Columbia.

in the form of snow. At elevations above 4000 feet, snow may
occur in every month except July.

Atlin, at 2240 feet elevation, is typical of the northern inte-

rior at the same altitude. It is hemmed in on all sides by
mountains rising to 5000 feet or higher which reduce the pre-

cipitation to less than 11 inches, about equally distributed

between the summer and winter half-years. As at coastal sta-

tions, November is the month of maximum precipitation,

although July, September, October, and December have about

the same amount. The minimum occurs in May. For the most

part, precipitation is dependable, there being no month on
record which has received less than 0.05 inch; and the varia-

tion in the annual amount from the normal has not been a&

much as 40% either above or below.

Fluctuations in temperature at Atlin indicate a stronger
continental control than do the variations in precipitation, the
annual range of temperature being about 54 degrees (com-
pare with 25 degrees at Prince Rupert and 55 degrees at
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Edmonton). July, the warmest month with a mean of only

53, places Atlin very near the limit of tree growth and hence

very near to a polar type of climate (50 for the warmest

month). Because of altitude, large areas throughout this por-
tion of British Columbia are devoid of tree growth. Indeed,

permanently snow-capped mountains with their attendant gla-

ciers are common wherever the altitudes reach 10,000 feet.

Winters may be exceedingly severe at times, while at other

times they may be comparatively mild in this northern sector,

the variation from the normal of -2 being as much as 17

or 18 degrees an extreme variation of 35 degrees. On the

other hand, summer- mean temperatures vary only slightly.

The lowest temperature to be expected in any year is about

-25, although -58 has been recorded. There was one Jan-

uary, however, when the minimum temperature dropped no

lower than 7; and there are few Januarys in which the

temperature does not, on one day at least, go above freezing. ,

Frost has been experienced in every month; yet, the average
frost-free period is slightly over two months in length. In

about half the years, 75 has been recorded, while the absolute

highest is 86.

Fogs to the extent of about three a year occur, mostly in

winter ; while an average of two thunderstorms a year may be

expected during June, July, and August. The fact that hail

rarely occurs is an indication that the thunderstorms are not

very violent. About one day in four or five has measurable

precipitation; days with snow are more frequent than days
with rain. Broadly speaking the Atlin district may be said to

have clear, cool and moderately quiet and uniform weather in

summer; in winter, conditions are severe in most years,

although stonniness is not generally a characteristic. The

cultivation of crops aside from a few vegetables is a hazardous

undertaking. At present the chief attraction of this northern

plateau district lies in its delightfully clear, cool and dry sum-

mers and in its natural beauty.

Little is known of large portions of northeastern British

Columbia. The principal routes of travel lie in the Liard,

Peace, and Fort Nelson river valleys; and there are vast

stixsteJaes of land over which Trmn rarely travels. The meteor-

ological records are few and incomplete, that of Hudsons Hope

(nine years) being one of the best. From these fragmentary
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records and from the reports of travellers and of the relatively

few settlers the more general characteristics of the climate of

the district may be determined. From the fact that tempera-

ture extremes are greater than on the plateaus to the west but

less than on the plains to the east, it may be said that this

piedmont area has a transition type of climate between that of

the former district where the altitude control dominates and

that of the latter where the continental control is more pro-

nounced. For the most part, the climate resembles that of

northern Alberta or the middle Mackenzie Valley, except that

conditions are not so extreme. The winters are only moderately

cold; the summers are cool. The mean daily ranges of tem-

perature, however, are large equaling and even exceeding
those of strictly continental situations. The chinook winds are

important in keeping average temperatures in winter higher
here than in places of the same latitude farther east, and in

causing the high ranges in temperature during that season.

The average precipitation of 15 to 20 inches is abundant for

the latitude; and with the exception of July and April, the

months of greatest and least precipitation, the amounts are

fairly evenly distributed throughout the year. Snowfall is

much heavier here than on the plains, and it usually comes dur-

ing nine months of the year. The whole district, except the

higher mountain slopes, is thickly forested.

From a climatic standpoint the higher and more northerly

parts of this district offer little incentive to its permanent
occupancy by man. Yet, farther to the south in the Peace River

area, there appear to be opportunities for successful agriculture.

An official bulletin of the Provincial Government of British

Columbia, emphasizes this point
1

:

"The climate is moderate considering the latitude, the air

being pure and bracing in winter, clear and crisp ; in summer,
dry and balmy. Extremes of temperature, sudden changes, and
severe storms are rare. Bigours of climate need not be feared,
but houses should be substantially built. Summer mean tem-
perature is about 58; winter mean about 1. The winters,
though not mild, are dry with clear skies, little snowfall, and
moderate winds. From time to time the chinook winds work
through the mountain passes from the Pacific, bringing milder
'Weather. The thermometer on rare occasions drops as-low as

!,/ l Peace River Country, Bulletin No. 25, Bureau of Provincial Information, Victoria,
,ftefch Columbia, 1028, pp. 6-7.

^
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50 below zero, but does not, as a rule, remain there long. Bliz-

zards are unknown. The average snowfall is 6\'^> feet, but

except in bush lands this is dissipated to a great extent during
the winter through the influence of the chinooks. Spring comes
early and quickly; ice breaks on the water in late April or

early May.
"The summers have long, warm days followed by refresh-

ingly cool evenings and nights. In the midsummer weeks there
is practically no night, but a gentle and gradual transition from
daylight to twilight and then to sunrise. Seeding is usually
under way in mid-April, and growth never halts during the
summer nights. The rainy season generally sets in about the
end of May or early in June and lasts intermittently for two
or three weeks, as a rule providing all the moisture necessary
to carry the seed along to maturity. The occasional shower
thereafter is all that is required to fill and ripen the grain.

"September and October are usually pleasant months, the

days being warm in September but the nights getting cooler.

October brings heavier frosts, ice forming late in the month
of November, though ploughing has continued in some years
late into November. Fairly mild weather up to Christmas is

not uncommon. Summer frosts occur but do not affect the

crops as much as they did during early days in Manitoba.
Much of the damage done by frost in former years was due in

great degree to lack of proper farm machinery and consequent
delay in seeding. Much time was lost in this way when every
hour of a very limited seeding season has a definite value.

"Experience in northern Alberta has shown that early ripen-

ing strains of wheat mature along the upper Peace in 110 to

115 days and in Fort Vermilion district in 95 to 100 days.
Lower altitude and longer hours of sunshine offset shorter

growing seasons. Barley, oats, and vegetables also mature
more quickly. Climatic conditions on the whole favour the

growing of cereals and vegetables throughout the greater part
of the Peace River country.'*

The interior of British Columbia is a vast plateau region

from 2000 to 5000 feet in elevation, with mountains of consid-

erable height fringing it on all sides. The effect of altitude

is seen in both the course of temperature and precipitation.

That is, the annual ranges of temperature decrease with

increase in altitude, and the time of maximum rainfall tends

to be delayed accordingly. The effect of the Pacific, however,

is fully as pronounced here as in the interior valleys to the

south. Prince George at approximately 2000 feet elevation

may be considered as fairly typical of a valley .location; and

Barkerville at twice that altitude is probably typical of the
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plateau proper. Both places show moderate ranges of tem-

perature, Prince George with 47 having considerably the

higher. Both indicate that fall is slightly warmer than spring

a characteristic of mountain as well as of marine climates.

Prince George is colder in winter and warmer in summer than

Barkerville; the mean daily ranges of temperature average
about 30% higher at the former. Greater absolute extremes

ILLUS. 11 The westward-facing slopes of the Canadian Rockies during
the winter are often shrouded in a thick mantle of snow. The difficulties

of transportation are manifest.

of temperature have been recorded at Prince George. Presum-

ably places at still higher altitudes would show even fewer

extremes than does Barkerville.

The average precipitation in the valley is less than half that

on the plateau. The maximum for Prince George comes in

August; that for Barkerville in September. At both stations

the amounts are fairly evenly distributed throughout the

twelve months; although spring tends to have slightly lighter

precipitation. The rainfall and snowfall are much more depend-
able on the plateau, where the number of days with precipita-

tion, 174, is just twice that in the valley. Fogs are unknown
at Barkerville; and thunderstorms are very infrequent, averag-

ing less than two per year.

In general, the climate of the whole district of middle British

Columbia may be described as cold and fair with little wind
during about half the days of the year. The frequent cyclones
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which cross this section from the Pacific are apparently too

shallow to affect the region materially as far as storminess is

concerned. Nearly half the days of each month have rain or

snow ; and the number of snowy days in each year is nearly as

large as the number of rainy days. The Chinook is quite as

prominent a feature of the climate in the central part of this

province as in the southern part ;
and its effect is shown in the

relatively high mean temperatures of winter (14 to 18),
although minimum temperatures have dropped to as low as

-48 on the plateau and -56 in the valley. Half the years may
have extremes as low as -15 on the former, and probably five

to ten degrees colder than that in the latter. More than half

the years have extreme absolute temperatures above freezing
in January; but no place shows a record of higher than 50 for

that month. The highest temperatures of the year have

reached 90 and 95; but these are rare; normally, (that is,

in more than half the years) nothing higher than 85 is to be

expected. Frosts are likely every month on the plateau,

although the average frost-free period lasts nearly two months
there and fully two months or even longer in the valleys.

Certain forms of agriculture are practiced in this district in

spite of the hazard of frost, and apparently with considerable

success. An official bulletin of the Provincial Government of

British Columbia has this to say regarding the climate and the

agricultural possibilities of the valley sections of the region
1

:

"Snow usually begins to fall in November, but in many
years there is not sufficient for good sleighing until late in

January. It lies until the latter part of April. Winter may be
said to begin in November and end in April, but apart from
an exceptionally cold wave, lasting usually from ten to twelve

days, it is a winter of bright sunshiny days and clear cold

nights. Though the meteorological records show records of

extremely low temperatures occuring in January, the mean
average for the month, 18 in 1918 and 25 in 1919, shows' a

very moderate winter month on the whole. Snow varies in

depth from 2 to 3 feet, but there is a great difference in the
amount of snowfall in localities separated from each other by
very short distances.

"Under present conditions that is, with so little land

actually cleared and cultivated summer frosts are to be

expected ; but for the last two years they have done practically
1 Central and Western Portions, Fort George Land Recording Division, Bulletin No.

85, Department of Lands, Victoria, B. C., 1921, p. 7.
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ILLUS. 12 The abundant precipitation, coupled with
the great height of the mountains, favors numerous
glaciers in the higher situations of British Columbia,

Mt. Assiniboine towers to 11,860 feet.

no damage. So far, the main crops raised are potatoes and
other vegetables, and I have yet to learn of a case where these

crops were actually destroyed or even very badly damaged
from effects of frost. Although the length of the season
between time of planting and harvesting is of short duration,
the length of the daylight period, together with the amount of
sunshine, is se great it has been found sufficient to bring to
maturity all the crops."

Of the mountains of southern British Columbia, the Selkirks
and Coast Range are very similar with reference to the sea-

sonal distribution of precipitation. The Rockies, as represented
by Banff, situated on the east slope of the province of Alberta,
are essentially different in this regard. In other words, the
western slopes of all the mountains, wherever high enough, take
on something of the marine characteristics. Their leeward
slopes, however, have more the characteristics of the region
lying immediately to the east. As indicated, the similarities
refer more to moisture than to thermal conditions. Since it

has already been pointed out that the Pacific-facing slopes of
the Coast Ranges experience approximately the same condi-
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tions as the* immediate coast, the difference being that resulting

from difference in altitude, attention will be centered on the

mountains of southeastern British Columbia and along the

southern portion of the boundary between that province and

Alberta.

The Selkirks may be considered *s distinct from the Cana-
dian Rockies, the two ranges being separated by the upper
Columbia and Kootenay rivers. Both systems have distinctly

mountain conditions of temperature, i e., moderate annual

ranges of temperature : and the greater the altitude, the smaller

the range. Thus, Golcen at 2000 feet and situated in the depres-

sion between the two langes hfi* an annual range of 51 degrees
with a January mean of 10" ; Glacier at 4100 feet has a range
10 degrees less with the January mean nearly five degrees

higher. Banff at 4500 feet and with an eastern exposure has

a range seven degrees lower than Golden. The mountain val-

leys here, therefore, are seen to have greater extremes of tem-

perature than the mountains themselves. The records of below

-20 or above 90" at Glacier are probably unknown on the

west slopes of the Selkirks at the altitude of Glacier. The com-

bined influence of the winds from the Pacific and of altitude

serve to moderate winter conditions decidedly and summer con-

ditions considerably. On the other hand, places situated like

Golden may experience extremes as low as -50 and as high as

95. Conditions at Banff are even more extreme because of the

strong continental control. Here the chinook is important in

producing higher mean winter temperatures than might other-

wise be expected; to some extent the same is true at Glacier

and Golden. Banff has had temperatures as high as 50 in

January, some five degrees higher than Glacier. On the other

hand, temperatures usually drop somewhat lower in summer
at Banff.

The most noteworthy effect of western exposure is seen in

the seasonal course of precipitation. Unquestionably, the win-

ter half-year receives more than the summer, fully 125% more
at Glacier a condition which is quite the opposite in a typical

mountain climate. Approximately two-thirds of the total

annual precipitation comes in the form of snow, making this dis-

trict the snowiest in Canada, with a mean annual of 415 inches

at Glacier. In the high valleys, the regime is less pronounced,

although the winter half-year is still the wetter. Both rain-
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fall and snowfall are much reduced as a consequence both of

leeward position and decreased altitude. On the east slopes of

the Rockies, conditions are completely altered, the summer half

receiving almost twice as much precipitation as the winter

half. Likewise, the variability of rainfall and snowfall from

month to month is much greater here than on the western

flanks.

Because of the great amount of snow in the Selkirk region

and because of the formation of snow mushrooms there, the

element of snowfall takes on an added interest. Cornish made
a special study of conditions there in 1901 1

:

"At the date of our visit the registered snowfall was 25 feet,
and the depth of snow upon the ground was 5 feet. There was
no sign of drift in the valley. According to the concurrent

testimony of railway officials stationed here, most of the snow
falls at or above 32 Fahrenheit, so that, although zero weather
is often experienced, the snow as it falls is adhesive. I was
informed also that the air is usually calm during the snow-
falls I was informed by three persons that a snowfall
of 12 inches in an hour is not unknown here."

The same writer states that snow mushrooms are common
features of the winter landscape wherever there are tree

stumps of considerable height, the eaves of the mushrooms
sometimes projecting four feet beyond the pedestal. It is fur-

ther stated that some of these mushrooms may weigh a ton.

As in the Sierras of the United States, the heavy snows of the

Canadian Rockies and Selkirks are serious handicaps to winter

railway transportation.

As a whole this southern mountain district is little adapted
to agricultural activities other than grazing, for frosts may be

expected in every month except July, and they have occurred

even in July at Banff. The growing season is, therefore, short

in most cases two months or- less. The climate, however, is

particularly desirable in summer because of the clear, dry air,

sunny days and cool nights. It is the climate which attracts

so many tourists to this district from May to October*

YUKON TERRITORY
The only justification for treating this large and diverse

area as one climatic province is the fact that little is known of

the climate except in the vicinity of Dawson. This lack of

* Cornish, op. cit., pp. 140-1.
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knowledge can be easily understood when It is realized that

less than 5000 people populate an area of over 206,000 square
miles (equivalent to the combined areas of New England, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Ohio) ; and most of these

people live in the narrow Yukon Valley.
1 The climate of the

whole region must, therefore, be based largely on the records

of Dawson. The difficulties of such a method are real when

JFMAMJJA5OND
FlG. 41 Temperature and precipitation charts for Atlin and Dawson.

the great difference in altitude, in latitude, in relief, and in

exposure are considered. The climate may be that of the per-

manently snow-capped mountains of the Brooks Eange or of

the northern extensions of the Rockies and Coast ranges where

the temperature can only infrequently be above 82. It may
be that of the tundra or treeless sections along the Arctic coast

or above the timber line of the interior mountains where the

mean temperature for the warmest month must be under 50.
It may be that of the restricted and protected lowlands of the

valleys of the Yukon and its tributaries where winters are long
and cold but summers short and warm. The climate of the

whole region is preponderantly continental, although the Arctic

1 The, Canada Tear Book, 19S6, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, 1927, p. 90.
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waters must reduce extremes of temperature near the coast,

even as they do at Herschel Island and Fort McPherson of the

Mackenzie district.

Stupart points out several features regarding the climate of

the Territory
1

:

"The climate of the former place [Dawson] is much more
suitable for agricultural purposes than that of the latter

[White Horse in the Atlin Lake District], and in general

IJLLUS. 15 Large areas of Yukon Territory have sufficiently high summer
temperatures to permit spruce and other trees to attain a size suitable for

building purposes. The native grasses afford excellent pasturage.

the northern and eastern portions of Yukon have a warmer
summer climate than have the southern portions. This is prob-
,ably owing in part to the fact that southern districts are much
nearer the ocean from which the westerly winds blow ; while in

the north the westerly winds are from the broader land area
of Alaska, and the country generally is protected by mountains
ranging from 5,000 to 10,000 feet The mean summer tem-

perature at Dawson [June, July, and August, 56.8] is fully
5 F. higher than either at White Horse or Atlin, B. C.; and
while frosts seem to be frequent at the latter places in both
June and August and occur occasionally even in July, in the
former both June and July are practically free from frost and
it is not until about August 20 that there is much danger ; and
very frequently September opens with as yet no frost* After
the close of August the downward trend of the Dawson tem-

1 B. P. Stupart, "The Climate of Yuko Territory/' MowtUy Weather Review, Wash-
ington, T. 35, 1007, pp. 16-17.
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perature curve is very rapid, and the winter months are prob-
ably between 15 and 20 colder than at White Horse

"It is claimed that there is little wind at Dawson in winter,
and this to a large extent is true. The cyclonic areas which
enter the continent from the Pacific pass far to the southward
of latitude 64 north, hence barometric gradients are not

usually steep."

Regarding conditions in January, the same author states

that the temperature at Dawson seldom rises above zero; that

on about one day in three, it falls to -40 or lower; and that

temperatures of -50 are not infrequent. The lowest on rec-

ord, -68, occurred in 1901. At Selkirk, farther up the Yukon,
conditions are similar; but at White Horse, the January mean
is 20 degrees higher. Here comparatively mild days occur occa-

sionally, while extremely low temperatures are less frequent.

"April may well be termed the first spring month, as there
are few days on which the thermometer does not rise abpve
32 F., and 50 F. is occasionally recorded; The average mean
of the month is 28 F., and in some years the temperature
does not fall to zero. The precipitation is usually in the form
of snow, but rain sometimes falls. In this month the average
temperature is very approximately the same throughout the
Yukon The average date of the last frost is the 19th

[of May].
"The ice on the Yukon at Dawson usually breaks up between

the 15th and 20th [of May], but not until a fortnight or three
weeks later on Lake Laberge [upper Yukon Valley]. The sea-

son is now farther advanced in the north than in the south,
and it is not until the end of August or early September that
the mean temperature in the north is again as low as at White
Horse or Tagish.

"June is a perfect summer month, and with practically no
darkness, and with nearly twenty hours of bright sunshine on
fair days, vegetation advances very rapidly. Frost, while not
unknown in this month, is quite unusual July weather in
Dawson is quite fairly comparable with that in the same month
in southern Alberta, and with the longer days growth is prob-
ably more rapid in the former locality than in the latter. ....
There are very few days on record when the temperature ,

did
not reach 60 F., and 70 F. is reached on the average twenty
days in the month; 80 F. is reached on six days and there are
a few instances of 90 F. [the highest ever recorded, 95].

". . . , The month [August] opens warm, but a very decided
downward trend of the temperature curve occurs after about
the 15th, and there seems to be decided danger of frost after

the 20th. It is still early autumn when the temperature of
Dawson drops below that of White Horse and the southern
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Yukon generally; and the difference, as has been shown,
becomes more and more pronounced until after mid-winter.
.... October is winter, with a mean temperature of 24.1

P., and zero readings well before its close." 1

Dawson is occasionally subject to extremely cold weather.

Thus, in December, 1917, the mean temperature was -49,
nearly 38 degrees below normal; the highest for the month

S. 14 Not every year sees such a bumper crop of potatoes along
the 64th parallel. These were grown at Dawson, Yukon Territory.

was only -35, and the lowest for the same month was -63.
In spite of such extremes, the mean daily ranges of tempera-
tures in winter are small, amounting to less than half those of

summer a distinct contrast to the maritime district of eastern

Canada. The annual ranges average nearly 82 degrees.

At the same station, three days out of 10 on the average
have precipitation; August and November are the rainiest

months with 11 days; April is the least rainy with less than 4.

Snowy and rainy days are about equal in number during the

year. Fogs occur frequently from September to February;
these are presumably largely frost fogs, similar to those along
the west coast of Hudson Bay. Thunderstorms average about

six a year, coming mainly in June and July. Summer days are

either moderate and rainy or moderate, fair and quiet; while

most winter days are cold, fair and quiet or cold, snowy and

quiet (Table 23).
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In spite of the widespread knowledge of the cold of the

Yukon, the general favorableness of the climate, especially in

summer, is attested by visitors:

"It would appear from a reference made to 'Dawson* by a
lady, who has wintered there (1898-9) that the climate for a
portion of the year at least is very enjoyable. The lady writes
(April 8) : The March month of the Yukon is one of the gems
of the year. Of all that dwell in my memory, this March, spent
in the Yukon, has been incomparably the finest; from first to
last a series of still, fair, sunshiny days, each lengthening and
warming into greater geniality, until now in these last hours
the little hill encircled basin and its bit of the big Yukon river
is flooded with sunshine; the surface of the ground is soft

enough to demand the pulling off of moccasins and felt boots,
and the daylight lasts far into the evening. Scanning the past
weeks, we recall nothing of the raw winds, or rude or bluster-

ing blizzard only a gentle, continuous mellowing from mid-
winter severity, and a gradual, gracious extension of warmth
and light. It seems absurd to have to come to the sub-arctic
to defy March, yet here in this windless valley of the Yukon
it has been a glorious month throughout !'

"*

Another enthusiastic writer states:

"We have no idea of the beautiful summers of the Yukon.
.... The months of May, June, July, August and part of

September are regular paradises and are the finest we meet
in any part of Canada The sun shines for a large

part of the twenty-four hours; .... there is continuous

daylight during the months of June and July It is

true that ice is found only a short distance below the surface

of the ground, yet the traveller is perfectly ignorant of such a
circumstance unless it be pointed out to him. The thermometer
often registers 85 F. during the day and the evenings are

clear and cool for sleeping. Vegetation is very rapid; the

abundance of sunlight hurries things along, the heat from above
combined with the moisture fron\ below causes rapid growth ;

and consequently Dawson can boast of the finest vegetables in

the world. Her lettuce, celery, beets, carrots, cabbages, and
cauliflowers are unexcelled. As we go along the streets most
brilliant flower gardens meet us on every hand, and if we forget
ourselves a moment we would think we were in some tropical

land. But the refreshing breeze from the mountain far away
recalls us to ourselves." 2

As already suggested, altitude is a significant factor in the

climate of the Yukon, particularly in summer. Lambert reports

1 Alexander Beg?, "Early Explorations in North-West Canada/* Scottish Geographical

Magazine, Edinburgh, v. 15, 1899, pp. 354-5.

F A. McDiarmid, '*The Climate of the Canadian Yukon," Monthly Weather Review*

Washington, v. 8$, 1908, p. 178.
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that in his ascent of Mt Logan (19,539 feet high) during June,

"the weather was indescribably bad, and the incessant winds,
the heavy snowfall the cold, all added to our labor." 1 He states

further of his encounter with "a sudden wall of fog" which
blocked out all vision, and with severe blizzards which would

suddenly give way to bright sunshine. A temperature of -33

was encountered on the night of June 18-19 at approximately

19,000 feet.

As the pressure of population becomes greater in the lands

to the south, the valleys of Yukon Territory should become more
and more a permanent abode for the white man. Certainly, so

far as present meteorological records can indicate, the climate

need not offer any serious obstacles. Though the winters are

severe, the almost t6tal absence of strong winds and of storms

of blizzard-like character in those portions suitable for settle-

ment, makes the winters quite as tolerable as those of the Prairie

Provinces or of northern Ontario. And there is no doubt that

the average summer is really delightful.

*H. P. Lambert, "The Conquest of Mt. Logan," Geographical Journal? London* v. 68,
1926, pp. 1-26.



CHAPTER VI

THE CONTINENTAL LOWLANDS

The great continental interior of Canada, everywhere under

4000 feet in elevation and at comparatively few places above

2000 feet, makes up at least two-thirds of the Dominion. The

region now under consideration comprises probably half of this

total area. It extends across a latitudinal distance of nearly 30

degrees, or 2000 miles; its greatest east-west extent is almost

as great. In a region so vast in areal and latitudinal expanse,

it would seem that the climate must show important differences

with progress north and south or east and west As a matter

of fact, however, the differences are not considerable. Every-

where the continental influence is strong. The region, there-

fore, is marked by cold winters and warm to hot summers with

great extremes of temperature, both diurnal and annual The

winters are moderately moist to dry; summer is the season of

rain. The continental control is the more pronounced because

of the formidable character of the great cordilleran barrier

which keeps out the ameliorating effects of the Pacific. Marine

influences are felt to some extent for a short distance from the

Arctic coast, around Hudson Bay and in the vicinity of the

Great Lakes. In such localities, winters are less severe and

summers are cooler than elsewhere. Altitude is of little sig-

nificance except locally. The factor of latitude is seen in the

lower temperatures in the north than in the south. Yet, in

the western portion of the region hot summers are found far

down the Mackenzie. Latitude for latitude temperatures in

July are five to ten or more degrees higher in the west than

in the east.

In this great interior, six subregions stand out as 'fairly dis-

tinctive: the Mackenzie Valley, the Prairies, middle Ontario

and southern Quebec, the Hudson Bay plains, southern Ontario,

and* the St. Lawrence River Valley. It will be noticed that

these subdivisions are somewhat restricted that they do not

comprise all of the great interior of Canada. Yet they are

taken as nuclei of the six climatic districts because of their dis-

99
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tinctiveness geographically and climatically. In each division

the life and activities of the people differ as well as the meteor-

ological conditions. To demarcate the six areas, however, is

exceedingly difficult, for in every case they are separated by
broad transitional zones. There are no sharp topographical

breaks, like the Rocky Mountain crest, to make equally sharp
climatic differentiations. There is no sudden change from

subaridity to high humidity; from subarctic to Alleghenian,

from ice-marine to continental. In places the climatic data are

too few to determine a narrow dividing zone. Consequently,
here as in Chapter V, no attempt is made to delineate these

provinces on a map.
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY

The area included in this subregion is not confined to the

valley of the main stream; it comprises a large part of the

drainage basin certainly Great Bear, Great Slave and Atha-

baska lakes, and the lower portions of the Liard, Peace and
Athabaska tributaries. Its north-south extent is easily 1000

miles, and its greatest width is not less than half this distance.

Its area, if practicable to measure it, would exceed that of the

province of Ontario or of the state of Texas. The fact that

the total population of the valley of the Mackenzie proper does

not exceed 5000, including only 150 whites, gives some indica-

tion of the inadequacy of the meteorological records. 1

From the data available, however, it appears that through-
out this huge area the climate is, in many respects, strik-

ingly similar. The winters are everywhere long and cold the

coldest in Canada, although perhaps not so continuously cold

as parts of the Archipelago ; the summers are short and decid-

edly warm for the latitude, an average July being much like an

average January in middle Florida fairly not days alternating
with cool to cold days, and freezing temperatures not infrequent.

Precipitation is light and everywhere adequate in normal years,

although twice as heavy in the south as in the north.

As already pointed out, the Mackenzie Valley is one of the

coldest districts of North America as far as meteorological
observations can indicate. Abbe mentions a temperature of

-81 having been recorded at Fort Reliance2
; and an unofficial

* Kindle, Canada, North of Fifty-Six Degrees, p. 65.
* Cleveland Abbe, Jr., P. P. No. 45, The Geography and Geology of Alaska, Government

Printing Office, Washington, 1906, p. 155.
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temperature of -87 near Great Bear Lake ha< been reported.
1

But the lowest official temperature in Canada is -79" at Fort

Good Hope. Its location in the Mackenzie Valley with high-

lands on each side doubtless favors air drainage and conse-

quent low temperatures in the lowlands. Fort Norman, a little

farther south has, however, a January mean temperature nearly

one degree lower than Fort Good Hope. All places in the

MTITUDC It*

FQfiT GOOD HOPE

M* AN TEMP 136
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FORT CHIPEWYA*
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FIG. 42 Temperature and precipitation charts for Fort Good Hope
and Fort Chipewyan.

Mackenzie Valley north of Great Slave Lake have mean tem-

peratures below zero from November to March inclusive. From
Great Slave Lake southward to Lake Athabaska, only the three

winter months have means below zero.

If a temperature of 50 for the wannest month is taken as

the southern limit of polar climate, then Herschel Island, with

its highest mean only 44, falls distinctly in that class. Yet,

because of its location near the mouth of the Mackenzie, it is

brought into this discussion for comparative purposes. In spite

of its low annual mean of 11, this island does not experience so

intense winter cold as do the more continental situations far-

1 Observed by Ralph Clark in 1904 according to a statement made by J. A. Blake at
Yale University, April S, 1916.
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ihor south: but the cold i? of long duration, even April once

showing a met^n below zero. All months from October to May
inclusive have had minimum temperatures below zero, the low-

est ever recorder 3>ein^
p -52 in January.

In the lower Mackenzie, Fort McPherson is warmer in winter

than Fort Good Hope or Fort Norman. The two latter have

experienced temperatures below zero in every month except

*'',#

ILLUS. 15 The summers north of Great Bear Lake are too short for large
tree growth and development. This is the grazing land of the musk-ox

(ovibos) and the caribou.

June, July, and August, although only the November to March
means are lower than at McPherson. The influence of the

Arctic waters serves to ameliorate the severity of winter cold

decidedly at Herschel Island and to a considerable degree as far

inland as Fort McPherson ; though this influence hardly reaches

as far south as Great Bear Lake.

On the other hand, places still farther up the Mackenzie are

appreciably warmer in winter; the hours of sunshine at that

season are longer than farther north; the intensity of insola-

tion is greater. Fort Simpson experiences much the same
winter temperatures as Fort McPherson. Hay River on Great
Slave Lake and Fort Chipewyan are still milder. There is,

therefore, a gradual diminution in the coldness of the winter

season in proceeding to the northward as well as to the south-

ward from the region of Great Bear Lake.
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Certain winters have been exeeedinglr cold is this last named

region, the highest temperature at Fort Good Hope in some

months being as low as -18', No part of the Mackenzie, how-

ever, has reported so severe conditions as Dawson in the Yukon,
where the highest temperature recorded in December, 1917,

was -35. At Fort Chipewyan, on the contrary, there has been

no month in which the thermometer did not register above zero.

There has been no case on record at Fort Good Hope during
which the extreme minimum of any of the three winter months
has been above -42. In fact, in every winter each month from
November to April inclusive has had temperatures below zero

at least once.

The lower Mackenzie at Fort Good Hope may expect tem-

peratures of below -50 every year and of -65 in about half

the years; and temperatures as high as 5 may be expected in

only half of the Januarys. The expectancy or probability of

severe cold here is much greater than farther up the river at

Hay River, for example, where half the years will have no tem-

perature lower than -50, although -40 is to be expected in

most years. On the other hand, above freezing weather for at

least one day comes in about one January out of three. In spite

of its more southerly location, Fort Vermilion has mild periods
in January no more frequently than Hay River.

Chinook or foehn winds occur in the Mackenzie district even

as they do on the plains of Alberta or in the valleys of British

Columbia, and they serve to raise the winter mean temperatures

appreciably. Fruh reports the following on foehn winds at

Fort Good Hope1
:

"Abbe. E. Petitot, who has lived for thirteen years in the Sas-
katchewan and Mackenzie river districts, described in his

extensive meteorological notes for the years 1864-1873 the fol-

lowing interesting phenomenon. Every winter from the end of

December to the beginning of February, there is experienced
from one to three days a strong wind from the north or north-
west sufficient to remove shingles from the house roofs. The
thermometer rises to two or three degrees above freezing, even
o;n the north exposures where it had formerly been at -40. The
result is a sudden thaw. The snow surface melts People
and animals experience complete lassitude and, in the open, one
has the feeling as if he were in a warm bath. The wind coming
out of the northwest in winter is warmer than the south wind

* J. Frtih, "Foehn in Fort Good Hope," Meteorologist Zeitschnft, v. 18, 1901, p. 36.
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or the raw east wind. Petitot wonders whether an extension
of the Asiatic high pressure or the formation of an ice-free

polar sea is not the cause of this phenomenon.
"Evidently it cannot be considered merely as a descending

wind. Yut we are unable to analyze it farther because of the

iMl'tjrfect cartographic work done on the mountain range lying
'jei'.vc'en the lower Mackenzie and the Yukon River in Alaska."

On December 6, 1928, a west wind of chinook character swept
over a considerable area of the Mackenzie Valley causing the

temperature at Aklavik to rise from -5 C
to 54 in about six

hoiuv. This rise in temperature at Aklavik was in line with
^n;ilar changes as far south as Edmonton where, on the same
JUT/, the temperature rose from 7 to 27. Obviously, true
*oehn winds in this district should come from a westerly quar-
ter, unless deflected locally by the topography, because only
.'n that direction are the mountains high enough to permit air

to be warmed greatly by compression in descent to the valley
floor. Chambers states that the chinook in this region is a

southwest wind. 1 Kindle adds that the chinook is stronger in

the upper Liard than in Manitoba.2

Warm season conditions are in pronounced contrast to those
cf winter in most of this northwest section of Canada. Under
the increasingly long days of more intense insolation from April
to June the country rapidly assumes the characteristics of a
Montana summer, although the daytime maxima in Montana
are somewhat higher. Mean temperatures for July are gen-
erally as high as 60 or nearly so. Herschel Island is the not-
able exception. Fort McPherson again represents a transition,
although its mean July temperature falls only slightly below
that of places farther south. The icy waters of the Arctic
Ocean still restrict the departure of temperatures from 'the
freezing point, but to a less extent in summer because then the
winds are prevailingly from a southern quadrant except near
the coast.

Fort Chipewyan situated on the north side of Lake Atha-
baska is slightly cooler in July than any other station in the
Mackenzie district south of Fort McPherson. Local lake breezes
from a body of water which is ice-covered well into May, and
therefore still relatively cold ,in July, explains this seeming

*E. J. Chambers, The Unexploited West, Dept. of the Int., Ottawa 1914 224
a Kindle, op. cit, p. 70,
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anomaly. Obviously, places similarly situated with respect to

Great Bear and Great Slave lakes should show the same condi-

tions but in a more pronounced four; because of the greater

size and the more northerly locations of these water bodies. On
the other hand, places located thus, sh;ukl show higher autumn

temperatures than places removed from the lakes. This cer-

tainly is true of Fort Chipewyan, and very pronouncedly in Sep-
tember, In fact, every station in the province shows October
to be from one to six degrees warmer than April, a character-

istic of marine rather than continental climates, here owing to

the slow removal of the accumulated ice and snow of winter

and the slow cooling of these large water bodies in fall.

Although mean summer temperatures of that portion of the

Mackenzie Valley lying between 57 and 67 degrees north lati-

tude are about the same as those on the coast of eastern New-
foundland at 46 to 47 degrees north latitude, the extreme maxi-

mum temperatures of the summer months will run appreciably

higher for the former; for temperatures as high as 93 have

been recorded at Fort Good Hope, 96 at Hay River, and 98

at Fort Vermilion. For most of these northern stations, the

months of May to August inclusive have shown, at some time

in their records, temperatures above 80. In each of these

months the maximum has never been lower than 54, except

possibly at Aklavik or Herschel Island. Summer days are

actually hot at times, and with the long hours of sunshine there

is limited cooling during the night. That the Mackenzie Valley

should have so much warmer summers than points east or west

in the-same latitude must be attributed not only to the long and

relatively intense insolation through the clear dry air, but also

to the low elevation of the stations reporting meteorological

data, all being below an altitude of 1000 feet.

Most of the stations in the Mackenzie must expect freezing

temperatures in July and August during at least half the year;

although, strange to say, the middle portion of the Mackenzie

generally has milder conditions than the upper, as far as mini-

mum temperatures are concerned, the greater altitude being

more than a match for the lower latitude. At Fort McPherson,

a shift of wind to northeast, and a persistence of it, bring to

that settlement the chill of the ice-laden Arctic, which may
change balmy summer conditions in July to those resembling

the approach of winter all in less than a day. But temperatures
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of 90 are to be expected more frequently at Hay River than

at Fort Vermilion, although the latter, in accordance with its

much more southern location, occasionally experiences greater

heat than any other station in the region. The records for frost

and the frost-free period show that Fort Vermilion has a very
short growing season, averaging only 51 days ; while Hay River,

ILLUS. 16 Dense stands of small spruce are characteristic of the protected
river lowlands even beyond the arctic circle. This is a forest in the Peel

River Valley not far from Port McPherson,

on the lake, is more favored with 78 days. Fort Simpson, still

farther north, has a growing season almost as long, it being 76

days.

Mean daily ranges of temperature are large all year, varying
from a low range of 11 degrees at Fort Chipewyan in Novem-
ber to a high range of 29 degrees at Fort Vermilion in July, They
are everywhere higher in summer than in winter, and they vary

directly with distance from water bodies. Thus the mean daily

ranges for the. year run as follows from north to south: Fort

McPherson, 16 degrees; Fort Simpson, 19 degrees; Fort Chipe-

wyan, 18 degrees ; and Fort Vermilion, 27 degrees. The extreme

monthly ranges of temperature increase in the same way; and
in all cases the greatest occur in winter. As pointed out earlier,

it is this Mackenzie region which has the highest absolute

ranges in Canada, varying from 121 degrees at Herschel Island

where the marine control is pronounced, to 174 degrees at Fort

Vermilion, far removed from any large water body.
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The break-up of the ice in spring" occurs on the smaller

streams and in the upper portions of the drainage system first,

with consequent ice jams and highwater at the mouths of the

tributaries. These ice jams may be piled 20 feet high and

extend down to the bed of the river; a rise of SO feet in the

depth of the water is not unknown. 1 The upper ^Mackenzie is

free from ice about the middle of May, although fee persists in

Great Slave Lake from two to four weeks longer, even as late

as July 5 at the east end,
2
though the average date appears to

be from June 16 to July 2. 3 The lower river is open for navi-

gation fully a month before this. Thus, navigation on the

Mackenzie for steamers from Fort McMurray is determined by
the ice conditions in Great Slave Lake. Ice continues in Great

Bear Lake even longer than in the lakes to the south ; and fre-

quently, some ice remains in the lake all summer. On June 23,

1900* the ice was so firm that parties sledged across it.
4

Blanchet states that the wind is a more important factor than

temperature or rain in causing the break-up of ice in the lakes.

He adds5
:

"The lifting action of the water flowing in from the sur-

rounding hills loosens the ice around the lake margins, and
soon open water, there and^along the fissures, permits the winds
to give the lessening ice fields a little play. When this condi-
tion is reached, the first heavy storm .is liable to drive the ice

before it. The tremendous pressure of the field piles it up on
lee shores, while the grinding of the mass furthers the disrup-
tion, and the increasing open spaces permit greater movement
with the shifting winds of spring. The speed at which the loose

fields travel is sometimes incredible, and the momentum is irre-

sistible. The period of drifting ice fields is entirely dependent
on the winds, for the ice must break itself up to offer many
surfaces to the sun and waves/'

Ice begins to form on quiet pools in September, and by the

middle of October, navigation on Great Slave Lake is rendered

difficult especially for small craft. One year, the lake was

closed to steamers as early as October 6th, and on Great Bear

1 Kindle, "Arrival and Departure of Winter Conditions in the Mackenrte Rivet Basin/'

Geogr. Rev., v. 10, 1920, pp. 90 and 892.

*G, H. Blanchet, Great Slave Lake Area, Northwest Tvmtori** Oept. of the Int.,

Ottawa, 1926, p. 42.

Kindle, op. cit., p. 390.
* J. B. Bell, "Explorations in the Great Bear Lake Region/' Gnogr. Jour., v. 18, 1901,

p. 252.
6 Blanchet, op. cit., pp. 42-43.
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Lake, a boat was frozen in on October 4, 1919. 1 The lower

Mackenzie is open several weeks longer, navigation being pos-

sible, in average years, up to the middle of November; although

in the delta district where the current is slow, ice forms by
November I.

2

In most years, ice attains a thickness of six to eight feet,

being thicker on Great Bear than on Great Slave Lake. 3 River

ice does not usually reach such a great thickness because it is

much later in forming in the fall.

Throughout this climatic division, the ground never thaws

completely even in the warmest summers, except perhaps in

the cultivated lands on the southern margin. In an average

J*

ft

ILLUS. 17 The accumulation of snow, due to the absence of thaws during
the long, cold wmte.r over the wind-swept plains of the lower Mackenzie,
makes sledging inevitable and easy. This is a detachment of the Canadian

Mounted Police near Fort McPherson.

year, for all places having a mean annual temperature under

30, the soil at considerable depths (say 10 feet or more) pre-

sumably remains unfrozen. A. J. Connor, Climatologist of the
Canadian Meteorological Service, writes as follows4 :

*'Around Great Slave Lake, the soil seldom thaws out to a
greater depth than 8 feet and in many muskegs and marshes

1 Kindle, op. cit., pp. 897-399.
* Otto Nordenskjold and Ludwig Meeking, The Geography of Polar Regions, American

Geogr. Soc., N. Y., 1928* p. 197.

*A letter to the author, dated Toronto, May 18th, 192$.
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ice regains throughout the year at a depth of about 2 feet.

In descending the Mackenzie, we find the frozen soil gradually
approaching the surface. At Fort Norman at the end of sum-
mer, it lies at a depth of about 6 feet. At Fort Good Hope
while installing a pier to support our magnetic instruments
we encountered in summer at a depth of less than 2 feet stones
which became covered with a film of frost when exposed, and
solidly frozen soil was encountered at three feet. Survey
parties in other years gave 4 feet as the depth of frozen soil.

At the mouth of the Peel two feet is the ordinary depth
reported

"It is the experience of all districts that after the moss is

burned off and the soil once tilled, the summer thaw penetrates
to a greatly increased depth, and land apparently barren-
becomes productive

"The character of the surface, as well as the conductivity
and permeability of the underlying soil, no less than the orien-

tation of the slope, evidently play important roles in determin-

ing the diurnal and seasonal ranges of temperature at any
given depth/'

As in Arctic 'Canada, records of precipitation for the lower

Mackenzie are few and unsatisfactory, chiefly because of the

difficulty of measuring the snowfall which makes up a large

part of the total. The record for Fort Good Hope indicates

that practically all the precipitation from October to May comes

in the form of snow. Both rain and snow are light throughout

this whole climatic region, varying from less than 10 inches in

the northern portion to perhaps 15 inches in the middle portion,

and then decreasing slightly farther south where at both Fort

Chipewyan and Fort Vermilion the annual amount averages 12

or 13 inches. Though the amounts are small, they are adequate

in most years for all forms of agriculture practiced in the val-

ley, because most of the precipitation comes after the time of

highest sun when it is most needed. The influence of the cold

Arctic waters to the north and of the ice filled lakes and snow

covered lands in the interior greatly delays the time. of maxi-

mum rainfall, the delay being greater where these influences

are strongest and most persistent. This may be seen in the

fact that Fort Good Hope has its maximum in October and

November; Fort Simpson in September; Forts Chipewyan and

Vermilion in July. If -we were to go still farther into southern

Alberta we should find the maximum in June. In most cases,

the minimum occurs in February, and usually equals from a

sixth to a fourth of the amount received in the month of heavi-
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est precipitation. Precipitation then is one element in the cli-

mate of the Mackenzie district which shows little uniformity

over the region as a whole.

No records are available to indicate the dependability of

precipitation except in the extreme southern portion. In a

broken record of 43 years at Port Chipewyan, there has been

no month without some rain or snow, although there have been

occasions when the amounts were hardly measurable. On the

ether hand, there have been some months when very heavy
rains have occurred, one July having had 9.5 inches of rain.

The wettest year with 17 inches had three times as much as

the driest year, showing that fluctuations are considerable. The
record at Fort Vermilion shows essentially the same sort of

variations. Very droughty summers and very wet summers
have occurred at Forts Resolution, Providence, and Norman.
The snow cover in the middle Mackenzie begins about the

15th of November and continues to the middle of May. For
the lower Mackenzie (Fort Norman), Hann states that the

snow cover begins November 2-4 and lasts until May 9-25 ; far-

ther up the river (Fort Simpson), the corresponding dates are

November 17-30 and May 1-14. 1 In an average year, snow-

fall amounts to from 30 to 50 inches, being less in the more
continental situations and where summer conditions prevail

longer, as at Fort Vermilion. Two feet of snow in one month
is itot unknown at Fort Chipewyan, although the normal amount
for the snowiest months, November and December, does not

exceed eight or nine inches. Snow has been recorded in some

part of this province every month. Five inches fell at Fort

McPherson one July 2nd, and the temperature dropped to 25 ;

snow was also reported at Fort Good Hope on the same day,
2

A notable feature concerning the precipitation of this region
is the fact that the number of days on which measurable
amounts fall is relatively small, being less than 70 in the south-

west
k

and less than 80 in most other portions. As would be

expected, in the south rainy days and snowy days are in the

ratio of about 3 : 2. The season of heaviest precipitation is

reflected in the greater cloudiness for that season, although
the average cloudiness at that time (summer) is not usually

1 JuKtis Hann, Sandbuch der Klimatologie, v. 3, T. Engelhorn, Stuttgart, 1911, p. 666.
a

JF, Patterson, "A Meteorological Trip to the Arctic Circle," Jour. Roy<tl Astro. Soc. of
Canada, v. 9, March 1915, pp. 101-120.
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greater than 70 c
'r. In fact, the highest monthly perce-t^tr' for

the whole ^Mackenzie Ls reported as only 74' in S^itcririV.'r

and October at Fort McPherscm. Here, the pri
jvjr^ir:i: north

winds can import without much warming considerable &rr*ount?<

of vapor from the waters of the Delta and Arctic Ocean. For
most parts of the Valley, winter, spring and early summer are

remarkably clear, the average cloudiness rarely exceeding 50^.
Thunderstorms with lightning and hail occasionally visit the

region. Fort Vermilion reports an average of five thunder-

storms a year; Fort Good Hope appears to experience them
even more frequently. Patterson states that they occur as far

north as Fort McPherson. 1 River and frost fogs apparently
occur a few times each year, although there is no evidence that

they in any wise hinder navigation.

Numerous writers emphasize the significance of the long
summer days of the lower Mackenzie in their effect upon plant

growth. A reference to Table 4 shows that most of June and

July have almost perpetual sunshine; and, since twilight con-

tinues when the sun is as much as 18 degrees below the horizon,

it is evident that there is no darkness during a long period.

Even as far south as Great Slave Lake, it is said that during
the time of highest sun, one can sit out all night and read. It

is only because of this greater daily period of sunlight that cer-

tain forms of temperate plant life can grow and reach maturity
in a land where the frost-free period is so short. The rapidity

with which plants grow under favorable thermal and photo-

metric conditions seems almost incredible.

Of native vegetation there is an abundance. Over much of

the Mackenzie River Valley there are dense stands of timber,

dominately spruce and poplar. Kindle writes-:

"Many varieties of flowers in bloom crowd the fire-cleared

spaces of the lowland and the mountain slopes early in July.

Among these orchids occur locally in abundance. Ripe red rasp-
berries were seen on August 1 at Bear Mountain, which is

about 80 miles south of the Arctic Circle. Blueberries were a

feature of the writer's camp fare from the first week in August
to the end of the summer."

Wild roses bloom as far north as the arctic circle; and wild

strawberries are common south of Fort Simpson.

'Ibid., p. 118.

8 Kindle, Canada North of Fifty-Six pegwes, p. 65.
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In the region of the Mackenzie Delta, the raising of most

vegetables is unsuccessful because the permanently frozen soil

is so near the surface there in summer ; but throughout the rest

of the valley of the main stream as well as in most of the tribu-

tary valleys of the upper Mackenzie, various crops may be raised

in most years. At Fort Good Hope, Kindle saw "fine-looking

gardens in which potatoes were the most conspicuous vege-

ILLUS. 18 At Port Simpson in the Mackenzie Valley, potatoes yield a fair

crop in most years.

table/* and he states that, at Fort Simpson, potatoes, a few of

which weighed a pound each, and a turnip measuring five

inches in diameter were grown.
1 He also states that on the

upper Liard, barley, rye, oats, corn, potatoes and turnips

mature by August if planted toward the end of May; wheat

is a sure crop four out of five years ; while at Fort Vermilion

it failed only three years out of twenty-seven.
2 Chambers cites

scores of instances of successful vegetable and cereal culture

in the middle Mackenzie Valley.
8 Connor writes4 :

1
Ibid., p. 70.

Ibid.

'Chambers, op. cit., pp. 223-259.
* Letter cited.
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"At Fort Providence, where there are flat, arable lands of

good quality, the Hudson's Bay Company and the Roman Cath-
olic Mission raised quantities of farm produce, according to a

report of R. G. ilcConnell of the Geological Surveys. He states

that for nine years prior to his visit, wheat had been sown on
the H. B. Co/s -farm and had in no year of the nine been a

complete failure, although on some occasions lightly touched

by summer, frost.. Sowing is usually about the 20th of May,

ILLUS. 19 The long days in the Peace River district more than compensate
for the short summers, so that agriculture is proving to be a profitable

industry.

ripening about three months later. As much as twenty-nine
bushels have been reaped from one bushel sown. Barley was
a sure crop. It ripened a week earlier than wheat. Potatoes

planted 15th to 20th of May are taken up 20th September. Most
garden vegetables are grown in most years without great dif-

ficulty/'

It is not, however, to be supposed from all the foregoing that

agricultural activities are possible on the same scale as in

southern Canada. So far as known, commercial production of

cereals is impossible except in the extreme southern portions of

the region; and then only in the most favorable years. Under

proper conditions of exposure, the cultivation of the home gar-

den is practicable in most years as far north as Fort McPher-
son. Kindle is more hopeful, however; for he says that "all

of the south shore of Great Slave Lake will, in the writer's

opinion, be found to lie within the wheat belt." Later he
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kv^: "Tiiere is no reason, as far as luxuriant pasture is con-

:^:T.ed, why cattle should not be raised in the Mackenzie valley

as far north as the arctic circle and even beyond."
1

There appears to be no difference of opinion in regard to

the severity of the Mackenzie winter, the mildness and delight-

fulness of the summers, and the inevitableness of the mosquito

during the latter season. Concerning the latter, Patterson

says- :

4

*By June 9th the ubiquitous mosquito was at the height
cif his career, making life miserable for man and beast; there

is no escape except by drowning or protecting yourself with

mosquito netting/' The following excerpt taken from Kindle's

Canada, North of Fifty-Six Degrees undoubtedly gives a fair

indication of summer conditions3 :

"A traveller in the Mackenzie valley who sees for the first

time the limestone scarps and cliffs of the Mackenzie moun-
tains so near the Arctic zone entirely free of snow in midsum-
mer, is apt to be surprised when he recalls the glaciers and
permanent snow fields which are familiar features of the same
mountains many hundreds of miles farther south. The Nahanni
mountains of the Mackenzie valley, which are quite free of
snow in July, are in about the same latitude as the mouth of
Frobisher bay, Baffin land, where the writer has seen a ship
stuck for days in the ice floes and experienced a snow storm
late in July. The warm genial summer climate of the Mackenzie
valley cannot fail to impress anyone who is familiar with the
bleak coasts of northeastern America which lie in the same
latitude. Although the middle portion of the Mackenzie valley
lies in about the same latitude as Baffin land, its summer cli-

mate bears a much stronger resemblance to that of Gaspe pen-
insula south of the Gulf of St. Lawrence than it does to the
Baffin land summer."

THE WESTERN PRAIRIES AND PLAINS

Of all the natural regions of Canada, there is probably none
in which climate relates more directly to the economic activities

of its people than it does in this great granary of Canada. If it

were possible to. delineate this climatic division,- the northern

limit would be roughly a line running northwest from the

northern end of Lake Winnpeg to Fort McMurray on the Atha-

baska River, thence west to the British Columbia border. It is

to be inferred that all this area, comprising two-fifths of

1 Kindle, op. cit, pp. 71 and 72,
* Patterson, op. cit, p. 106.

Kindle, op. cit., pp. 69-70,
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Manitoba and two-thirds each of Saskatchewan and Alberta, is

given over to grain culture; neither should it be assumed that

all of it is under cultivation. Yet, as far as climatic conditions

are concerned, this whole subregion as outlined is capable of

producing cereals and other crops on a commercial scale. If

the mean summer isotherm of 57 is taken as the extreme

northern limit of successful wheat growing, a limit determined

ILLTJS. 20- Wheat is by no means the only crop which can be grown suc-

cessfully in northern and western Alberta. The long daily period of sun-
shine accelerated the development of these fine vegetables at Beaver

Lodge, Alberta.

by Baker1
, then all of this province can reasonably be expected

to produce wheat in most years, the other physical conditions

being favorable. To be more conservative, the isotherm of 58

for the three summer months may be taken as the northern

limit of the province under consideration. This line and the

area producing wheat in appreciable quantities in 1925 are

shown in Fig. 43.

In no sense can this large region be considered a unit from
the standpoint of topography, vegetation or climate. The Lake

Winnipeg district has the lowest elevation, being under 1000

ieet. There is a gradual increase in elevation westward to the

Rocky Mountains. Northward from about the 54th parallel,

the elevations decrease; that is, the drainage is toward the

0. B. Baker, "Agricultural Region* of North America." JBeon. G*og., v. 4, 1928, p. 4M.
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Mackenzie or Churchill rivers. South of that parallel, the

drainage is in general eastward toward the lake region of

Manitoba. The region is not all prairie and plain ;
it is broken

by hilly and plateau areas and by numerous scarps. The north-

ern part is partly under a forest cover of aspen, poplar, birch,

spruce, and pine. Though the climate is strictly continental at

all times, except as the chinook may modify it, there are many

* MEAN SUMMER TEMPERATURE IJUNt- AUGUST)
OftTHCftN LIMIT OT COMMERCIAL WHEAT PRODUCTION {AFTCR BAKE*)

4-
FlG. 43 Mean summer isotherm of 58 and northern limit of commercial

wheat production in the Prairie Provinces.

local differences, particularly with reference to precipitation. In

southeastern Alberta, conditions approach semi-aridity; on all

the higher situations precipitation is heavier, and the amounts

increase fairly regularly with progress eastward. Temperature
conditions likewise vary locally. Winters are colder in central

and eastern Alberta than in Manitoba; summers are hottest in

southern Saskatchewan. Extremes, both winter and summer,
tend to be less near the Rockies and toward the southeastern

margin of the province (see Figs. 27-30, inclusive) .

In January mean temperatures are everywhere under 20 ; in

two-thirds of the region, they are below 0. The isotherm of

-10 for that month marks fairly well the northern limit of the

region. The average daily maximum temperature for January
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varies from slightly above zero in the north to about 29 in

extreme southwest Alberta ; while the daily minima range from

approximately 4 in that section to -20 or lower along the

extreme northern margins. The mean daily ranges for January
are, therefore, very nearly the same over the whole province

that is, not far from 20 degrees.

With few exceptions, all parts of the province have reported

temperatures of -^5 or lower, the lowest probably being at

ILLUS. 21 Oats is also a crop of the Prairie Provinces, which is favored

by the same climatic conditions which favor wheat growing. One may
see hundreds of acres like this in traveling northeast from Calgary, Alberta.

Prince Albert where -70 was recorded one February. As indi-

cated earlier, extreme low temperatures occur most frequently

and are lowest at some distance from the western cordillera.

On the other hand, the highest extreme temperatures in winter

are found very near this mountain system. Thus, in January

58 has been recorded at Calgary, 56 at Medicine Hat, 50 at

Qu'Appelle, and only 42 at Winnipeg ^11 stations in about the

same latitude. Farther north, and proceeding from west to

east, the temperatures run: 56 at Edmonton, 55 at Prince

Albert, and 47 at Norway House. This decrease in extremes

eastward is in large part due to the chinooks. Indeed, the

chinook effect is seen as well in the decrease in mean January

temperatures (Fig. 27). Certain years when chinooks are less

pronounced, temperatures from December to February may
rarely go above freezing.
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A feature of prairie winters is the wide range in mean, as

well as in extreme, temperatures from one year to another. For

instance, the mean temperatures for the three winter months

during a 30-year period at Prince Albert have varied as follows :

December, from 10 degrees below zero to 17 above; January,
from 19 below to 8 above; and February, from 14 below to 10

above. Fluctuations are fully as great as Winnipeg, and even

more so at 'Edmonton. Chinook winds alone do not account for

these differences; the reason lies farther back and may be

found in the lack of uniformity from year to year in the paths
of cyclones across the country (see Chapter II, page 10). If

the kind of change in extreme temperatures from year to year
at Edmonton is typical of all the prairie provinces, then Table

24 should give some idea of the average extremes which might
be experienced during each of the twelve months.1 Lower
extreme minima in January are to be expected at Norway
House and Prince Albert than elsewhere (except in the extreme

northern portion of Alberta as at Fort Vermilion) ; and for the

same month the highest extreme maxima should be found in

Alberta along or near the piedmont.
The change from winter to summer conditions in this region

is as great as, or greater than, in the Mackenzie Valley; cer-

tainly no other part of Canada has such large annual ranges of

temperature as these two regions. A reference again to Tables

11-14, inclusive, proves this fact. Throughout most of the

prairies and plains region, the summers are short but exceed-

ingly warm for the latitude. In fact, one of the highest tem-

peratures ever recorded in Canada, 110 at Cannington Manor,
Sask., was reported from here. Except for a small section of

the mountainous part of western Alberta, all of this region has
a mean July temperature of more than 60; very few places
have means exceeding 65. It is plain, therefore, that summer

1 In a 46-year record at Edmonton, the highest maximum for January was 56 and
the lowest maximum for the same month was 29, the average, (56 -f 29) -4- 2, being
42.5. The average of the whole 46 extreme maxima for January is 43.4. Hence* a fair
approximation of the average extreme maximum temperatures may he had by adding the
highest and lowest and dividing by 2. Of these 46 maxima, 54% were above 43 * and only
31% below 42, thus showing that there is a tendency for maximum temperatures higher
than the average to occur almost two years out of three. Similarly, the average of 98 and
78, the highest and lowest extreme maxima in July, gives 88, while the average of the
whole 46 maxima gives 90. In 61% of the years, the extremes were below 88 ; and in

only 22% of the cases were they above 88. Hence, as far as extreme maximum tempera-
tures are concerned, there appears to be a strong tendency toward the milder conditions:
higher maxima in winter and lower maxima in summer. With minimum temperatures,
there is a slight tendency for extremes lower than the average in January; but in July,
minima higher than the average occur in more than six years out of seven, again reveal-
ing that in summer the moderate conditions may be expected more frequently than the
extreme ones.
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TABLE 24. AVERAGE EXTREME TEMPERATURES

Maxima (the sum of the highest extreme maximum
divided by 2).

and the lowest extreme maximiru

Minima (the sum of the highest extreme minimum
divided by 2).

and the lowest extreme minimum

conditions as typified by July are remarkably uniform. During
a 30-year period, mean July temperatures varied over only 9

degrees at Edmonton, 8 degrees at Prince Albert and 11 degrees

at Winnipeg. Compare these with the variations for January

during the same period: 37 at Edmonton, 28 at Prince Albert,

and 23 at Winnipeg. Fully a third of the province has experi-

enced temperatures of 100 or more, and practically all of it

has reported temperatures higher than 90.
Of the seven places shown in Fig. 31, only two, Medicine Hat

and Winnipeg, have been spared from frost in July. As a mat-
ter of fact frosts have been reported at least once in each of

the summer months during the record. The average length of

the frost-free period is quite another matter ; in at least half of

the years, all of July and most of June and August are free

from frost throughout the entire area. In Fig, 45 is shown
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FIG. 44 Temperature and precipitation charts for Banff, Edmonton,
Prince Albert and Winnipeg.
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the average number of days from the average date of seeding

to the average date of the first frost. This growing season is

seen to be longest in southeastern Alberta, although it amounts
to as much as four months over most of the region. The
actual frost-free period, however, ranges from as low as 67

days at Beaver Lodge in the Grande River district to as much
as 105 days at Winnipeg, the general average over the whole

area being about three months.

The nature of the damage done to cereals, especially wheat,

by frost depends upon the stage of maturity as well as upon
the degree of cold. A severe frost in late spring may necessi-

tate a resowing of the crop or complete abandonment if the

damage comes too late. In August, "wheat frozen in the stiff

dough stage is not seriously impaired but .... wheat frozen

in the milk stage may be seriously damaged for milling and

growing purposes. Wheat in some parts of Western Canada
would be still in the milk stage in early August. Frost at this

time would be very detrimental to the crop in yield and in mar-

keting value. In the season of 1928 frost occurred in many
areas on August 23rd. Owing to the fact that most of our

wheat was well advanced the damage was not so severe as the

appearance of the wheat might suggest."
1

For a region so important agriculturally as the prairies and

plains provinces, the average annual precipitation is surprisingly

small, only a few places having as much as 20 inches, and sev-

eral large areas in southern Alberta and Saskatchewan having
under 15 inches (Fig. 32). More significant, however, than

the annual amounts are the dependability and the seasonal dis-

tribution. As pointed out in Chapter IV, the fluctuations of

the annual precipitation from year to year are not so great as

in many other parts of Canada, the degree of variation decreas-

ing with distance from the Rocky Mountains, as shown by the

graphs for Edmonton, Qu'Appelle and Winnipeg (Fig. 35) . The

graphs show conditions over the period 1890-1925. A longer

period would, of course, show wider ranges. Thus, at Edmon-
ton one year the record was 28 inches, another year only 8

inches ; at Medicine Hat the highest and lowest amounts on rec-

ord are 22 and 7 inches; at Prince Albert, 30 and 7 inches; at

Qu'Appelle, 26 and 10 inches; at Winnipeg, 27 and 14 inches.

None of these takes into consideration the years since 1925.

1 Statement prepared by A. G. O. Whiteaide, Dept. of Agri., Ottawa ; May 1929.
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Although there are months in many years when the precipita-

tion is two to three times the normal, there are comparatively
few years in which there is a month without any precipitation.

Because of the relatively light amounts in all months floods are

infrequent. On the other hand, even a slight diminution in

the normal monthly amounts may mean serious consequences in

agricultural districts where the normal rainfall is very small

and where irrigation can not be practiced.

The seasonal distribution of precipitation is particularly

favorable for general agriculture and even more favorable for

the dominant type in this region, viz,, wheat culture. As
pointed out in Chapter IV, from 50% to more than 70% of the

mean annual precipitation comes in the four months from May
to August. September, the most important harvest month,
receives less than May. The month of maximum varies some-

what, the tendency for an early summer maximum being pro-
nounced in the south ; that is, Winnipeg receives about as much
in June as in July, and June is distinctly the month of maxi-

mum at Calgary, Medicine Hat, Prince Albert, and Qu'Appelle.
Farther north, as at Edmonton, July receives slightly more than

June. Only in the northeast section of the province, as typified

by Norway House, is the month of maximum greatly delayed,

presumably because of the effects of the Manitoba lakes and

perhaps of Hudson Bay. Everywhere, the precipitation from
November to March is extremely light, the monthly amount

rarely exceeding one inch. Practically all of this comes in the

form of snow.

Concerning the relation of rainfall and temperature to wheat

yields, Connor has arrived at some interesting conclusions as

far as Manitoba is concerned ; presumably conditions would not

differ materially in either Alberta or Saskatchewan,1 He states

that the wheat plant demands moisture and coolness during the

first 90 days after sowing, and that the subsequent yield is most

reduced by large ranges of temperature during the third month
after sowing; usually there is during the first two months suf-

ficient moisture in the soil and low enough ranges in tempera-
ture to prevent harmful evaporation. He adds:

"During the latter part of the 90-day period, however, there
will ordinarily obtain midsummer weather with increased prob-

*A. J. Connor, Relation of the Weather to the Yield of Wheat in Manitoba^ Th*
Monthly Bureau of Agricultural Statistics, Ottawa, April* 1918, pp. 6-7.
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ability of heat and drought, and in this regard the last part of

the 90 days after sowing may be said to be a 'critical period/
If in this 'critical

5

time the weather be warm, dry, with great

temperature range, the wheat-plants will head early and the

harvest will be light, but if the cool and moist conditions con-

tinue, heading will be postponed and the yield increase. Now
the average date of sowing of wheat in Manitoba since 1890 is

approximately April 25, which will fix the average time of the

ILLUS. 22 Just enough rain in late spring and early summer favors the

development of the wheat plant, while the drier days of late summer aid

in the ripening process and permit harvesting with slight loss. Occasion-

ally, however, an early snow temporarily halts harvesting and threshing.
This farm is near Calgary, Alberta.

'critical period' as the last week of June and the first three
weeks of July. Hence the variability of early July weather may
be regarded as the 'critical factor' in wheat production in

Manitoba."

The snowfall of the prairies is notably light, a large part of

Alberta and Saskatchewan having an annual total of less than

40 inches (see Fig. 32). Fullerton Waldo comments, somewhat

facetiously, as follows concerning snow and cold in Edmonton1
:

"The street-car lines in Edmonton scarcely require snowplows
little ones no higher than the wheels may be called into service

two or three times in a winter. The snow does not drift in the
streets as it does in eastern cities. Neither do the people
unless it is a fire or a band or a parade or some other good
reason."

a FuHerton Waldo, Down the Mackenzie through the Great Lone Land, The Macnullan
Co., New York, 1928, p .7.
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Available records appear to show greater differences than prob-

ably actually exist; for Battleford records only 24 inches (a

20-year average) while Prince Albert at about the same alti-

tude and only 100 miles east receives 48 inches (a 30-year rec-

ord). The difficulties in measuring snow on the plains must

partially account for such a remarkable difference. Since most
of the snow comes with strong winds, particularly northwest

ILLUS. 23 The amount of snowfall increases with progress eastward from
the Rocky Mountain piedmont; and heavy snowfalls are not infrequent in

Manitoba. In spite of this blanket of snow, the intense winter cold in this

section makes certain the annual ice crop.

winds, the snow is fine, is blown about and drifted or laid in

wave-like crescents by the wind, and is therefore very compact
on broad open spaces. Whether measurements be taken on a

surface, smooth and protected, or on one where the wind has

been an important factor in laying the cover, determines some-

what their comparableness. The personal element is certainly

of some consequence also.

Snowfall is here much more erratic than rainfall. It is not

unusual for one month to receive five, and even ten, times as

much as the average for that month. As an instance, consider

Medicine Hat which one October received over two feet of snow,

although the average is only one inch; in fact almost as much
came in that one month as is normally received in a whole year.

Such an extreme case is, however, unusual. July and August
are the only months which have not, at some time in the records,
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had snow; and even on the northeastern margin, at Norway
House, snow has occurred in July. Snow is to be expected

throughout this region during every year in all months, except

June, July, and August. As recently as May 8, 1929, a train

on the Hudson Bay Railway northeast of The Pas was marooned
for five days in snow drifts. A report from Winnipeg, dated

May 14, 1929, stated that on that day a blizzard brought six

inches of snow with a temperature of 30 to Calgary, and 28

but less snow to southern Saskatchewan; all points north of

these were blanketed with snow. 1 Fortunately such apparently

long delayed visitations of winter do very little harm.

Two very desirable features of the climate of this region are

found in the large percentage of sunshine or at least the very
weak tendency to overcast skies, and the comparatively small

number of days with measurable precipitation (see Figs. 37

and 38) . Obviously, the time of year has an important control

over the sunshine; for the number of hours with the sun above

the horizon on December 21st is only seven hours in the north

and about eight in the south (Table 4). Yet the percentages
of the possible during all of December for these two divisions

are relatively high since the average cloudiness is shown to be

from 45^ to 55^. At the time of highest sun, June 21st, sun-

light lasts from 15 hours on the southern to 18 hours on the

northern margins of the region. In spite of the heavier pre-

cipitation in June, average cloudiness runs only about 5%
higher. For most places July is the least cloudy, the percentage

rarely being higher than 40. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 38, the

Prairie Provinces and the Arctic Prairies are as free from
clouds throughout the year as any other part of Canada.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Canadian prairie climate

is dominately under the control of cyclones and that these storms

are frequently referred to as blizzards when temperatures are

below freezing, the region is remarkably free from strong winds,
more so in the west than in the east. Edmonton, with an aver-

age annual wind velocity of only 5.3 miles per hour, experiences

approximately twice a year winds of gale force; and, strange
to say, the months when blizzards are most common and cause

the greatest discomfort are not the windiest months. On the

contrary, April and May have the greatest wind movement
a time when the interior of the United States is warming up

York Time*, New York, May 15, 1929.
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rapidly but a time when the Mackenzie Valley and the Arctic

Prairies as well as northern Ontario are still under a blanket

of snow and ice, thereby causing a considerable difference in

pressure between the north and south. At times, however,

spring conditions of pressure may be just the opposite: low

pressure in the north and high pressure toward the south. In

the eastern part of the region, as exemplified by Winnipeg,
winds are fully twice as strong as in the west, and gales are

probably three times as frequent. Like the west, however, and
for the same reason, April and May bring the highest average
winds speeds. The percentage frequencies of both summer and
winter weather types are shown in Table 25. Moderate, fair

and quiet or moderate and rainy days are the dominant types
in summer; although at Medicine Hat, a large percentage of

summer days is hot, fair and quiet. In winter most days are

either cold, snowy and quiet or cold, fair and quiet. The low

frequency of windy days in either summer or winter is

significant.

Although winds are prevailingly northwest all year in

Alberta, it should not be inferred that winds from other direc-

tions are infrequent. At Edmonton in February, southwest

winds are almost as common as northwest. When the former,

chinook, winds do start to blow, they may continue for several

days. Allbright refers to one instance at Beaver Lodge in west

central Alberta in 1916 when "a six-week's extreme cold spell

was broken in the middle of February by a chinook, and for a

week it did not freeze day or night, while the ensuing week it

froze only slightly at night/'
1

Southwest winds are more frequent at some distance from
the mountains than near them. For instance, at Calgary on the

piedmont at 3400 feet elevation, they blow only five or six per
cent of the time in winter, while at Edmonton the percentages
are about 16 to 17, and at Qu'Appelle 12 to 14. Apparently, the

chinook is more frequent out on the plains; that is, it appears
to flow over the colder air at Edmonton, not reaching the sur-

face until farther east In fact, Stupart finds the chinook gen-

erally less pronounced at Banff than on the prairies and "in

marked instances" less pronounced at Calgary.
2 This docs not

1 W. D. Allbright, "Some Climatic Characteristics of Central Alberta/* Bug. Am, Meteor.
Soc., v. 8, 1922, p. 171.

2 R. F. Stupart, "The Climate of Southwestern Alberta," Trans. Am. Clvmatoloyical
v. 30, 1914, p. 7.
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TABUS 28. PERCENTAGE FREQUENCIES OF WEATHER TYPES IN THE
CONTINENTAL INTERIOR

r
i

Summer

Winter

mean that winters are more severe in the mountains; on the

contrary, severe winters on the prairies may be contemporane-
ous with much milder ones in the mountains.1

In certain winters, chinooks fail to make their appearance
as frequently or as pronouncedly as usual; such winters are

very severe, and the resulting hardships are trying. C. F.

Sykes gives his version of a "bad winter" in Alberta, in part, as

follows2 :

Ibfd.

C. F. Sykea, "A Bad Winter in Alberta/' CKambw Journal, 7th series, v. 17, 1927, pp.
158-159*
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"Winter had set in earlier than usual, three weeks before the

shortest day. The fields were still covered with stocks, which
had to be dug out of the snow no easy task with the butt of

every sheath frozen solid to the ground. A fortnight after the
first storm the country lay for three days in the grip of a driv-

ing blizzard. The day preceding had been mild with a soft wind
blowing out of the east, sure harbinger of bad weather
"The morrow, however, brought an even lower temperature

and stronger wind. That night the wind dropped. We awoke
to find the thermometer standing a fifty-two degrees below.
The steam rose in little clouds from the stables, and the smoke
from the house chimneys went up so straight and far, ere

spreading out into a huge mushroom-shaped growth, that it

could easily have been mistaken for a natural cloud- Little

pools of mists marked the spots where the cattle stood in hud-
dled bunches, the heat from their bodies combined with their
breath hanging over them exactly as mist will gather over a
pool on a chilly summer's night
"Our main bunch of horses were on pasture four miles from

home when the blizzard struck. In an ordinary winter they
could have been able to forage for themselves and grow fat. It

was ten days before a man could be spared to see how they were
doing
"When the snow finally cleared, dead horses were to be found

with manes and tails eaten gff by their starving companions,
lying in every sheltered corner, whither they had drifted before
the winds, only to find that they had not the strength to turn
around and fight their way out through the snow that had
blown in behind them Stacks of feed which, last Sep-
tember, looked so huge that we doubted if we could ever move
them, melted like snow before the chinook
"And then, almost as suddenly as it had commenced, the siege

was raised; the snow vanished like magic, grass coming up
green and fresh as fast as it had disappeared. Horses that had
seemed about to cfie fattened over night. Feed that had gone
to famine prices became worthless as it stood rotting in the
fields fields which the farmer, with the optimism that had
marked him through the ages, was impatient to be preparing
for another crop, just so soon as he could burn the ruin of last

year's one that stood there in the way."

With progress eastward, northwest winds become somewhat

less frequent, particularly in the warmer months; and even by

March, winds at The Pas are prevailingly northeast, continuing

from that direction through June. Winds with a southerly com-

ponent are somewhat more frequent in the summer months;

and those from a northeasterly quadrant occur fairly often in

all months with the oncoming of a low pressure area. The rela-
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tion of winds to pressure in the Prairie Provinces was dis-

cussed in Chapter II. It is well to emphasize again, however,

that the movements of cyclones have a very strong control on

directions of wind movement, more so in these provinces than

in any other part of Canada. This fact is reflected in the

annual wind roses, Fig. 11 ; and it is clearly shown in the tables

of wind frequencies as given in the appendix.

All dwellers of the prairies and plains testify to the great

number and severity of blizzards. That fewer reports come

ILLUS. 24 On the semi-arid plains of southern Alberta, the light snowfall
of winter permits year-around open range grazing of sheep and cattle.

from the northern parts of the Prairie Provinces is doubtless

due to the fact that fewer people live there to report them, and
to the fact that the lands have a fairly dense forest cover to

break the force of the wind, and therefore, to reduce the amount
of snow which might be carried in the moving air.

A graphic description of two blizzards occurring in Manitoba
is given below1 :

"My first settlement was in southern Manitoba where one
of the worst blizzards I ever experienced occurred in March,
1879. About 12 inches of snow covered the prairie and packed
sufficiently to make good snow-shoeing. A soft wind blew out
of the southwest, making the snow quite soft on top. Heavy
clouds developed now with distant thunder, followed by a
decided change to colder and freezing, resulting in a crust of

*A letter to the author from H. Hassart, Medicine Hat, Alberta; dated December, 1928.
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ice forming on the snow. The wind raised to probably 50 miles
an hour, the mercury falling in reverse ratio to about 10. In
two hours there was pandemonium. Great plates of ice 10 to
20 feet square would be lifted and, in falling again, would break
to smaller pieces which in turn would be raised on edge and
blown along the prairies like so many cart wheels of large and
small sizes. The prairie looked as if it were alive demons
on a rampage. The loose snow was lifted and carried through
the air as though a heavy shower of snow were falling. A
blinding blizzard developed, with those icy cartwheels for good
measure, travelling in every direction except in that from which
the wind was blowing. Those who were in absolute safety
could contemplate the fantastic aspect with great interest until

the snow was too thick to see through.
"My next experience with a bad blizzard was on New Years

Day, 1887. It had been snowing heavy for about 36 hours,
when it cleared off with a rising cold wind from the northwest.
This seemed to attain hurricane force and lasted for about 30
hours. The snow, being loose and fluffy, was piled in great
waves, 10 to 20 feet high just like ocean waves. They were
miles in length, of varying distances apart, and ran somewhat
west-east; bare prairie lay between. Travelling was almost

impossible.
"Be the wind ever so moderate, it will move the freshly fallen

snow; and as the snow is moved, it compacts. The higher the
wind the more compact the snow becomes. It is driven along
the surface like so much fine sand ; and when the wind is high
enough, the snow is lifted into the air, resulting in a 'blizzard/

although no snow is actually falling. The sky becomes entirely
invisible and, to the less observant, the belief is that it is a real

snowstorm. Notwithstanding all this, there is a fascination in

prairie life, which blizzards can not deaden. After all winters
of this sort are not so severe as one might expect."

The frequency of thunderstorms varies only slightly over

this whole climatic province, Edmonton, Qu Appelle and Winni-

peg each reporting an average annual total of about 20.

Naturally, the colder northern portions and the more arid

areas, as around Medicine Hat, report fewer, in fact only from

12 to 16. With these thunderstorms hail sometimes occurs,

probably averaging once a year except at Edmonton where it

appears to occur more frequently. How severe these storms

may be is given in the following press dispatch from Stanraer

in south central Saskatchewan, dated August 13, 19281
:

"This town was struck by a storm of cyclonic proportions

Saturday night. Buildings were turned over and smashed, the

York Tvm*9, New York, Au*. 14, 1928.
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stockyards were badly damaged and the driveway was blown

away from a grain elevator, - Communication with outside

points was restored only today.
"The storm broke suddenly and destroyed several acres of

wheat. No one was injured. This morning the district was
swept by a hail storm. The damage which is expected to be

heavy, could not be estimated.

"Saturday the hail storm drifted as far as Saskatoon dis-

trict, where damage to crops is expected to reach 100 per cent.

ILLUS. 25 In portions of southern Alberta where the average annual rain-

fall does not exceed 16 inches, various forms of irrigation are being
attempted most of them with satisfactory results.

The Vanscoy district, fifteen miles from Saskatoon, was the

hardest hit. The hail here flattened acres of grain to the

ground. At Elston three horses were killed

"At Rosetown, Sask., the storm hit a strip fifteen miles long
and from six to ten miles wide, leveling the crops and blowing
down small buildings."

Much has been written regarding the great advantages of

the Prairie Provinces from a climatic standpoint. Usually such

glowing accounts come from land-promoting organizations or

from enthusiastic residents who wish to boost their commu-
nities. Certainly, the climate does possess qualities greatly to

be desired; and perhaps certain combinations of these qualities

render the climate unexcelled in some respects. Seasons of

great drought perhaps several of them in succession severe
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blizzards in spring, destructive hail storms in mid-summer,

freezing temperatures in August, or a failure of chinook, much

needed to remove the snow from the open range all these and

other equally trying forms of weather do occur and work severe

hardship particularly on the agriculturalist. Rodwell Jones

sums up some of the undesirable effects of weather around

Medicine Hat as follows 1
: "In an area of marginal rainfall

ILLUS. 26 The waters of the irrigation ditches in southern Alberta help
to diminish or retard the late summer frosts so that potatoes are becoming

commercially profitable crops.

the crop [wheat] shows greater correspondence with precipi-

tation than with any other climatic element. The weather is

not always favorable. A dry, late spring; the summer fur-

nace winds of the dry belt; hail storms which reduce a wheat-

field to a pitted black puddle ; night frost in early August which

shrivels the grain in the milk all and each are capable of

wrecking hopes in what had promised to be a good season."

Furthermore, as Jones points out, not all parts of the prov-

inces are capable of producing crops every year. He mentions
in particular southern Alberta where the average annual pre-

cipitation totals only 13 inches2 : "In detail this semi-arid land

1 Rodwell Jones, "Some Physical Controls in the Economic Development of the Prairie
Provinces," Geography, v. 14, (spring, 1928>, p. 298.

*H>id., p. 298.
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has small areas of white alkali soil; small areas almost barren
of vegetation; and a few areas of real sand dune; while large
areas are grassed so sparsely as to be easily over-stocked. In

a good year some of the best wheats of Canada are produced
here."

The development of irrigation projects in this region is

making good crops more certain. Jones finds that over

1,100,000 acres of land here are irrigable ; although up to 1925

only 214,000 acres were being irrigated.
1

The Peace River district probably has the most desirable

climate of any part of Canada lying in the same latitude. That

portion of the district which lies in British Columbia has

already been discussed; its climate does not differ essentially

from the part of the Valley situated in Alberta except as alti-

tude makes British Columbia slightly colder.

F. H. Kitto describes the middle Peace River Valley climate

thus2
:

"The climate of the Peace River district is excellent, and
remarkably moderate considering the latitude. The air is pure
and bracing: in winter, clear and crisp; and, in summer, dry
and balmy. Extremes of temperature, sudden changes, and
severe storms are very rare. The winters are by no means
mild but are very dry, with clear skies, little snowfall, and few
winds. Blizzards are unknown, but the mild Chinook winds
occasionally sweep through the mountain passes from the warm
Pacific, giving pleasing respites of balmy days to break the

monotony of a steady cold. Spring comes early and quickly;
the snow soon disappears, and the ground is dry in a few days.
Ice on the lakes and rivers breaks up during the latter part
of April or early in May. Seeding usually begins early in April,
sometimes in March, and, at Fort Vermilion, about the first

of May. Most of the rainfall occurs in June and July. The
average precipitation for the full year is about twelve or thir-

teen inches.

"The summers are remarkable for their long days and short

nights. For three months, there is almost continual light, the

nights being merely a couple of hours semi-darkness, except
when the sky is overcast The days are warm.
"At Fort Dunvegan, the last light frost of spring occurs, on

the average, on June llth, and the first light frost of autumn,
on August 25th. At Fort Vermilion and Peace River Crossing,
the corresponding dates are June 16th, August 13th; and June
24th, August 27th.

p. 295.

'F. H. Kitto, The Peace River District, Canada: Its Resources and Opportunities, Dept-
of the Int., Ottawa, 1922, pp. 9-10.
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"Harvest commences about the middle of August September
is an especially pleasant month. The days are still warm, but
the nights grow colder and the flies disappear. Life in the woods
is at its best during this month, October brings heavier frosts,
and the ice forms late in this month or early in November.
Winter can usually be expected early in November, though mild
weather until Christmas is not uncommon.
"The rigours of the climate need not be feared but houses

should be substantially built to withstand the cold spells.

Warmly clad, a person enjoys the out-of-door life at any time
during the winter. Taken the year round, the climate is healthy
and pleasant, and conducive to active and vigorous outdoor life."

A resident of Dunvegan writes that automobiles run there

most of the year, and that the Peace River is frozen solid enough
before Christmas to permit cars to cross safely. This writer

adds that crops never fail entirely either from frost or drought.

Barley, wheat, oats, corn, potatoes, tomatoes, etc. "respond to

cultivation in a marvelous manner, ripening very quickly"

because of the long daily period of sunshine during the grow-

ing season. Only 60 miles from Dunvegan "the world's cham-

pion wheat and oats have been grown in the last two years/'
1

Farther east in the Athabaska River Valley conditions are

very similar to these, although perhaps a little more severe, as

indicated by this letter2 :

"The climate of the McMurray district is very heathful and
invigorating. The winters are certainly cold, but underfoot
the ground is frozen hard and dry, and the lakes and rivers
are covered with a safe sheeting of ice. The snow is dry and
powdery and the fall exceedingly light. The air is clear and
crisp and the sky usually free from clouds. By day there is an
abundance of sunshine and by night the brilliance of the stars

and the Northern Lights are very noticeable. This dry clear

cold is a pleasant surprise to newcomers. At 25 or so below
zero children play out of doors quite unconscious of the cold.

The summers are characterized by high day temperatures with
abundance of sunshine. The heat is not oppressive, the air

being very dry and the nights are cool. A noticeable feature
is the rapidity with which winter gives way to spring, or even
summer weather, the snow disappears very quickly and the

ground surface dries up as fast as it thaws out. Winter com-
mences about the beginning of November and ends about the
end of March. The rivers close up about the second week in

November and open up again about the middle or last week in

1 In a letter to the author from Postmaster Lily Peters, Dunvearan, Alberta ; dated
Nov. 3, 1928.

*A letter to the author from C. Potts, MeMurray, Alberta; dated December 1st, 1928.
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April Blizzards and chinook winds are unknown, or exceed-

ingly rare. Winters and summers vary little and commence
and end about the same time year after year. The effect of

the climate on vegetation is very marked; raspberries, straw-

berries and many other kinds of berries flourish in the wild

state; likewise roses, and many kinds of wild flowers. All

kinds of flowers and vegetables are grown to perfection in cul-

tivated gardens/'

A summary of the climate of Alberta as a whole is given by

Nichols of the University of Alberta. 1 This description applies

to Saskatchewan and Manitoba to some extent. Yet it should

be pointed out that the climate of Saskatchewan is more severe

because it Is more continental; the province is more exposed
to Arctic cold invasions and less influenced by the mountains.

Manitoba's climate is somewhat influenced by its location nearer

water bodies; hence, it is more humid and shows smaller tem-

perature ranges at all seasons.

"The general characteristics of the climate of this province
may be said to be those typical of a continental climate of com-
paratively high latitude on the one hand and those peculiar to
the warm dry interior valleys of the Pacific coast on the other.
Whether one type or the other dominates depends largely on
the paths of low pressure which come in from the Pacific and
the location of high pressure areas, whether in the north or

northwest, or in the south and southwest. If -the low pressure
systems move eastwards along very high latitudes, the climate
of Alberta is balmy and dry because air is crossing the moun-
tains from the Pacific, first being dried on the westerly slopes
of the mountains and then warmed as it descends in to Alberta.
These conditions give rise to the 'Chinook' type of weather
which in winter cause the isotherms to curve very markedly
northwards. When these low pressure areas are followed in
turn by high pressures from the Pacific the weather remains
dry and mild for weeks at a time. If the 'lows' move from the
Pacific along more southerly parallels, say along the United
States border, then precipitation occurs accompanied by stormy
cold weather in winter. Also if high pressure areas come down
from the Yukon or the Mackenzie Valley very cool weather, if

in summer, and Arctic temperatures, if in winter, result. The
major portion of the precipitation, which averages between 14
to 17 inches per annum, falls in the form of rain in the latter

part of May and in June and July, the time of growth of wheat
and other grains. The snowfall is usually not heavy, the winds
are strong in the south and very moderate in the northern sec-

1 A paper prepared for the author by Prof. L. H. Nichols of the University of Alberta
at Edmonton; January, 1929.
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tion and their most frequent direction is from the southwest.
Sunshine is a notable characteristic and the humidity is low
except for a few months in summer. A few very warm days
are experienced every summer and some extremely cold weather
during a part of each winter but the nights are always cool in

summer, and sunshine and absence of wind mitigates the
extreme cold of winter. The climate in general is invigorating
and healthy.
"The same season in Alberta in different years varies perhaps

more widely than in other parts of America because of its

peculiar geographical position and its dependence on the par-
ticular trend of movement of the 'lows' and 'highs' as mentioned
above. The snow is usually melted away by the third week of
March and warm windy days are frequent. Heavy snow, how-
ever, may be experienced at any time up to the first week in

May, and January weather prevails for a day or two occasion-

ally. On the whole April is dry and balmy and May is warm
with light rainfall and often high winds until about the third
week of the month. This dry spring enables the farmer to

plough and seed his land which in many parts is so heavy as
not to be workable except in dry weather. The rams then come
in June and July, often torrential and accompanied by consid-
erable electrical disturbances and hail. But there are also long
drawn out general rains and the hail is usually confined to small
areas. There is considerable sunshine throughout the rainy
season and the days are amazingly long owing to the high lati-

tude. This accounts for the very rapid growth of vegetation.

July and August have dry hot days with cool nights and there
is a danger of frost in the latter part of August in certain years
with the advent of high pressure from the north following rain.

This is also more or less local and more confined to central and
southern sections rather paradoxically. Frost is general at

night in September but the days are fine and quite warm, the

daily ranges in temperature being very great. October is usu-

ally a dry month with nights becoming increasingly cold with
ice forming in lakes and in small streams; and yet the days,
under the influence of bright sun and dry air, seem warm
although the temperature is not far above freezing. Some
snow usually falls about the end of the month and November
may be very severe or very mild. A 'normal* November does

not occur very often. The same may be said of December.
These two months show the peculiarities of Alberta's climate

perhaps more than any others. November and December may
have heavy snows and average temperatures near or below
zero Fahrenheit or they may be like a continuation of October;
it all depends on the track of the lows' of the particular season.

January and February are nearly always wintry with an oeca^

sional mild period. Not much snow falls in these two months
and winds are light.
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"Some interest attaches to the vagaries of Alberta climate.
Some winters have been experienced when the thermometer
remained below zero for months at a time and others when it

barely registered freezing in midwinter. Prolonged snowstorms
are not uncommon; and, again there may be three or four
months almost without a snowflake. Tremendous twenty-four
hour variations in temperature are experienced with a change

ILLUS. 27 The long and cold, but calm, nights in early winter permit ice
of remarkable clarity to form on the small lakes of central Alberta. Here,
the scanty snowfall is a factor in the recreational activities of the people

of Edmonton.

of wind from a southwesterly quarter to a northwesterly.
People have frozen their ears in April in Edmonton and have
been uncomfortably warm in February.
"The winter weather presents some unusual features. It is

not at all uncommon for the lakes, which are large and numer-
ous, to freeze early in October without a snow cover. Large
crowds may be seen skating on these magnificent expanses of
ice without overcoats or gloves on account of the warm sun,
and yet the ice remains hard and dry because of the very clear
air which allows free radiation and because of the low angle
of the sun. Beside the lake others may be found playing golf
or tennis in complete comfort. Albertans do not stay in because
of the cold but are ardent skaters and skiiers and fond of
'hiking' in the woods to build their campfires in the snow and
to enjoy the magnificent coloured displays of the aurora bore-
alis to the full under the open sky in the evening. Snow is

seldom heavy enough to interfere with motor cars and these
are used throughout the winter and keep up communication
with the more isolated parts.
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"There is remarkably little difference between temperatures
of the north and south of the province although separated by
six hundred miles or more. This is especially true during cold

waves. The Peace River country in northern Alberta is sub-

ject to less extremes than any other part of the province and
its climate is influenced by the fact that the Rockies are at a

considerably lower average elevation on its westward side.

Generally speaking the climate of Alberta is warmer than in

Manitoba or Saskatchewan and subject to less fluctuations

which affect crops than these other two provinces. Its winter's
cold may require some fortitude on the part of the inhabitants
but the cold spells are likely to be brief. The balmy days of

sunshine which intervene, the complete absence of sleet, winter
rains or excessive snowfall, the thoroughly enjoyable summer
and autumn seasons all make Alberta's climate one that pro-
vides just sufficient rigour for a stimulant, the maximum sun-
shine and dryness for health, abundant precipitation for crops
and yet very little excess which might interefere with outdoor

enjoyment/'
THE HUDSON BAY REGION

A long annual period of solid or floating ice makes Hudson

Bay and the adjacent waters distinctly an arctic sea. There is

no part of the year when the whole Bay is entirely free of floes.

No sooner has the winter ice along the margins of the Bay and

in the broad estuaries been broken up by the spring thaws than

ice begins to drift in from Fox Channel. Part of this ice moves
into Hudson Bay itself and part into Hudson Strait usually

the result of north winds. Consequently, the Strait is closed to

navigation until late in July occasionally as late as August.
The rivers and harbors of the Bay, however, are open about the

middle or latter part of May, the ice disappearing from the west

coast sooner than from the east coast. By the middle of Octo-

ber, the ice is again solid in Hudson Strait; and by the middle

of November most of the harbors of the Bay are again closed.

These are average dates for the region as a whole. Obviously
ice does not persist so long in James Bay as around Southamp-
ton Island ; and at times, Hudson Strait is navigable as early as

June and as late as November. On the other hand, there have

been seasons when boats have had great difficulty in getting

through the Strait at all. In 1914, the Strait was blocked until

late in August.1

1 W. J. Peters, "The Hudson Bay Expedition, 1914," Researches of the Department
of Terrestial Magimtitm, v. 5, The Carnegie Institution. Washington* D. C.
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Not only thermal conditions but also winds have much to do

with the persistence or movements of ice in these waters. Since

the ice drifts into Hudson Strait from Fox Channel, it is evi-

dent that there is more open \vater along the north shore than

elsewhere. If southerly winds set in, the ice spreads out over

the whole Strait, making navigation either exceedingly diffi-

cult or entirely impossible until the winds change. In the Bay

28 The difficulties of navigation in the Hudson Straits is clearly
indicated by this photograph taken in July, 1923.

itself, west winds tend to drive the ice southwards, thereby

breaking it up through scattering and bringing it into warmer
climes; east winds tend to drive it northwards, against the

drift from Fox Channel, thus hindering or blocking passage
between the islands and coast at the northeast end of the Bay.
The waters of the Bay itself, however, are not ice-bound at any
time of year except along the shore1

, although the drifting floes

do offer serious obstacles to navigation unless specially con-

structed, round-bottom boats are used*

The ice conditions are mentioned first because they have a

profound effect, not only upon transportation through the

waters but also upon the climate of the immediately surround-

ing lands. In fact, the chilling effects of Hudson Bay waters

may be carried far inland at times even as far as middle
Manitoba. In late spring, the icy waters favor high pres-

*Sir P. McGrath, "The Difficulties of the Hudson Bay Route to Europe*" Daihousie
Rtv., Halifax, v. 5. 1925, p. 76.
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sure with easterly winds in northern Manitoba and north-

western Ontario, and westerly winds along the east coast of

the Bay. The change from winter conditions to those of spring

is felt sooner at Moose Factory than at Churchill because the

temperature contrasts between the land and water are more

pronounced in April over James Bay than in the Churchill

region. These temperature contrasts gradually recede north-

wards as the ice comes in from Fox Channel and as the lands

become free of snow. As a consequence, the spring months
are disagreeably chilly everywhere along the coast. Except
around the southern tip of James Bay, March means are below

zero, and everywhere April means are well below freezing.
This tendency to high pressure persists through the summer,
although it becomes much weaker over James Bay in July as

is evidenced by the change to southwesterly winds. By Sep-

tember, winds all along the west coast of Hudson Bay are pre-

vailingly off-shore.

In spite of the strong marine influence of the Bay, all sta-

tions of the region have higher means in July than in August,

although the difference is not considerable. The marine effect

is seen, however, in the fact that October is from five to ten

degrees warmer than April. Mean summer temperatures are

considerably lower and mean winter temperatures considerably

higher than for places of the same latitude in the Mackenzie

Valley, Alberta, or Saskatchewan.

At Moose Factory, only January and February have mean

temperatures below zero (-4 and -2) ; while at Churchill,

the months from December to March inclusive have means all

lower than zero, January being -20. The moderating effect

of the waters in winter is seen along the east coast where, lati-

tude for latitude, mean temperatures are fully five degrees

higher than along the west coast (see Fig. 27). A one-year

record at Great Whale River and a four-year record at Fort

George indicate that February is appreciably colder than Jan-

uary, although the latter month shows the lowest temperatures
on record. All the Hudson Bay coast has less extreme tem-

perature conditions in winter than do the lands farther west.

As near as Norway House at the north end of Lake Winnipeg,
the extremes for January run from 47 down to -63 ; while

the highest January temperature recorded* anywhere around

Hudson Bay was 43 at Moose Factory, (300 miles farther
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south than Norway House) and the lowest, -57 at Churchill

(500 miles farther north than Norway House). Winters are,

therefore, cold and unrelieved by the occasional warm days

which the chinook brings to the far west. At Port Nelson the

highest temperature to be expected in January during half the

years is only 20' ; the lowest, -45".

Spring is an uncertain season, depending largely upon wind

direction. If winds prevail from the south and southwest, as

they do when storm centers move far to the north, the season

advances rapidly and conditions are relatively mild. Under
such conditions Churchill may have temperatures of 75 in May
while at Moose Factory they may reach 80 (absolute maxi-

mum for May, 95"). But if winds come from a northerly

quarter, the whole month of May may pass without the ther-

mometer registering as high as 15 u
. In fact, temperatures of

zero or lower are to be expected during this month in at least

one year out of four; the lowest May temperature on record

at Moose Factory is -11.

Although most summers have really hot days occasionally, the

means are generally under 60, and they are invariably lower

on the east than on the west coasts. The highest temperature
ever recorded in the region is 97 at Moose Factory; while tem-

peratures above 90 have been recorded at that place in each

of the months from May to September inclusive, and there has

been no July on record in which at least 80 was not reached.

On the other hand, temperatures precariously low for agricul-

tural pursuits, have occurred in every month over all parts of

the region.

Frosts are to be expected as frequently as one year out of

five in either July or August at Moose Factory, and at least

every third year at Port Nelson. These low temperatures pre-

sumably occur on clear nights after cold air has drifted in from
the northwest. Freezing air temperatures may be independent
of ice accumulations in the harbor at Port Nelson which is some-
times literally choked with ice even in July ice so thick that

people may readily walk over it Such ice accumulations must
always be attributed to northerly winds, which are not neces-

sarily frosty but which are sometimes humid and very mild. In

spite of these periods of summer cold, the frost-free period at

Port Nelson is about two months. At Fort George, it is 66

days; at Moose Factory, 81 days. Thus it is evident that culti-
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vation of the more hardy vegetables is possible in most years

right up to the margins of the Bay.

Autumn, like spring, is generally delayed somewhat, Septem-
ber being a fairly mild month, and October \vell above freezing

except north of Port Nelson. The waters of the Bay, in autumn,
serve as a mitigator reducing the extreme monthly ranges of

temperature very considerably.

At Moose Factory, Churchill, ,

,

and Fort George the extreme

October ranges are 87, 77, and

38 degrees as compared with

those for April of 104, 89, and

83 degrees, respectively. Real

winter does not set in until the

middle of November. This is a

time when the moving cold

waves begin to come down from

the Mackenzie basin, with the

warm front well south of the

55th parallel, indicated by winds

with a strong northerly compo-
nent. This is the time, also,

when the Bay begins to lose

even the little heat gained dur-

ing the none too effective heat-

ing of summer, for tempera-

FIG. 46 Map of the Hudson Bay
Region showing certain climatic
features and the northern limit of
specific crops. Adapted from

Mecking.

tures of the waters probably never reach a point much above

freezing except in the more shallow portions immediately along
the shore.

Thus far only the narrow coastal stretches of land have been

considered, for all the stations upon which this study is based

are situated either directly on the coast or on the estuaries only
a few miles removed from the Bay proper. It should be evi-

dent, however, that the same conditions do not obtain farther

inland. There is a broad lowland zone, particularly to the

south and west, which is a transition between the strictly con-

tinental climate of the Ontario upland and the Prairie Prov-

inces, and the semi-marine climate of the Hudson Bay coasts.

The gradual change to warmer summers is reflected in the

natural vegetation of the zone: along the coast (excluding most
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of James Bay) the summers are too short and cool to permit

tree development except in the most favored spots; but with

increasing distance from the coast, small spruce begin to appear

and shortly the whole landscape becomes densely forested. If

one proceeds southwest along the Nelson River, he finds the

average frost-free period inci*easing in length about one day

for each advance of 15 miles. To what extent other tempera-

MOOS FACTOR?

MMAM TEMP 304 KttAMPMOf IO 9S

FIG. 47 Temperature and precipitation charts for Port Nelson and
Moose Factory.

ture conditions change is not definitely known, since there are

no regularly reporting meteorological stations in the zone. With
the completion of the Hudson Bay Railway, from The Pas to

Churchill, and the settlement of the region which the railway
will serve directly, doubtless the meteorological conditions will

become better understood. Nevertheless, some notion of the

climate may be gained by a comparison of the records for sta-

tions on the Bay with those of Fond du Lac (at the east end
of Lake Athabaska), The Pas and Norway House (in middle

Manitoba), and Fort Hope (on the Albany River in northern

Ontario). Kindle is inclined to the opinion that the decrease

in elevation from the Height of Land in Ontario to the James
Bay coastal plain and the proximity to that body of water more
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than compensate for the higher latitude in the matter of tem-

perature control He also state? that from September 12 to

13, 1929, nine inches of snow fell at Kapuskasing- (well south

of Moose Factory) and some near Lake Superior and east of

Georgian Bay, but that the failure of this widespread snowfall

to extend north into the James Bay coastal plain was note-

worthy.
1

The distribution of precipitation about Hudson Bay differs

essentially from that of places farther south and west; that is,

ILLUS. 29 The limited forest areas (containing only small trees), alter-

nating with muskeg, is indicative of short, cool summers, and hence frozen

subsoil, throughout large sections of the Hudson Bay plains. This shows
the Hudson Bay Railway and the Nelson River.

it takes on characteristics of both marine and continental types.

The normal amount of precipitation is not far from 15 to 20

inches annually, more falling around James Bay than farther

north. If the record at Fort George may be considered repre-

sentative of conditions on the east coast, then it may be said

that nearly 50 per cent of the annual total falls there in the

winter half year with a distinct maximum in January and a

secondary maximum in August and September, all months when
westerly winds off the water predominate. With the exception
of February and April, the precipitation is quite uniformly dis-

tributed with reference to months. On the south and west

coasts, August and September are distinctly months of heavier

precipitation, with the winter months comparatively dry- This

1 E. M. Kindle, '"The James Bay Coastal Plain," Geoyr. Rev., v. 15, 1925, pp. 235-6.
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sort of distribution is also seen in the records for Fond du Lac,

Norway House, Fort Hope, and even far into Quebec at Mis-

tassini Port or at Fort Chimo on Ungava Bay that is, at least

two-thirds of the precipitation comes during the summer and

autumn.

Dependability of rainfall is not an important economic factor

in this province, because the lateness of the spring thaws and

the relatively small evaporation factor assures sufficient mois-

ture for the needs of the limited agriculture practiced. More-

over, hardly a month passes that measurable precipitation is

not received. In a 33-year record at Moose Factory, the wet-

test year received about twice as much precipitation as the

driest year. Compare with the 34-year record at Medicine Hat
where the amount received in the wettest year was nearly three

and one-half times that received in the driest year.

Of the total precipitation received annually around Hudson

Bay, about one-third comes in the form of snow; and this, in

spite of the fact that winter is a relatively dry season. The

average annual snowfall amounts to approximately five feet

around the margins of the Bay. As far south as Port Nelson,

snow has been known to occur in every month, although it is

rare in July and August. At Moose Factory none has been

recorded for those months, and only a trace for September.
The maximum appears to come in late fall and early winter.

Excessively heavy snows do not occur in this region at least,

not as they do in middle Ontario and southern Quebec ; the most
ever observed around the Bay in any month is about three feet.

Concerning the character and course of the weather around
Hudson Bay there is considerable conflict of opinion. Appar-
ently, one year may differ radically from another, depending
upon the amount and duration of ice in the Bay and the fre-

quency and course of cyclones. It may be safely stated in gen-
eral that late winter and early spring are often clear, calm and
free from stormy days (see Table 25). The cloudiest days
and the greatest frequency of rainy days come in late summer
and early fall. Fogs generally occur with calm or light north
winds. On the water, they are frequent in summer because,
even on the finest and wannest days, the warmed air from the
land mixing with the air over the cold water produces vapor.
This condition persists through the summer into September;
by that time the air is less heated, and the waters are not so
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cold. Later in the autumn, particularly near the shore, air

coming off the water and in contact with the frozen ground or

air over it, gives rise to "frost smoke." In winter, the same
conditions will cause the air to be filled with icy spicules.

1 This

phenomenon disappears as soon as ice forms to a considerable

distance out from shore. Frost smoke is also common on the

Bay itself and offers a serious handicap to navigation.
2

From the climatic viewpoint there are doubtless agricultural

possibilities for some parts of the wide transition zone men-
tioned earlier. The fact that the ground is never completely
thawed is a serious obstacle serious, because it prevents sat-

isfactory drainage. To what depths deep frost and thaw pene-
trate is not definitely known; it is recognized, however, that

conditions vary markedly from year to year. In a particularly

favorable year, the soil may thaw down as much as four feet.3

Waldo states that though there are trees and vegetation, the

frost reaches to a depth of fifty-seven feet below the surface,

and that in digging graves at Port Nelson they had to blast

after reaching a depth of eighteen inches.4 In constructing the

railway to Churchill, considerable effort was expended with-

out the aid of machinery in stripping off the thin layer of

thawed muskeg. As the newly exposed surface thawed, a few
more inches could be stripped away. 5 In Fig. 46 is shown the

southern limit of permanently frozen ground; this chart also

shows the northern limit of successful, though not necessarily

commercially successful, cultivation of certain crops. One wit-

ness of conditions around Fort Albany on James Bay states

that he had seen oats grow to perfection there; and that he had
seen peas, turnips and cabbage growing in great plenty and

perfection.
6 Another states that he saw very good potatoes and

turnips growing in the gardens at Churchill,7 Most authorities

agree that along the south and west coasts certain native

grasses grow sufficiently well for the support of cattle, and
that cattle would do well if properly cared for. McKenna once

stated that the cold at Nelson House in north central Manitoba

was no more intense than that considerably farther south but

i Contribution* to Our Knowledge of the Uetevroloyv of tite Arctic Region,, v. I, p. 2.

5 McGrath,* op. eft., p, 81.

'Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Region*, v. I, p. 1.

*FnIlerton Waldo, op. eft., p. 19.

Lewis R. Freeman, "Farthest North by Railway," World's Work, v. 56, 1928, p. &li
* E. J. Chambers, op. eft. pp. 38-4.
T
Ibid, pp. 87-8.
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that "frost sets in rather sooner, and tarries rather longer

than it does at the north end of Lake Winnipeg. Roots and

vegetables planted about May 24 do well and are gathered about

September 15. The presence of so much water so regulates

the temperature that there are few frosts either early or late

IliUS. 30 Traveling over long distances in the Hudson Bay region of
Northwest Territories necessitates temporary shelters. Mean temperatures
above 50 for July permit forests of considerable size where drainage

is good.

to make growth uncertain; yet, in my experience, wheat is not.

a sure crop. All depends on the season. Oats and barley will

do well any time."1

Concerning the Lake St. Joseph district in northern Ontario,
it was once reported

2
:

"The climate, in the immediate vicinity of the lake at all

events, appears to be sufficiently good to admit of the growth
of a variety of crops. At Osnaburgh House, near the east end,
where the soil is of sandy nature, the principal crop cultivated
at present is potatoes, but early Indian corn, peas, beans, and
a variety of roots and other vegetables, to say rnothing of a
profusion of flowers, were in a flourishing condition at the end
of July, In former years, when cattle were kept at the post,
barley was said to have been a regular crop. Hay grows very

1
Ibid., p, 87.

'Ibid., p, 88.
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luxuriantly. I was creditably informed that pumpkins and
muskmelons had frequently ripened at this establishment.

"Doctor Bell, before the Senate committee of 1887, testified:
'Potatoes and all such vegetables would grow in Hudson bay
district, but the immediate influence of the sea is unfavorable
for gardens. Gardens close to the sea do not flourish as well
as gardens inland. The frequent change from heat to cold and
the fogs from the sea prejudicially affect them, and cause a
sort of blight on vegetation close to the sea shore. But a few
miles inland vegetation is more rank, and you can grow pota-
toes and ordinary root crops. There are plenty of grasses
there to keep cattle and sheep. There are many kinds of

grasses there, also sedges, wild peas or vetches and lentils. They
would make splendid feed for cattle/

"

The climatic conditions about James Bay are thus sum-
marized by Kindle1

:

"Mr. Ward, agent of Revillon Freres at Moose Factory, states

that he has observed a temperature of 99 inside his office,

which has a southern exposure. The transient visitor, however,
finds a good index of the coastal-plain climate in the luxuriant

gardens kept by the post managers and the Mission at Moose
Factory. These show that all of the vegetables, including toma-
toes, except corn and certain other heat-loving plants commonly
grown in the Ottawa valley, do well in the Moose River valley

except in the occasional seasons when summer frosts occur.

"A number of late-blooming plants were seen in blossom

throughout the latter half of September on the coastal plain.

Five plants in full bloom collected at Tom King rapid, Mis-

sinaibi River, on October 1 indicate that winter does not follow

summer so precipitately in the James Bay region as is often

supposed by dwellers in the south. More delightful weather
than that encountered during the latter half of September, on
the coastal plain would be hard to find. The mosquito and the

black fly both disappear early in September, enabling one in

early autumn to enjoy fully the mellow yellow tints of the pop-
lars which deepen day by day. The forests never attain the

brilliance, however, of those of southern Ontario owing to the

absence of the maple.
"The first frost seen by the writer this season (1923) came

on September 3, but it was too light materially to check the

growth of the potatoes at New Post In 1900 Niven and Bur-

rows report the first frosts observed by them on the James Bay
slope to have occurred September 6 and 9, Ice usually closes

the rivers early in November. The lower Abitibi is reported

to have been open for canoes till November 19 in 1922. James

1 Kindle, op. eit. p. 239.
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Bay freezes over iVr a distance of many ir.ilt* from shore in

midwinter. It is reports! that sr>ov, n:elt> and the rivers

open during the latter halt' of April."

Some notion of a year's weather in Hudson Bay itself may
be gained from the following summary of conditions on the

Belcher Islands as reported by Flaherty
1

:

'The climate of the islands differs widely from that of the

opposite mainland. Compared with weather reports from
Great Whale River for the same period, our observations gave

ILLUS. 31 The Pas is a thriving town of west central Manitoba and has
developed in a clime too severe for commercial agriculture. Business in
connection with the Hudson Bay Railway and the mineral wealth of the
Flin Flon region has caused permanent homes to be established in this

region of rigorous climate.

a far greater proportion of overcast skies and fogs, stronger
and more constant winds, but higher and more equable tem-

peratures* From October till early December winds of a

velocity up to 50 miles were almost constant, and the sky was
continuously overcast.
"No snow covered the ground permanently until November

15, and no ice was formed in the small lakes near the wintering
base until December 4 9 when the long period of winds ceased
and a fortnight of calm, clear weather set in. The mercury
did not fall below zero until January 2 a weather condition
without precedent in my experience of the North. Great Whale
River early in December had a minimum temperature of -30
and recorded a constant average for the period well below zero.

* R. J. Flaherty, "The Belcher Islands of Hudson Bay/' Geogr. Rev., v. 5, 1918, ,pp. 543-4.
TT<i by permission.
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"On January 2 winter commenced in earnest. The month
was characterized by constant drifting winds of a maximum
force of 70 miles; calm days were unknown; and the average
temperature was -16. In February the winds abated; there
were many days of sunshine, a few of them almost calm. The
average temperature for the month was -19. Throughout
March strong winds again prevailed; by the end of the month
the snowfall for the winter had reached its maximum, 4 feet;
the average temperature for the month rose to -9. In April
and May there was the usual prevalence of wind, and several
blizzards occurred, each covering a period of from one to two
days. In the latter part of May the weather broke and became
warm and summery; in fact there were heavy thunderstorms
at this time. On May 28 sledging over the ice fields was at

an end, and by June 10 the field ice surrounding the islands had
blown off to southward. Then commenced the most trying time
of the year; for hardly two days together did fair weather
obtain. From mid-June onward to the time of our departure
on September 13 exceedingly heavy gales of wind of from one
to three days duration occurred in every week. The prevailing
direction of the winds was south-southwest for not only that

period but for the entire year. Days of sunshine were rare;
the sky was generally overcast; and rains, accompanied usually

by heavy southeast winds, were frequent. According to the

natives the weather we experienced during that year was not

at all typical; usually, they said, the winds were fewer and less

violent, and the temperature during the winter was lower. The
remarkable lateness of the freeze-up (December 23) was, they
said, without precedent. The minimum temperature for the

winter was -48 as compared with the lowest reported tem-

perature on the mainland of -55. The maximum thickness of

fresh-water ice was 5 1/3 feet, and of sea ice 5 feet. The maxi-
mum temperature for the summer, occurring on July 25 at

noon, was 70."

THE WESTERN LAURENTIAN UPLAND

Of all the subregions of Interior Canada, the western Laur-
entian upland has the most diverse climatic characteristics. For
the* most part, the climate is more continental than its geo-

graphic position would indicate; it is, perhaps, more severe in

winter than its latitude alone would suggest. Where water
bodies are large, both summer and winter conditions are some-
what ameliorated, particularly around the shores of Lake

Superior and James Bay. Where high altitude is aided by
exposure to prevailing winds, winter conditions are exception-

ally severe. Everywhere, the variable relief gives rise to con-

ditions which may be strictly local, though not the less extreme.
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In a broad sense, the climate may be said to be cold and

moderately quiet, though snowy, in winter, and cool and quiet

in summer (Table 25), Spring and autumn are seasons of

extremely rapid change in point of temperature; both are sea-

sons of considerable storminess, late autumn in particular.

The climate is marked by a relatively large percentage of pos-
sible sunshine in summer, which suggests also the fact that

summer is the least cloudy season, the average cloudiness being
less than 50%. February and March are likewise quite clear,

with averages under 50% . Autumn is the cloudy time of year,
when the percentage may reach as high as 75%.
No month is colder than January, although February may

at times show equally extreme conditions. Mean temperatures
for the former month have a range of nearly 20 degrees over

the province, Fort Hope in northern Ontario having the lowest

mean temperature, -8.7. This station is doubtless typical of

the whole northwest highland portion of Ontario. Only slightly

milder conditions, typified by Mistassini Post, obtain on the

upland of
,
south-central Quebec. The moderating effect of Lake

Superior is seen at Port Arthur where the January mean is

some 15 degrees higher than that at Fort Hope* For places

located in the upper Ottawa Valley, January mean temperatures
do not depart widely from 0.
The diurnal ranges in winter temperatures are large over

most of the area, from 20 to more than 30 degrees. The greater

ranges occur about as frequently as the passage of well-devel-

oped highs and lows across the region. The fact that winds
from the southeast, south or southwest blow at least 20% of

the time in winter would indicate frequent periods of mild

weather. This is reflected in the maximum temperature.

Indeed, most stations may expect at least one day in every other

January with temperatures above freezing; and occasionally

45 or more may be experienced. On the other hand, the fre-

quent visitations of cold air from the northwest send mean
minimum temperatures well below zer'o ; and there is no winter

when -20 is not experienced. The lowest on record fall below

-40 for all parts of the region; -54 has been recorded at Fort

Hope and Mistassini Post, and -60 at White River, Ontario,
and Doucet, Quebec, White River likewise comes very near

the Canadian record for mean daily ranges of temperature, with

30.7 degrees for March; this record is exceeded only by Fort
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Vermilion, Alta., with a mean daily range of 30.8 degrees* Such

extremely low temperatures as come to this station, located

about 50 miles northeast of Lake Superior, must be attributed

to its altitude and location almost on the Height of Land, giv-

ing exposure to the cold waves of the northwest. Since average
wind velocities here rarely exceed four miles per hour, the low

temperatures may be due, not entirely to cold winds, but also

FIG. 48 Temperature and precipitation charts for Port Hope and
Mistassini Post.

to the snow cover and radiation during clear nights when the

air is relatively dry. Lack of air drainage is doubtless an addi-

tional factor. The extremes experienced by White River are

probably not unusual for this Laurentian land. Fort Hope, 250

miles to the northwest, Kapuskasing, and Doucet, are close

rivals. Most of these places have had zero temperatures in

every month from October to May inclusive. Zero tempera-

tures, however, are rarely experienced in any part of the region
between April and October inclusive.

The breakup of winter toward the end of March, and the

arrival of summer by the first of June leave but a short spring
shorter in the northern portion of the region than in the

southern. Consequently the change from winter to summer
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conditions Is very rapid. June, however, is not always free

from frost; in fact, at White River, frost is to be expected in

more than half of the years. Many miles directly eastward in

the Lake St. John district, one traveller describes the appar-

ently not unusual conditions experienced on a trip up the

Saguenay River during summer1
:

"For obvious reasons midsummer is the accepted season for

taking the Saguenay trip, but even then one is forewarned that
it will be cold a circumstance upon which the traveller reflects

complaisantly, with the thermometer registering 90 in the
shade, 'Up the Saguenay' in reality, however, verifies such a

prediction with alarming accuracy. Canny folks pack winter
furs in their steamer trunks when contemplating the Saguenay
trip; but to the unfortunates who go ill-prepared, the most
alluring visions which present themselves are of warm wraps
which they might have brought.

'Those untamed mountain winds were never bred to mild-
ness. They pound the blood stiff in the cheeks; they beat the
muscles numb, and the fair tourist in gay headgear is meekly
grateful for the snug-fitting cap proffered by some gentleman
of her party. But it is a bracing, exhilarating cold, if adequate
preparations have been made, and an unfailing stimulus to a

flagging appetite."

July has the highest temperatures, ranging from about 61

to 66, although the means for that month show that it is

not excessively warm. July conditions are, therefore much
more uniform than those of January* Mean daily ranges
continue high throughout the spring and summer, so that the

tendency toward late spring, and even mid-summer, frosts is

always present, unless a water body is present to moderate a

cold snap* On the other hand, extremely high temperatures
are not uncommon, not only in summer, but in spring and early

autumn as well, temperatures of 80 or more having been

recorded at most stations from April to September inclusive.

All stations have recorded 90 in at least one month even 99

at Fort Hope; and temperatures above 80 are to be expected

every year throughout the region. In spite of these exceedingly

high and low temperatures of summer, the extreme ranges are

much greater in winter. Thus at Fort Hope, these ranges
approach 100 degrees in winter but only about 70 degrees in

summer. These ranges are fairly typical of the whole region.

'Mary S. Williams, "Up the Far-Famed Sauenay/ The Canadian Magaxine, v. 29,
1007, J>. 320.
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As would be expected, the greatest range, 113 degrees in Decem-

ber, occurs at White River.

Though spring is a ,<hort season, autumn is even shorter*

Summer is everywhere definitely passed by the middle of Sep-

tember; and winter arrives early in November. For most of

the region, only October of the autumn months has a mean

temperature as high as between 32" and 50; but even in this

month, freezing temperatures occur every year* Of all the

year, however, the so-called autumn months have the smallest

mean daily ranges of temperature, dropping to as low as 13

degrees, which is barely two-thirds of the spring ranges. Yet,

these small ranges are not so significant with respect to the

frost hazard as are those in the spring. Except in the Ottawa-
James Bay depression, the first frost comes, on the average,

early in September. Consequently, a sharp drop in tempera-
ture after that date means little economic loss to crops. The

average frost-free period over the entire district varies greatly:

as low as 81 days in the north around Fort Hope; as high
as 111 days at Lake Superior and in the upper Ottawa

Valley.

Summer is the rainiest season over most of this Laurentian

Upland, and autumn receives more precipitation than either

winter or spring. July is the month of maximum precipitation

in the Ontario section. Farther to the east, the maximum is

delayed until August, September or even October. Of the less

than 20 inches annual total of precipitation in the northwest,

nearly 50^? comes in the months of May to August inclusive-

Farther east and south where the amounts increase to 25 and

SO inches, these months receive less than 40% of the year's

supply. The actual amounts, however, in these months increase

both east and south. Thus, the whole region receives sufficient

rainfall during the growing season for all forms of agriculture

practised, the decreased temperatures to the north making the

decreased amounts of rain quite effective. The climate becomes

increasingly humid with progress eastward into Quebec.

North of the 50th parallel, more than a third of the total

precipitation comes in the form of snow; and the amount will

hardly run less than one-fourth for the rest of the region. The
snowiest month may be November, December or January;

rarely is it later, and never earlier. Snow in measurable quan-

tities is to be expected from October to May inclusive even
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Iixus. 32 These large spruce trees near Lake St.

John, Quebec, are indicative of the abundantly moist,
thoi tgh cool, summers of the Laurentian upland. The
heavy snows of the long winters aid in the exploita-

tion of these timber resources.

over a longer period in the extreme northwestern and north-

eastern limits of the region. The average annual amounts of

snowfall vary with relief and exposure from 60 to 120 inches

in the northern portions and from as little as 36 inches at Port

Arthur to more than 150 inches at the east end of Lake Superior.

Brooks has shown diagramatically the detailed effects of the

Great Lakes and winds on the distribution of snowfall near

their borders. He has found that early in winter the snow-

fall of the immediate shores is generally less than that at a

short distance inland; although later in winter the snowfall

near the shore tends to more nearly equal that of the higher
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land. 1 Heavy snows are frequent in >'outh-centrai Quebec, as

much as five feet falling in a single month. At the eastern

end of Lake Superior nearly seven feet has been recorded in a

single month. The difficulties of rail transportation under

such conditions are real, as the Canadian National and Cana-

dian Pacific Railways have discovered.

In certain years, rainfall may be so greatly reduced during
the growing season as to affect crops seriously; this is particu-

larly true in middle Ontario. The practice of agriculture has

been quite local in character and quite largely confined to gar-
den stuff or forage crops so that the dependability of precipi-

tation has not become an important question agriculturally.

Certain forms of agriculture are becoming quite important in

the clay belt with the settlement of the region through the devel-

opment of the mining industry. The failure of rain, especially

during summer and early autumn, which does sometimes occur,

is, therefore, of considerable economic significance. This fail-

ure of rain also permits the development and spread of forest

fires over vast areas. Every traveler in this dominantly forest

land reports the devastating results of these fires. The fact

that the forests were virtually intact before the white man came
is an indication that the fires were not started by lightning,

though over most of the region thunderstorms average two to

four a month from June to September. Fortunately for the

forest rangers, strong winds and gales are infrequent. It is

of interest to know that the amount of precipitation in the wet-

test year rarely exceeds twice that of the driest. Months with

excessively heavy rainfall are unknown, the greatest amount on

record being 9.21 inches during one July at Port Arthur. On
account of the small evaporation, however, some years have

been so wet that crops in the clay belt were ruined or left in

the fields on account of the difficulty of harvesting.

The number of days on which measurable precipitation falls

is quite variable. In the far northwestern portion, as typified

by Fort Hope, the number averages 110; at Abitibi, in the

Ottawa-James Bay depression, only about 85; in the Quebec

portion and middle Ontario, 140 to 145. At Port Arthur where
the prevailing winds are offshore, the number is only 100. In

every case the greatest frequency comes in fall. Throughout

* C, F, Brooks, "The Snowfall of the Eastern United States/' Monthly Wwther
v. 48, 1915, pp. 8-9.
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the region, the number of rainy days exceeds the number of

snowy days by from 10 to 40.

In certain portions of the northern sector of the Ontario

upland, the short, cool summer and the low water temperatures

do not permit decay of the sphagnum moss which is said to

accumulate to depths of from two to ten feet in muskegs,

consequently such areas are unsuitable for any kind of crop.
3

33 The excessively cold winters and occasional suinmer frosts
have not prevented prosperity from coming- to this farm in the Lake

Temisfcaming district of the Laurentian upland in eastern Ontario.

Mclnnes states that where soil conditions permit, only small

gardens are maintained with any success, although timothy and
clover grow almost luxuriantly. He adds further2 :

"The climate, as would be expected in these latitudes, and in
a wilderness country approximately a thousand feet above sea-

level, is somewhat severe. The summer temperature, though
on occasional days rising as high as 85 Fahr., averages very
much lower, and the nights are practically always cool. Frosty
nights often continue into the early summer, and recur again
in the autumn before most grain crops would be ready for
harvesting.'*

Where the altitude is under 1000 feet and where exposure is

not adverse, the growing of the more hardy vegetables and even
certain cereals becomes increasingly profitable with progress
eastward as well as southward, particularly where water bodies

1 Chambers, op. cit., p. 48.

*IbicL, p. 48-9.
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are of sufficient size to permit a certain, though limited, degree

of amelioration. Thus, Bell found the climate around Lake St.

Joseph to be mild enough to admit of a variety of crops, among
them potatoes, early Indian corn, pfas, beans, and other

vegetables.
1

The greatest handicap to settlement and exploitation of this

western Laurentian upland is the same which applies to the

other humid muskeg and forest portions of middle and eastern

Canada, namely the mosquito. During the months of June,

July, and August, the weary traveller is seldom free from its

vexing and troublesome presence. Every visitor from the

region returns with the same disturbing tale. This writer is

perhaps more cogent than the average, yet none the less

truthful.2

"The least said about the first night in camp at Pakitanika
the better. We said more than enough at the time. The answer
is mosquitos* When the door was opened they met us in myriad
swarms with loud buzzes of welcome. We lighted smudges, we
slung bed nets, we smeared hands and faces with dope, perhaps
we swore a little, but the one thing we did not do that night
was sleep."

*

Fortunately, protection from this annoying insect, and the still

more annoying black fly, is not impossible; and the traveller

who goes properly prepared experiences a minimum of incon-

venience.

THE LOWER LAKE REGION AND ST. LAWRENCE VALLEY

Latitude, water and the storm control are the chief deter-

minants in the climate of this narrow region, an appreciable

portion of which extends farther south than any other part of

Canada the southernmost extremity even to the latitude of

northern California, Chicago or Providence. Two subdivisions

of the region are distinguishable : the Ontario Peninsula extend-

ing northward to about the 46th parallel; and the Ottawa and
St Lawrence valleys.

The climate of the Ontario Peninsula resembles very

markedly that of lower Michigan or western New York. The
waters of Lakes Huron, Erie, and Ontario serve as decided

amelioraters of climate and render the seasons of the Peninsula

* Ibid., p. 88.

Albert Brftt, "Htmttoff for th* Movks," Outfit, v. 74, j>. 11.
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evL-n less extreme than any portion of the interior of the

United Stat^i in the same latitude but not similarly situated

with respect to water bodies. Farther north, the influence of

the lake waters is much reduced; altitude becomes of much sig-

nificance; and the climate gradually merges into that of the

Laurentian upland. With progress down the St. Lawrence Val-

ley, there is increase in latitude and a consequent decrease in

the general temperature level Since the region lies in the most

frequented storm path on the continent, the cyclonic control is

everywhere dominant, and variableness of the daily weather,

especially in winter is the rule. There may be sharp changes
of temperature but the periods of extreme conditions are not

prolonged that is, there are no long periods of severely cold

nor of excessively warm weather.

Stupart characterizes the climate of the Peninsula as follows 1
:

"The climate of the peninsula of Ontario is much warmer
than that of the northern parts of the province. It is true that
the first part of March is usually rather cold, but bright sun-

shiny days and swelling buds, together with the rapid disap-

pearance of the snow which now lies only in sheltered places,

give omen of spring, which soon comes on apace. Light snow-
falls occasionally occur in April but this month with a mean
temperature of about 43, 3 inches of rain, and 190 hours of

bright sunshine, is truly spring, and before the close of the
month wild flowers are in bloom and trees are leafing out.

"With a high percentage of bright sunshine and ample rain,

vegetation makes rapid progress during May. Frosts are quite
infrequent, and by about the 24th of the month most of the
trees are in full leaf.

"The summers, while warm, are not oppressively so, the mean
temperature of July, at the more southern stations, being but
a shade above 70% and a few degrees lower in June and August.
Wholly overcast and rainy days are of rare occurrence, the
rain falling in showers and thunderstorms of short duration;
indeed from the middle of June until the end of August we may
expect no day without a few sunny hours. The autumn sets
in very gradually, and while frost may sometimes occur as early
as September 20, it is usually well on in October before there
is anything severe, and toward the end of November before the
mean daily temperature falls to the freezing point.
"Northward and eastward from Lake Ontario to the Ottawa

.Valley the spring opens somewhat later than in the south, but
from mid-April until the end of August, the temperature and
rainfall are much the same as in the southern part of the prov-

1 E. F, Stupart, "The Climate of Canada," The Handbook of Canada, University of
Toronto Press, Toronto, 1924, pp. 111-112.
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ince, modified in certain districts by the vi;Vci of higher alti-

tude, and in others b\ lyiiig to the eastward of and in prox-

imity to the Great Lake?. September, however, shows a more
rapid downward trend of temperature. Killing frosts occur at

an earlier date and the whole northern country is usually cov-

ered with snow before the close of November, while all the

southern counties are still bare.
11

Along Lake Erie, winter (mean temperatures below freezing)

is barely three months long; at Toronto, this season increases

to four months; and in the northern portion of the region it is

still further extended to five months. The mean January tem-

peratures for the northern and southern margins of the division

show the greatest extremes: e. g., Port Dover, 22 :

; and Algon-

quin Park, 8. For the southern half of the region, hardly a

winter passes in which temperatures above freezing are not

recorded; indeed temperatures of 50 are frequent. In the

northern half, increasing latitude and increasing distance from

the Lakes limit maximum temperatures in most years to perhaps
35 or 40. Minimum temperatures reach the extreme limit

most frequently in February, and in most years they fall well

below zero. Every year Toronto experiences temperatures of

lower than 10, the extreme minimum in 87 years being -26-.

Parry Sound, in spite of its situation on the east side of

Georgian Bay, has had an extreme minimum of -38 ; although
in half the years not lower than -20 is to be expected.
As in the northern upland of Ontario, spring comes quickly

and is of short duration. For most of this region, only April
has a mean between freezing and 50. May is distinctly a mild

month, and temperatures of 90 or higher in that month are

not unknown. On the other hand, freezing temperatures are

frequent. South of the 44th parallel frost does not occur on
the average after the first week in May ; at Parry Sound, frosts

continue about 10 days longer.

Summer temperatures are much more uniform over this dis-

trict than are those of winter, the means for July over the entire

area varying only three degrees. Mean daily ranges in summer,

however, are equal to or exceed those of winter. All parts of

the region, except those portions where water bodies exert a

pronounced moderating influence, have recorded temperatures
of more than 100 ; although, on the average, the extreme max-
ima do not go much above 90. Except for the far northern
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portion, June, July, and August are free from frost; and, in

normal years, frost does not corne until after the middle of Sep-
tember.

September, like May, is a mild month; October is character-

istically autumn, the mean for the month averaging not far

from 47 over the entire Peninsula. November with a mean
of 12 to 15 degrees lower and occasional minima of zero becomes
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FIG. 49 Temperature and precipitation charts for Port Arthur

and Parry Sound.

a winter month for all parts except along the margins of Lake
Erie and southern Lake Huron. Although Lake Ontario, like

the other Great Lakes, never freezes over, the harbors are

usually ice-bound for a part of the winter at least. At Toronto,
the harbor is frozen 90 days, closing, on the average, December
26 and being free from ice again March 25.

The mean annual precipitation for the whole Peninsula does

not depart widely from 30 inches; and its distribution by
months is remarkably uniform, particularly near the Lakes, as

is seen in the records for Toronto. Moreover, the precipitation
shows a high degree of dependability from year to year, illus-

trated again by Toronto; in fact, this section has the most reli-

able rainfall in all Canada. On account of the varied location
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of stations with respect to "xpaor-j i\A \\utvr botH^s, the

month of maximum precipiUttJin. .^11 t; i/.vra^v. differs con-

siderably; at Port Dover, it I,- J^ni.ary; ;;t IVi^e I.-land, May;
at Maclawaska, July; at Toronto. Sr-oicir.b* r: i;t Parry Sound,

December. The month of mininrjM nsyeiutaiy'n jshmvs nearly

as much variability. These IVatuivs :*:'' v* so significant as

they might seem because of the pmhOMiv*": :ihif<rmit> <;i the

monthly distribution; any nvnth of tht yiav ruty lx unusually
wet or dry. Along the east shares of Lain- Huron, from which
the westerly winds can pick up !;n\i>v quantities of vapor from
the relatively warm water, fully two-fifths of the annual pre-

cipitation comes in the form of sno\\ : alor.jr tlv lower margins
of the Peninsula, only one-fifth; in the highland lake section,

about one-fourth. Five feet of snow in one month its not

unknown along Lake Huron, and even as far south and east

as Toronto.

The monthly distribution of the number of days with meas-

urable precipitation does not show such a close relation to the

amount of rain and snow as might be expected ; that is, Decem-
ber tends to be the most inclement month with rain or snow on
half the days. June, July, and August on the average have

about one day in three rainy. Winter is likewise the cloudiest

season with an average percentage of 70 to 75. Summer is

characterized by a preponderance of fair days, the percentage
of cloudiness being 45 to 50, and the percentage of possible

sunshine ranging from 55 to 65. There is a greater frequency
and intensity of cyclonic storms in the winter half-year with

higher wind velocities for that season. This is borne out by the

record at Toronto where the average wind movement from
December to February is 13.5 miles per hour (only 8.2 from

June to August) and the average number of days with gales

is six (only one in summer). Farther north, winds are much

lighter, the average at Parry Sound being 10.5 miles per hour

in October and 6.5 in July. Table 25 shows the percentage fre-

quencies of the different weather types.

The climate of the lower Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys

differs from that of the lower Ontario Lake Region chiefly in

ite greater degree of winter cold. Montreal has a January
mean nine degrees lower than Toronto, and Quebec 12 degrees

lower. The extremes to which temperatures drop are also

appreciably lower for Montreal and decidedly lower for Quebec,
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the record at the latter being -34 r
. On the other hand, the St.

Lawrence Valley experiences mild periods in winter quite as

frequently and to almost the same degree as the lower Peninsula.

A noteworthy characteristic of the region of the lower Ottawa
and St. Lawrence valleys is the remarkable uniformity of the

monthly or seasonal climate from one year to another, the

greatest difference in the means of either January or July being

QUEBEC
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toy +~ * -
,45
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PIG. 50 Temperature and precipitation charts for Toronto and Quebec.

only three degrees. The mean daily ranges are likewise very

nearly the same, although Quebec has a mean annual tempera-
ture four degrees lower than that of Ottawa or Montreal. This

may be attributable to the heavier snowcover of Quebec which
would delay the advance of spring there.

The effect of the higher latitude of Quebec compared with
Montreal is seen in the length of the frost free period, 135 days
at the former, and 168 days at the latter. At Montreal, on the

average, both May and September are free from frost; at

Quebec, spring frosts are to be expected until the middle of May
and autumn frosts after the llth of September. The St.

Lawrence at Montreal is closed to navigation in normal years
about December 16, and is not open again until April 21.
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The amount of precipitation is another characteristic differ-

entiating the .Lower Li*ke Region fror. the lower St. Lawrence

Valley, Quebec recelvh.g about ten inches more annually than

Toronto. April is the driest month, although the average is

well above two inches. There is no well-defined month of max-

iLLua 34 Climatic conditions are almost ideal for general farming in

the portion of Quebec lying just north of New York and Vermont,

irnum precipitation, and the summer half-year receives almost

precisely the same amount as the winter half-year. At Mont-

real, December, January, and July are months of maximum
precipitation; at Quebec, July and September; and at Ottawa,
June and July. Snowfall increases with progress down the

Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys; the average amount ranges
from about 70 to nearly 150 inches. The snowfall of the

lower St. Lawrence is heavy near Quebec and in parts of the

highlands (see Fig. 6). Exceptionally heavy snowfalls are

no more common here than in the Peninsula; but because of

fewer winter thaws, the St. Lawrence district has a fairly per-

sistent snowcover which tends to increase in depth until March.

The annual number of days on which measurable precipita-

tion falls varies directly with the annual amount of rain or

snow, the average number for Montreal and Quebec being 156

and 162, respectively. More than half the days of January and

only a third or less of the days of August have snow or rain;

and the number of snowy days in a year is about twice the
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ILLUS. 35 The ameliorating influence of the Great
Lakes permits peach and apple orcharding on a
large scale in the southern part of the Ontario

Peninsula.

number of rainy days. The lower St. Lawrence is cloudier than

the upper valleys or the Lake Region, the average cloudiness

ranging from 62% in August to 76% in November; this is

reflected in the average per cent of possible sunshine (Quebec

annual, 38%; Ottawa annual, 44%). Storminess likewise

increases toward the northeast; the average wind velocities at

Montreal and Quebec are almost twice those at Ottawa and a
third greater than those at Toronto.

The advance of spring in the St. Lawrence Valley, although
characterized in some years by a slowly melting snowcover, is

none the less rapid. Likewise, summer gives way to winter with
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equally surprising rapidity. The course of the seasons at Mont-

real is described by Stupart as follows 1
:

"March is essentially a winter month, but April is on the
mean nearly as warm as in Toronto, the May normal is higher
and the summer months are all slightly warmer than in Tor-
onto. The September and October normals are both quite sim-
ilar to the corresponding figures for southwestern Ontario, but

ILLUS. 36 A long growing season is necessary for a tobacco crop like

this one grown in the southwestern end of the peninsula of Ontario,

in November the thermometer shows a more rapid downward
trend, and then follows a winter with a normal temperature
10 lower than in Toronto. For four months the ground is

usually covered with a depth of between one and three feet of
snow. Eastward in the St. Lawrence valley the summers are
cooler and the winters decidedly colder, and with the retarda-

tion of the opening of spring, consequent upon a higher latitude

and the more gradual melting of a snow covering, it is not until

May that the leafing of the trees is at all rapid ; mid-September,
too, usually sees the brilliant autumnal colouration of the

foliage."

Some features of the climate of the Lower St. Lawrence are

vividly, though perhaps somewhat extravagantly, portrayed in

the following excerpt
2

:

"The control of the weather is decidedly cyclonic. The most
persistent wind is the southwestern. We do not need a wind-

*Ibi<t, p. 118.
* Roderick Peattie. "CKmate in the Lower St. Lawrence Valley/'

Philadelphia, v. 21, 192S. pp. 38-4.

Bull. G0flrr- Soc.,,
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rose to pj;ni thi,- out to u.* when all travellers in the region must
observe t.*at wooden windinills are s*jt fixedly toward the south-

west. The habit of the wind is acquired not only from the pre-

vailing continental tendency, but also the river channel must
aid in directing it to this persistent direction. Especially on
the upper tstuary, the ;vinds may change with the tides. In

ILLUS. 37 Numerous cyclonic storms bring heavy snowfalls to southern
Ontario and make transportation difficult.

Quebec-Labrador there is a northeast wind that is very severe
and that may hold for a week at a time.

"Spring in the Lower St. Lawrence blooms suddenly and
gloriously. As soon as the snows are off the ground (in Quebec
this is in the beginning of April) , the fields take on their first

green, and develop quickly. The suddenness of the season is

accompanied by a delightful lack of rain. Winter comes all

the way to meet the summer, and summer is not shy. The
foliage develops in a fortnight. The summer heat is not oppres-
sive before August, and in the north never is so. The heavy
covering of winter snow prevents the ground from freezing
deeply. The capuchin of winter is hardly cast aside before
the farmer is bare-armed and bare-chested in the fields. At
Betsiamis and beyond, the season is seriously retarded and the
trees do not begin to bud until early June, nor is the ground
warm enough for early planting.
"The rapidity of the approach of summer may be seen in the

celerity with which the ice breaks up. About Quebec and the
lie d' Orleans the ice is thick enough to make a common road-

way for man and beast. One may awake to find the firm ice

of the day before now restless and dangerous. A few -hours
and the ice begins to disappear. Suddenly, with little warning,
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it is gone. To quote a typical ^-tlfppi, ; on the 16th of April
of a certain year it was saiV f;r <;:' I:,/, n the 19th it could
be used for walking only, by iht- 21* \n spacer had appeared,
and on the 24th canoes were bei-iu

*

used on the water.
"The summer is blessed with ;, , :iency of rain. With

so short a summer the farmer rc:- .rk with intense and

ILLUS. 38. A normal winter scene in Quebec.

unremitting energy. There is little social life other than that
which the laborers enjoy in the fields. Winter comes all too
soon. A single maple on the hill flies a scarlet signal and the

country-side breaks forth in color. The harvest must be has-

tened, for shortly the snow advances and the world capitulates
to winter.
"The winter is severe. Throughout the western portions,

however, the cold is dry and invigorating. In the woods the
lumbermen wear two and three flannel shirts at a time and as

many pairs of trousers. Without a wind a temperature of plus
10 degrees to minus 10 degrees is not uncomfortable. Most of

the cabins are actually in the woods or at the edge of the forest

and fuel may be found in the door-yard.
"The most disagreeable part of the year is November, a cold

and gloomy month. The temperature is low and the relative

hiftnidity high, causing sleet storms. I have wondered whether
or not it were possible that many of the larger islands of tfie

St. Lawrence were uninhabited because of the high sensible

temperatures of the damp winter's winds directly from off the

river, rather than because of the difficulties of communication.

Sleighing in Lower Canada is said to be of five months' dura-

tion as against two in Upper Canada/*



CHAPTER VII

EASTERN CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

The transition from the strictly continental climate of

interior Canada to the modified marine type of the eastern

shores is a broad and fluctuating zone. At times, and especially

in winter, the extreme cold and dryness of the interior is

brought by west and northwest winds to the very edge of the

continent. At other times, the moderating influence of the

Atlantic and the Gulf Stream are carried many miles inland

on a persistent south or southwest wind* The average of these

two extremes gives much of this region what may be termed a

littoral climate.

If the Labrador is excepted, all parts of the region experience

winters that are mild, at least for their latitude, mean January

temperatures ranging from about 8 to 24. Winter lingers

long and gives way only gradually to spring which, in turn, may
last well into June. Summers are not hot; they are even dis-

agreeably cool in the northern portions. As far as temperatures

are concerned, the summers are short, and become increasingly

shorter with increase in latitude, so that they are barely pres-

ent as far north as Labrador. Thus, autumn conditions follow

rather closely those of spring; they continue through October

and, in certain favored places, into December. The slowness

with which the marine ice disappears and the sea warms favors

high pressure in spring over the waters to the east of this

region, so that chilling winds with a strong easterly component
are frequent from March to June. By fall, however, the waters

have become appreciably warmer than in spring, their warmth
in contrast to the rapidly cooling land favoring low pressure

and consequent southwesterly winds. Thus, autumn, with

October at least 10 degrees warmer than April, compensates in

a measure for the unfavorableness of spring.

In spite of the fact that much of this region is in or near

the paths of cyclonic storms, there are probably more quiet

days than windy ones, as is indicated by Table 26. Eastport,

Maine, is fairly representative of the southern portion of the

region, and St. Johns of the extreme eastern littoral. It will

170
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be noted from this table that in winter most of the days are

classed as cold, half of the days are classed as fair, and only
a quarter of them as windy; and that, in combination, more
than half are either cold, fair and quiet, or cold, snowy and

quiet, while only about one-sixth are cold, snowy and windy. In

summer, few of the days may be considered as hot, more than

half of them as fair, and five per cent or less as windy; from
a third to a half of all the days are moderately cool, fair and

quiet.

TABLE 26. PERCENTAGE FREQUENCIES OF WEATHER TYPES
REPRESENTATIVE OF EASTERN CANADA AND

NEWFO 17NDLAND

In spite of the strong marine influence, latitude is a deter-

mining control of considerable importance in the climate of

this region. New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova

Scotia, comprise an area which has very similar climatic char-

acteristics throughout, due in large measure to its small range
of latitude, from 43.5 to 48.0 degrees. The maritime portions

of Quebec including Anticosti Island, the Gaspe Peninsula,

and the south shore of the Labrador Peninsula, with a lati-

tudinal range of only four degrees, likewise have a climate

which varies only slightly from one section to another. New-

foundland, surrounded on all sides by water, is a distinct entity
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and has characteristics peculiar to its marine location. The
coast of Labrador, in spite of its large range of eight degrees

of latitude, has strikingly similar climatic characteristics

throughout its extent, a fact attributable to the Labrador Cur-

rent along its shores. The essential features of the climate of

each of these four sub-regions will be taken up in turn.

THE ATLANTIC PROVINCES

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island com-

prise the so-called Atlantic Provinces. Their combined area

of 51,000 square miles is approximately equivalent to that of

England or New York State. The configuration of the coast-

lines of Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia is such that

there is no point in either of these provinces which is more
than 35 miles from the sea. Two-thirds of the total periphery
of New Brunswick is washed by ocean waters. It is the warm-
ing effect of the sea which keeps the mean January tempera-
tures of Nova Scotia everywhere between 20 and 24 about

the same as those of Central New York, from two to five degrees
of latitude farther south. The January means all along the

southern coast, from Sydney to Yarmouth, do not differ by as

much as one degree. Prince Edward Island, located in the lee

of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, experiences winter condi-

tions slightly more severe and roughly equivalent to those of

the upper St. Lawrence. The New Brunswick shores begin to

resume continental characteristics, with mean temperatures for

January ten degrees below those of Nova Scotia; while the

northwestern interior, not only because of its greater distance

from the sea but also because of its greater altitude, has win-

ters as severe as those of Quebec. Where the marine influence

is strongest, February is fully as cold as January, and March
and April only slightly warmer than December and November,
respectively.

A significant feature of the winters of these three provinces
is their relatively small daily ranges of temperature, the aver-

age varying from 13 in November and December to 23 degrees
in February. It is evident, therefore, that the extremes of tem-

perature are correspondingly moderate certainly, very mod-
erate compared with those for the same latitudes on the Great

Plains of the United States. Except in the interior of New
Brunswick, there is never a winter during which the tempera-
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ture does not reach at least as high as 32 ~; even 60' has been

recorded at Annapolis Royal in January, and most parts of the

region have experienced winter temperatures of at least 50

at some time during their periods of .record. In most winters,

below zero temperatures are to be expected, perhaps as often

as four years out of five. The lowest on record at Halifax is

-28 - at Sydney, -25 c
;
and at Chatham, -39. At Halifax six

FIG. 51 Annual Hygrotheraial units for New Brunswick and Gaspe.

months out of twelve (November-April) have had below zero

temperatures. Occasionally, a month may be unusually mild or

unusually severe, as at Sydney for example, where the January
means have varied from 12 to 30 degrees, and where the Feb-

ruary variation has amounted to more than 20 degrees. These

departures from normal are as great as those which occur in

Ontario or even in more continental locations.

For the most part, spring is three months long, only July

and August having mean temperatures above 60. Where the

sea influence is strongest, June is not so warm as September.
Over most of New Brunswick, however, the influence of the

land to the west permits solar heating to be more effective in

June, so that month has more of the characteristics of summer

than of spring. In spite of the slowness with which spring
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gives way to summer, the sea influence is not continually the

dominant control; for there are days in May and June and

even in April when temperatures do go to 80 or bej-ond. Such

conditions are more frequent along the southern margins of the

region than on Prince Edward Island or along the east coast of

New Brunswick. Freezing temperatures, on the average, have

occurred at Halifax as late as June 13th, and in the fertile

Annapolis Valley as late as July 3rd, the average date here

being the last day of May.
In July, mean temperatures over this whole region vary little

from place to place, the general average being 65, about the

same as that of Berlin or of southern Florida in January. The
summers are, therefore, mild; and extremes above 90 are the

exception rather than the rule. Temperatures as high as 100

are practically unknown. On the other hand, pronounced cool

periods occur in summer at times when winds blow from the

northeast across the cool waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence;
under such conditions the weather is disagreeably cool. So far

as records show, frosts are not to be expected in July and

August, the average dates of the first autumn frosts coming
toward the end of September. By November, the rigors of

winter begin to be manifest and zero temperatures are not

exceptional. There are, however, periods of fine weather even

to the end of the month.

Winters *in Nova Scotia tend to be slightly milder than those

of southern Ontario, though the summers are considerably

cooler. Over most of New Brunswick, however, winters are

much colder than those of Toronto, while the summers are

slightly cooler. These are conditions to be expected from the

more northerly location, the influence of the sea being insuf-

ficient to overcome the effects of the higher latitude. Unusu-

ally severe winters do visit places even so favorably situated

as Halifax, where in 1904-05, frost is reported to have pene-
trated as much as six feet. The normal depth of frost in Hali-

fax is only two feet, the fairly permanent snowcover preventing

deeper penetration.

The precipitation over the Atlantic Provinces is abundant at

all seasons. It is greatest in the vicinity of Halifax, where the

average annual total exceeds 55 inches. Farther east along the

southern or outer coast of Nova Scotia where the cool "bank"
waters come close to the shore, the average is reduced by as
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much as 15 inches; but along the deeply indented coast of Capo
Breton Island, 45 to 50 inches i? the usual precipitation. The

low-lying island of Prince Edward, the protected Ar.r;a;ioh> Val-

ley, and the low, northern and eastern portions rf Xe\v Bruns-

wick, are, in spite of their locations and exposures, well-watered

with about 40 inches.

The marine influence is dominant in the monthly distribution

of precipitation. Northern New Brunswick is the exception;
here the summer half-year receives slightly more precipitation

than the winter half-year and late summer is the season of the

maximum. Over the rest of the region, September, October,

November or December may be the month of maximum, and
winter is always wetter than summer. There is, however* no

dry season, for no month anywhere receives less than two
inches. Droughts are unknown, although there may be seasons

when the rainfall is too light for a maximum agricultural yield.

Such a condition obtained at Charlottetown in 1924 when the

total precipitation for the year was only 18.5 inches, or 46 ?c

of the normal. But this was a most unusual year and is an

extreme instance. Floods are, likewise, rarities, not because

the rainfall may not at times be excessive, but because streams

are short and there is no great accumulation of water to swell

the lower courses. The precipitation is, on the whole, well-dis-

tributed throughout the year, and entirely ample for the type

of farming practiced.

Connor has worked out, by a very ingenious method, some

hygrothermal units for New Brunswick.1 The total for a year

are shown on the map in Fig. 51. Certain optimum tempera-
tures are arbitrarily selected for each month as follows :

Apr. May Jun. JuL Aug. Sep.

Day -lower limit 60 60 70 70 70 60

limit 48 43 50 50 60 48

No attention is paid to an excess of temperature. The number
of days and the number of nights in which the temperatures

are as high as those shown are counted. The day numbers for

each month are multiplied by the night numbers, and this

product is multiplied by a rainfall factor, the weight given this

factor varying with tie amount of rainfall. Thus, rainfall in

1 A* J. Connor, Climatology, The Province of New Bnmwicfe, Dept. of the Int., Ottawa,
1921, pp. 14-21,
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excess of four inches per month is not particularly significant

and it is, therefore, given less consideration. To the agricul-

turalist, this map is of considerable interest. It reveals the

fact that the southern coast portion of the province is not so

well suited to crop;? as the western, southern-interior, and
eastern portions. Along the extreme northern limits, the total

FIG. 52 Temperature and precipitation charts for Halifax and
Southwest Point.

units for the year are barely equivalent to those of July and

August around Fredericton.

The amount of snowfall in a year over the Atlantic Provinces
varies with distance from the sea as well as with latitude. The
normal amount at Halifax is' 77 inches; at Charlottetown, 96

inches; at Fredericton, 100 inches; and in the highlands of

northwestern Hew Brunswick, well over 100 inches* The snow-

fall, however, is quite variable from year to year; and it Is not

unusual for one month to have half of what is received normally
in a whole year.

An extreme year is described by F. W. W. Doane1
:

"The winter of 1904-5 will long be remembered for its exces-
sive snowfall. The first sleighs appeared on the streets of Hali-

* ?' 3\y- Doan^ "Meteorological Notes," Proc. and Tra**. of the Nova Scotia l**t.
of <*., Halifax, 1908, pp. 362 5.
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fax during the evening of December 13th and runners were ir.

continuous service until March 27th.

"Snowstorm followed snowstorm in rapid succession until

streets, roads and railways were piled high, blockading traffic

and paralyzing business. Each heavy storm was pronounced
the worst by far for the past twenty to fifty years, yet each

succeeding storm seemed worse than its predecessor.
"In the city the street railway company managed to get their

lines open after each storm, except in the western suburbs, the

ILLUS. 39 Cyclonic storms moving down the St. Lawrence Valley or along
the Atlantic coast bring heavy easterly gales to the coast towns of

maritime Canada.

track from Coburg Road to Willow Park being snowed under
on February llth by a heavy gale and storm and remaining
closed until April 5th. On portions of the main line the snow
piled so high that the sweepers could not throw it clear and on
some streets the track became walled in by four feet of packed
snow. Streets became impassable and teamsters were obliged
to utilize the cleared sidewalks in order to reach their des-
tination.

"In the country, blizzard after hlfaMirrF In}^^ ti%*~.r*n-wfaYft.

until not a wheel turned for days on any line in Nova Scotia

except on the Yarmouth to Barrington line. Slight thaws fol-

lowing the great falls of snow caused the water to lodge along
the rails, the snow preventing it from running off. Then frost

came suddenly, the thermometer falling below zero and miles
of rails became incased in a solid mass of ice, which could be
removed only by the thaws of spring or the pickaxes of hun-
dreds of men. The smaller roads succumbed during the first

week in February, the heavy storm of January 31st having
stolen a march on the 'weather man' whose prediction was 'fair
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and cold' and tied them up &* completely us I: they had never
been corr.pleted.
"Then on tor* r'f a month of ^r,o-.vstorni< which had partially

paralyzed railway communication in Xovu Scotia and prac-
tically put an end to all trade '~>etvreen the capital and provin-
cial points, came another storm- the- severest of them all (Feb.
15-17). The Intercolonial Railway flyers were buried on Fol-

leigh [Mountain and the line to Sydney completely closed,

ILLUS. 40. The waters of the Bay of Fundy retard the advance of spring
in the Annapolis Valley, thereby checking the blooming of the apple trees
until danger from spring frosts is past. The advance of autumn is cor-

respondingly delayed so that the apple crop is almost a surety.

through traffic not being in good working order again until
the 27th. The Dominion Atlantic Railway was unable to get
a train through from Halifax to Yarmouth until March 9th.

"In Halifax, business of all kinds suffered. The raging,
howling blizzards sent blinding drifts sweeping in every direc-
tion. The milk train was cancelled for the first time since it

became known as such and the condensed article sold at a pre-
mium. In order to relieve the tightness in the meat market
two cattle dealers were obliged to bring their droves through
on foot from Annapolis County. Funerals had to be postponed
until the roads could be made passable. Buildings suffered
from the depth and weight of snow on roofs which strained
them and caused them to leak and in some cases to collapse.
Men, women and children moved about the streets on snow
shoes.

"Outside the city the conditions became even more serious,
and places depending on the railway obtained relief none too
soon. Hundreds of cars of freight were stalled along the Inter-
colonial Railway, numbers of locomotives were isolated, coal
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hoppers innumerable were imbedded in deep snow drifts, water

gave out in stalled engines and trains were without heat, caus-

ing passengers to suffer much inconvenience and discomfort
"One incident reported in connection with the snow blockade

on the Folleigh' Mountain. is worthy of note: A farmer who
was working his weary way along a country road with a pair
of horses and load of hay was stopped at a railroad crossing

by a 12 to 14 feet cut in the snow which had been opened by

.'.- ".^i

ILLUS. 41 Lumbering will doubtless always remain the dominant indus-

try of interior New Brunswick, because the relatively short frost-free

period permits only a limited agriculture.

an Intercolonial Railway train leaving the sides perpendicular.
The crossing problem was solved by backing the snow plow
into the cut and driving the team over the bridge thus tem-

porarily provided."

The number of days with precipitation and the average

annual number of inches of precipitation are almost directly

proportional, the ratio being about three to one (except at

Chatham where it is nearly four to one and at Annapolis where

it is slightly less than three to one). Thus the greatest num-
ber of rainy or snowy days, 167, is found near Halifax. The

Annapolis Valley with 119, has the fewest. The latter, how-

ever, is cloudier than the interior of New Brunswick.

The Atlantic coasts of both New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

are both more foggy than other portions of the Atlantic Prov-

inces. The number of foggy days in a year at Halifax aver-
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ages 54, most of them occurring from May to September. These

fogs result when southeasterly winds blow from the warm Gulf

Stream waters across the cold bank waters which are found

from Newfoundland southward to the Gulf of Maine. The

northern portions of these provinces are surprisingly free from

fogs, the yearly total at Charlottetown being only five and at

Chatham only four.

Nova Scotia is stormy, particularly during the winter half-

year when cyclonic storms are frequent. Its exposed location

permits winds to blow from the ocean on three sides and the

lack of friction over the water allows storm winds to blow with

undiminished fury. Although the average wind velocities are

only 12 or 13 miles an hour at this season, the number of days
with gales is large: 37 at Halifax and 29 at Sydney, January
being the month of greatest frequency at the latter and March
at the former. When high pressure dominates, the weather

tends to be much calmer attributable in part to the fact that

the winds are then offshore. The protected location of Prince

Edward Island renders that land remarkably free from high

winds; in summer, gales are unknown.

MARITIME QUEBEC

The subregion, Maritime Quebec, embraces the Gaspe Penin-

sula and the island of Anticosti as well as all of the north shore

of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. In spite of the name given to the

province, its climate is not strictly marine; in fact, most of the

area has conditions more like those of western Quebec than of

Newfoundland between which two regions it is a transition.

The winters which are long, continuing from November through
April, are not really so severe as the latitude might indicate,

but summer, as Toronto knows that season, (that is, with mean
temperatures above 60) does not exist. Instead, spring, in

its full glory in July, gives way to autumn which begins in

August, The influence of the sea crowds out the real summer
conditions altogether ; on the other hand, it prevents mean win-
ter temperatures from dropping much below 10.

This does not mean that maritime Quebec is a bleak and

inhospitable land. The season from June through September
is refreshingly cool never hot and muggy; infrequently cold

as freezing. Temperatures may occasionally mount to 80,
although there are some years when one of these months may
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pass without a temperature higher than 65 \ Frost in July

is unknown, and is rare from June 10 to September l?t. In an

average year, the growing season is from three and one-half

to four months long, except along the north shore. Conse-

quently, the cultivation of crops requiring a long and cool but

frost-free, period is entirely successful. On the whole, extremes

of temperature from day to day, during the warmest part of

the year, are small, the mean daily ranges varying from 10 to

12 degrees.
In winter, conditions are somewhat more variable, though

the ranges, which in places mount to 18 or more degrees, are

still five or more degrees less than the winter ranges of the

Prairie Provinces. January in this region is about equivalent
to January in southern Alberta, although the extremes are

slightly greater in Alberta. On Anticosti Island, a normal
winter has extremes ranging from about 38 to -20. The
lowest temperature ever recorded in the region is -40 z

.

Precipitation is rarely either inadequate or excessive. The

average fall is about 30 inches per year, well distributed by
months. The marine influence is seen in the slight tendency
toward fall and winter maxima, although the summer half-year,

May to October, receives more than the winter half. Even

though the precipitation may be adequate for crops grown,
there is considerable variability from one year to another. At

Harrington Harbour the total precipitation in 1913 was three

and one-half times that in 1924; at Southwest Point on Anti-

costi Island, 1920 received more than four times as much as

1905. The wettest years, however, are seldom flood years
because the precipitation is fairly evenly distributed over the

year. These wide variations over a period of years presumably
result from a change in the intensity of cyclones or possibly in

the paths they take. The weather maps show that the cyclonic

storms over this region were much more intense in 1920 than

in 1905* The frequent occurrence, during the winter months,

of temperatures above freezing, on the front of a low pressure

area, accounts for the fact that only one quarter of the annual

total precipitation comes in the form of snow, the number of

rainy days during the year being approximately twice the num-
ber of snowy days.

Unlike protected Prince Edward Island, most of this region

is subject to fogs, which probably average 25 to 35 a year on
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Anticosti and along the north shore of the Gulf; on the exposed

portions of Gaspe, they are even more frequent. The months

of greatest frequency are from April through September. At

Madeline in northern Gaspe heavy sea fogs probably occur,

on the average, one day out of three during spring, summer,
and fall; these are sufficiently heavy on the windward flanks

of the mountains to yield considerable precipitation. A recent

report concerning this region follows1
:

"llr. J. E. Daw, engineer for the Brown Company, describes
an interesting case of fog in the Gaspe Peninsula on the south
shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. These fogs, he writes, form
frequently in the spring, summer, and fall when warm, westerly
winds, blowing over the ^old water, are chilled and the moisture
condensed to fog. Duri.ig the past summer when hardly any
rain fell in the region, and creeks and wells dried up, the fog
kept the foliage green and fresh. 'The common basket fern,'
he says, 'which requires a lot of moisture, grew to abnormal
size. Some time ago I walked through a dry swamp, where
these ferns were above my shoulder. On the mountain sides

tree growth was very luxuriant, with every tree to be found
that grows in Canada, even to the basswood and butternut,
which require a soft and humid climate.'

"

One of the most noteworthy facts regarding the climate of

this region is the high frequency of gales, especially during the

winter months when cyclonic storms are dominant. At Har-

rington Harbour, they average 71 a year; at Anticosti, where
winds from the west and south have a clear sweep, the average
is 119. The normal wind velocities are likewise high in winter,

ranging from 15 to 23 miles per hour in January. Even in

summer, the winds are strong enough to be irritating prob-

ably never averaging less than 10 miles per hour. Fortunately,
the heaviest gales come at a season when, chiefly because of ice,

there is little or no shipping.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Because of its great length of coastline, Newfoundland, like

Nova Scotia, has a climate dominated by the marine control.

Its relatively small area (it is no larger than the state of Penn-

sylvania) is deeply indented, so that no point in the country is

more than 70 miles from salt water. Unlike Nova Scotia, how-
ever, each of its three sides is exposed to oceanic influences,

J
N. H. Btass, "S* Fo* in fbe Gasp* Peninsula," Bulletin of the American Meteor-

Sbefetv, v. 10, IWfl, pp. 143-44.
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although the west coast is sufficiently near Quebec to feel the

continental influences when west and northwest winds prevail.

Altitude is also of some significance as evidenced by the tundra

type of vegetation which replaces the forested land at all ele-

vations above 1000 or 1200 feet: ridges devoid of trees alter-

nating with forested valleys are features of the interior land-

scape.

Although the climate of Newfoundland may be characterized

as marine, it is, however, less so than Vancouver Island lying

mrrr
FIG. 53 Temperature and precipitation charts for Hebron and & . Johns.

in the same latitude. Winters are mild and the summers are

cool almost to the point of extinction since there are few places

on the island where even July mean temperatures reach 60.
The waters, cold or warm, which surround the island are above

the freezing point of salt water and serve to keep winter tem-

peratures well above the normal for the latitude* In summer,
the cold, ice-laden waters of the Labrador Current along the

east coast, and the tendency toward cold bank waters between

the Gulf Stream and the south shore as well as along the west

coast, keep the island almost constantly cool.

The oceanic influence is most pronounced on the Avalon Pen-

ifisula which projects far into the sea; here February is slightly
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colder than January. Yet, Victoria, British Columbia, in about

the same latitude as St. Johns, is 15 degrees warmer in January,
the mean at the latter being 23 "*. In July Victoria is hardly a

degree warmer. Extremes are also much greater at St. Johns

where temperatures of zero or lower are experienced in more
than half the years, and where 40 or higher at least once for

almost every January and February is the rule. In summer,
on the other hand, a temperature of 90 is a rarity; in fact,

anything as high as 90- is looked upon as most unusual. Far-

ther west, as on the southwest coast of the island, the winters

are somewhat more severe, the average being three or four

degrees lower. Summers are cooler to the same extent, but

August here is warmer than July. Far to the north at Belle

Isle, the January mean is only 9; this is 11 degrees lower

than at St. Johns. July and August at Belle Isle are about 7

degrees cooler than at St. Johns. Here, too, August is the

warmest month.

Since the dominant industries of Newfoundland are lum-

bering and fishing, the duration of the frost-free period is of

limited concern. The summers may be cool, yet the period

available for plant growth is over four months long on the

island's southern lowlands. Consequently, hay and oats for

cattle, and potatoes and other vegetables tolerating a cool grow-

ing season are successfully grown wherever the slope and soil

in this section permit
There are no meteorological records available for the interior

of Newfoundland; the temperature conditions there can only
be surmised. But since most of the interior is relatively near

the sea, it is evident that extremes of temperature should be

only slightly greater than those along the coast. The absence

of tree growth on the higher situations must be attributed in

part to lower summer temperatures, presumably under 50.
Insufficient drainage, however, may be a more important factor

than temperature, in which case it is quite possible that the

mean of 50 may be exceeded during at least one month. There
is no question, however, that settlement of the interior has
been retarded because of the inability to carry on successful

agriculture, though the continual and annoying presence of

the mosquito during the two or three warmest months of the

year has been another contributing factor. Either cause would
be sufficient to filter permanent human occupation of the land;
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although political and economic conditions have played an

important part in keeping the interior undeveloped.
The precipitation of Newfoundland is almost everywhere

abundant, only a small strip on the west coast having under

30 inches. The southeast half of the island experiences the

heaviest amounts as much as 54 inches at St. Johns. The

monthly distribution, though fairly uniform, is, however, some-
what unusual. At Port aux Basques, where the temperature
curve shows strong marine characteristics, the precipitation is

almost equally divided between the summer and winter half-

years. At Belle Isle, where August is appreciably warmer than

July, the summer half-year is decidedly the wetter. And at

St. Johns, where the marine influence on the temperature curve

is less pronounced, the winter half-year receives 12 fj? more

precipitation than the summer half. In each of these three

cases, the oceanic effect is seen in the fact that the monthly
maxima occur in January, October or November; while the

minima occur in May and June. So far as records can show it,

droughts are unknown; for it is exceptional when less than the

equivalent of one inch of rain is recorded in any month.

In the northwest portion of the island, snow makes up about

one-quarter of the annual precipitation. The amount of snow
decreases from north to south and from west to east; so that

at St. Johns, the average yearly fall of 96 inches makes up less

than one-fifth the total precipitation. Occasional years have

unusually heavy snows. Thus, one February at St. Johns, the

fall exceeded nine feet; and falls of four feet or more in one

month are not infrequent. In southern Newfoundland, snow .

rarely if ever occurs from June to September. Toward the

northern margins, and presumably in the interior also, only

July and August fail to receive measurable amounts.

Even though its precipitation is not excessive, the weather

of Newfoundland should, perhaps, be classed as rainy. At St.

Johns rain or snow falls on the average between three and four

days a week; while at Port aux Basques more than four days
out of seven receive measurable precipitation. At either sta-

tion, autumn and winter have the greatest frequency of rainy

or snowy days. This is reflected in the cloudiness which is

greatest at those seasons. At Port aux Basques, both December
and January have an average cloudiness of 88%; September,

although the least cloudy month, has an average of 66%. At
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St. Johns the weather is somewhat more fair, so that Decem-
ber and April, the cloudiest months, have only 74% ; August,
with 56^, is the clearest month. See Table 26 for the fre-

quencies of summer and winter weather types at St. Johns.

There is a common impression abroad that Newfoundland
is wrapped in eternal fog. As a matter of fact, the island is

less foggy than the southeast coast of Nova Scotia ; records show
that 40 to 45 foggy days a year is the average for the most

susceptible places in Newfoundland, while at Halifax the aver-

age is 54. At St. Johns, April and July are the most foggy;
at Port aux Basques, June and July hold the record. The fact

that the Grand Banks are rarely free from fog has probably

given rise to this misconception of the island's fogginess. On
the Banks, according to fishermen, fogs occur in all kinds of

weather and with all kinds of winds even with west, north-

west and north. Wet fogs, sometimes known as "temps bouche,"
are not nearly so frequent as dry fogs ; the latter, however, are

just as dense. Ferret states that the relative humidity in dry

fog is often as low as 85% ; once in 1907 it was only 71% ; and

in a fog of four days duration in 1904 near St. Johns, the

humidity was never higher than 73 %.1 These dry fogs occur

mainly in calm weather; winds tend to dissipate them so that

sailors refer to winds as fog-eaters. At times, fogs are so shal-

low that mast heads may be seen above them. The sun shin-

ing on them gives rise to the term "white fogs." These are fre-

quently dazzling, and the refraction of light in them causes

mirages so that a beach may be mistaken for a steep cliff.2

The southeastern tip of Avalqn Peninsula is more subject to

fogs than other portions of the island; in fact, the sea fogs are

so close to the shore, that any point of land jutting into the

ocean experiences the same conditions as the water surface
itself. This is seen in the fact that Cape Race one year reported
120 hours of foggy weather in May, 400 in June and 404 in

July. It is said that the interior tends to have clear skies in

summer, so that local fogs occur on lakes with steep banks not

only at night with minimum temperatures but also during the

day after a sudden change of temperature.8

A significant feature of the Newfoundland climate is its

great variability from day to day or from week to week espe-
1 Robert Ferret, La geographic de Terrc-Neuve, E. Guflmoto, Paris, 1918, p. 185.

*Ibi<t, p. 186.
1 Ibid., p. 183,
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daily in the colder part of the year when cyclonic storms are

better developed and more frequent. There is also a wide varia-

tion in mean temperatures for any month from year to year.

At St. Johns in 1920, the January mean was only 15.3
r

; in

1892, it was 31.2 : for the same month. The extremes for Feb-

ruary means have been even greater; 31.9' in 1898 and 12.5 :

in 1923. Conditions are less variable in summer, and are least

so in October.

The winds are an important factor in causing sudden changes
in temperature over a period of a few days, or even during one

day. In a single morning, v-inds have been known to blow
successi\r

ely from each of t}<* eight ^points of the compass.
Winds from the southwest t>.-i:

: to be warm and dry as they
descend the east slopes of the island. Northwest winds are

dry and cold. Those from the northeast are chill and damp;
from the southeast moist and foggy. The degree of warmth or

cold is entirely relative, depending on the season; the velocity

of the wind appears to be a factor also. Ferret states that a

temperature of 76 was observed at St. Johns when icebergs

were readily visible; and that, because of the dryness of the

wind as it descended from the interior, water had to be poured
on the house- roofs in order to prevent fire. 1 He states further

that when a wind continues from the west for three or four

days, there is a wide difference between wet and dry bulb read-

ings, and the relative humidity may drop to 10 5&, which seems

almost incredible. At Bishops Falls a temperature of 98 is

reported by Ferret as being observed once when a west wind

was blowing.- When these dry -winds persist for several days,

their low humidity causes the soil moisture to be evaporated

rapidly, resulting in local droughts of considerable significance.

The Avalon Peninsula is too small and low to experience with

west winds the same degree of warmth and dryness as the

main portion of the island ; so that fogs frequently result along
its east shores as the west winds meet the cold air over the icy

waters of the Labrador Current. Such conditions obtain most

often in the spring half-year (January-July).

Obviously, the changes in wind direction result from the

movements of low pressure areas. The number of these storms

occurring in a single winter month is really surprising. Thus,

p. 115.

Ibi<L, p. 127.
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26 passed over Belle Isle in January, 1900. When the storms

are intense, wind velocities are high. Houses, therefore, are

generally constructed with double walls and with double doors

and windows to keep out the wind and finely divided snow
which penetrates through even the smallest apertures.

1 Poudrin
is the term used to denote a wind blowing fine snow. Persons

exposed to it have difficulty in breathing comfortably; and,

according to Perrett, there are instances of people having been

killed by it.
2 Such occurrences are probably more frequent and

severe where cold winds blow over water, the spray being frozen

in the process. Houses situated near shores have their roofs

white through the accumulation of salt from the ocean spray
driven there by the wind. Because of the variableness in the

force and direction of the wind, nights are often warmer than

the days, particularly in winter; and it is not unusual to find

the lowest temperatures for a 24-hour period occurring with

bright sunshine. This is due to the fact that the northwest

winds which bring the cold and clear weather no sooner become

established than they are forced to give way to easterly winds

with the advance of another low pressure area. During the

month of February, 1904, the daily maximum occurred thirteen

times before noon or after 6 o'clock in the evening; in July of

the same year, the maximum occurred twelve times outside the

usual afternoon quarter.

Another phenomenon, perhaps more common in Newfound-
land than in any other part of North America, is the glaze or

ice storm, referred to locally as silver thaw. Such storms usually

occur when a south wind sets in. The ground and the air neai

it are still below freezing, so that the rain resulting from warm
moist air over-riding the surface layer freezes as soon as it

comes in contact with the object below freezing. Some of the

streets of St. Johns are protected by iron railings as aids to

walking during these ice storms.

On the whole, it must be admitted that the climate of New-
foundland has desirable qualities equal to or greater than those

of most places in eastern North America;- For the latitude,

its climate is certainly superior. The rapid weather changes
are not extreme enough to be more than stimulating. Plenty of

moisture at all seasons, mild but certain winters, cool and

1
Xbid, p. lie.

Ibid,, p. 139.
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delightful summers, and freedom from many of the epidemics
so common on the continent to the west all add to the health-

ful and invigorating influences of the Newfoundland climate.

THE LABRADOR

The term, The Labrador, as used here comprises only a rela-

tively narrow strip along the Atlantic coast of the Labrador

Peninsula, extending from about 52 to 60 degrees north lati-

tude. Physically it is characterized by deeply indented fiord-

like bays backed by land, high or even mountainous since it

ranges in altitude from about 1500 feet in the south to as much
as 6000 feet in the north. The climate along this entire stretch

of coast, approximately 600 miles in length, is strikingly the

same, the difference in latitude making a difference in degree
rather than in kind.

The cold Labrador Current with its load of floes and icebergs
causes the immediate coast to be bleak and barren. Toward the

northern margin of this region, the land is 'entirely bare of

woody growth, even shrubs, and for firing people must depend
on what drift wood is washed up, or on seal-fat lamps.

1 Near
the heads of the larger bays and fiords and along the lower

stream courses, the aspect is in marked contrast, the barren or

treeless landscape being replaced by forest vegetation of consid-

erable size. That is, altitude remaining the same, the greater
the distance from the open sea the more luxuriant the plant

growth. The reason is clear when the surface water tempera-
tures for summer are considered: on the open sea, 40 to 45;
in the bays, 50 and higher. Thus, along the eoast> the growth"
of garden vegetables is almost impossible ; while a little distance

inland, cabbage, carrots, potatoes and other vegetables may be

grown with a fair degree of success if properly protected against

summer frost.

On the whole, the climate of The Labrador is subarctic to

arctic. That is, mean temperatures for the warmest month

range from slightly over 50 to a little below that figure.

Hebron, located near the 58th parallel, is quite typical of the

north shore. South of Hebron, the climate may be considered

as a gradual transition to that experienced on Belle Isle or the

north tip of Newfoundland. The summer weather of the whole

coast, however; tends to be uniform. In winter, there is a

* W. T. GrenfeU, Labrador, The MacmilUn Co., New York, 1922, p. 227.
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pronounced decrease in temperature with increase in latitude.

At Hebron, August is the warmest month with a mean of 48 ;

January is the coldest with a mean of -6. For the latitude, its

summers are exceedingly cool, its winters relatively mild. The

oceanic influence keeps the mean annual range of temperature

down to 54 degrees, very appreciably lower than the 76 degree

range at Churchill or the 72 degree range at Fort Chipewyan,

both in the same latitude.

As far as temperature is concerned, winter begins in October

and continues into May; summer does not exist. There are,

however, occasional days when real and delightful summer
weather occurs, the maximum temperature mounting to 80 or

higher. On the other hand, it is rare that a month passes with-

out frost. Winter cold as known in the Prairie Provinces is

likewise rare, the lowest temperature on record at Hebron being

only -42. March to August show the largest diurnal ranges
of temperature, October and November the least, the average
for the two latter months being only 10 degrees.

Precipitation along the coast ranges from 20 to 25 inches,

most of which comes in autumn. January anc^ February have

the least rain or snow. These months are also the least cloudy.

The increasing hours of sunshine at this season, make these

months and March the finest of the year. As early as 1776,

Capt. Cartwright was favorably impressed with the 'Labrador

weather when he wrote1
: "Notwithstanding the weather is

so extremely severe, yet the cold feels healthy and pleasant;
much more so than the winters of Europe; nor 'does it ever

cause a person to shake." Not all winters are so free of stormi-

ness as these facts might indicate. The highest wind velocities

occur from November to January, and about one day in twelve

has winds of gale force. A heavy snowfall followed by high
wind may occasionally give rise to a condition similar to this

described by Capt. Cartwright2 : "This morning, two-thirds of

my house was so entirely drifted over, as to appear like a hill ;

and nobody would suppose it to be any other, were it not for

the top of the chimney." The shifting of the prevailing wind
to a northeasterly quadrant during the period from May to

August means increased cloudiness and chilly damp weather.

*C. W. Townsend, C*pt. CartwriffJit and Hit Labrador Journal, Williams & Norgate.
London, 1911, p. 180.

'Ibid, p. 221.
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It is also at this time that most of the few dense fogs are experi-

enced: one day each in May and June, three in July, and two
in August on the average. That fogs are so infrequent along
this coast is a point to be stressed ; Belle Isle is really the north-

ern limit. Grenfell states that "many times as we have steamed

out of the strait [of Belle Isle] in thick fog, and passed the

ILLUS. 42 The fiorded coast of northern Labrador affords some protec-
tion from Atlantic gales. The absence of trees and of cultivated lands

bear certain testimony of the chill and bleak summers.

southern corner of Labrador, we emerged from what, on look-

ing back, resembled a dark wall, to bask suddenly in the clear-

est of sunshine."1

The character of the weather by months and the effects of

that weather upon the people have been so graphically described

by Grenfell that his account is here presented verbatim2 :

"January* The second coldest of the winter months; only
occasional temperatures above freezing, and then only for a
short spell. The whole country everywhere Is under ice and
snow. The first winter mail arrives from Quebec by dog train.

Natural bridges make it possible to cross all the rivers, bays,
and arms of the sea. Thus, traveling is usually begun in this

month, though in the green woods snow is not yet hard packed,
and consequently one has to go round the "drogues/ as we call

them. The dogs are able to go fifty to sixty miles in a day.
The shortness of the days is the chief drawback. The settlers

1 GrenfeU, op. cit., p. 70.

*From W. T. GrenfeD, Labrador, pp. 74-80. By permission of The Macmfflan Co,,

publishers.
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are all in their homes in the woods at the heads of the bays.

They are trapping fur, hunting deer, and lumbering. The
great herds of deer are in the low marshes and woods near
the landwash, and are often obtainable in great plenty. Willow

grouse and rabbits are plentiful at times in the woods. Harp
seals are being netted as they pass south along the Labrador
coast. The sea is impossible to navigation during this month.

"February. The coldest month with seldom any 'let up'

temperatures in the north even falling on rare occasions to 45-

50 below zero F. Traveling is improved by the heavier falls

of snow, which fill the dangerous hollows and smooth off the

rough, rocky points. The Arctic ice blocks the coast and keeps
the swell from breaking up the ice in the bays. The Strait of
Belle Isle is choked. The hood and harp seals are working
southwards in the sea off Newfoundland and in the Gulf, to

whelp on the loose floes around which they find fish. Fox-
trapping with hunting for marten or sables, minks, musquash,
and other species is in full swing on the land.

"March. A splendid, bright, bracing, cold month. The
reflection of the sun from the snow makes it imperative to

protect the eyes with coloured spectacles, since a single day's
exposure will blind a man. The skin gets so tanned that whites

begin to resemble Indians in colour. White settlers never lose

the tawny colour. This constant sun bath, in spite of low tem-
peratures, has an excellent tonic effect on weakly people. The
snow is now hard, and it is as easy to travel through thick
woods as in the open. Much longer distances can be covered

by the dogs in a day; they can be given their heads to choose
their own paths.' Furs are in their prime. The annual seal

hunt from Newfoundland takes place, and all along the south-
ern seaboard the settlers are on the watch for baby seals on
the ice. Some of the birds are breeding, e. g., the Canada jay.
Settlers are cutting logs and hauling them out for summer fire*

wood. Some traps are now taken up, as certain furs cease to
be in prime condition.

"April* The bright, hot sun in the middle of the day begins
to thaw the snow, which freezes hard again at night. Travel-

ing is done mostly in the early morning. The ice at times clears

off enough to leave a narrow strip of open water along the

exposed coast. Ducks and geese, with other smaller birds, such
as the snow-bunting and the 'northern shrike, begin to arrive
from the south. Some men are now netting seals if the season
is early; others are still working at twine for summer use.

Shooting sea-birds from the headlands offers good sport. Fur
shows clear loss in value. Many settlers return to summer fish-

ing stations, using dogs and komatiks to transport all their
summer necessities out to the islands. Others who take care
of and repair the stations of our summer visitors are hard at

work on houses and stagings. On fine days these men, while
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at their outside work, venture ou or* the runninir ice. Most

years, however, the ice is too hard near the shore, and to go
off far from shore, hauling

1 small boats on runners, is restricted

to the hardier and more venturesome. Through the ice of the

ponds in southern Labrador, good trout fishing can he obtained.

"May. Navigation as far as the south part of the east coast

is practicable, though onshore winds will bring the floe-ice in

at any time and block all the harbours and bays. Still, one or
two venturesome vessels come down with safety to southern

Labrador, seldom taking any harm from the ice beyond what
they are liable to at any time of year. American bankers are

baiting in the straits, and French fishermen from Newfound-
land arrive on the Treaty Shore opposite. The first steamer to

carry mails leaves St. John's for Labrador. The rivers and
bays break up. The last of the people move out to their sum-
mer homes for the fishery. Good trout fishing is to be had in

the rivers or in the lakes through the ice. Foxes have their

young and sea-birds are nesting all along the coast on the
islands and rocks. Many people gather the eggs and store them
for eating. Traps are all taken in by the first day, as the fur
is now losing colour and the long 'king* hairs fall. Seals are

beating north; swatchihg or shooting them from the ice pans
as they come up to take breath forms a very favorite pastime.
Old harps and bedlamer seals are caught on southern Labrador
in great frame nets. Farther north the Eskimo are hunting
the walrus. The deer are all going north and taking to the
hills. The native bears leave their caves; any white bears that

have gone south on the floes begin to work north again.
"June. Most of the snow has gone, though in places it

remains to the water-level. Ground is still hard frozen, with
occasional frosts at night. Arctic ice still besets the coast. Fish-

ing vessels work down along the straits and the southern part
of the east coast. Some years the mail boat gets as far as Ham-
ilton Inlet; other years ice inside the islands is as hard as at

any time in the winter. In the straits the cod-fishery is in

full swing, while on the east coast the southerners in the

schooners are up the bays getting wood for firing, for stages,
etc. Americans, Canadians, and West Coast Newfoundlanders
are trawling in the straits and Gulf. The sea is very calm,

owing to the ice outside. The brilliancy of the sun, the innu-

merable icebergs, the return of the whales, and the fleets of

fishing vessels make the scenic effects some of the best in the

year. In the inlets the salmon and trout fisheries are being

prosecuted. Deer seek the hills to avoid 'the mosquitoes. The
does are with their fawns in the woods. Black bear seek the

fish along the land-wash. Most of the small bird visitors from
the south have arrived. Lean dogs wander about everywhere,
searching for meat, for they are no longer fed, and as yet there

are no fish heads and offal for them.
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"July. Most of the ice and snow are gone from the land. The
ground at the heads of the bays thaws out enough to sow seed.

The main steamer now usually reaches her northern limit at

Nain, visiting all along as she goes. The caplin are working
into the land farther north and attracting the codfish. Salmon
in the river begin to take the fly. The young ducks and other

sea-birds are hatched out. Pleasure schooners can get down
among the Eskimo who are now out at their summer fishing
stations in skin tents. The salmon fishing with nets in the

inlets is going on, and the cod-fishery begins with the caplin
school. Mosquitoes hatch out and are troublesome.

"August. Southern cod-fishers reach their extreme northern

limit, and fish are taken as far as Cape Chidley. Caplin begin
to die or leave the shore, cod following them out of the bays.
The salmon-fishery in the sea is at an end. The salmon and
trout in the rivers rise to the fly well. The best fiords and the
least-known northern bays are accessible to pleasure yachts.

Icebergs in greatest abundance are noW to be seen. They are

continually driving south with the Arctic current. The flap-

pers of water-fowl are big enough to shoot. Old ducks and
divers are moulting, and, being unable to fly, escape pursuit
only by diving. The first foreign vessels with dried fish leave
the coast. Cloudberries and other berries, e. g. bilberries, cur-

rants, raspberries, begin to ripen. Formerly large flocks of
curlew came down to feed on these. The young geese in the

bays are beginning to fly.

"September. Hooks and lines replace the large trap nets, as
the cod are now only to be taken in deep water. Northern
schooners begin to come south with cargoes of green fish. The
first snow falls about Cape Chidley, and frosts begin to set in

at nights. Deer are to be had in the country. Geese and black
duck are seeking the salt water in the daytime, and may be
shot flighting. The mosquitoes are no longer troublesome.
Grouse are to be shot on the hills, and afford excellent sport.
Small migratory birds begin to leave. Berries are plentiful
and add materially to a camper's menu. Caribou leave the hills

for the marshes. All together, this is the best month for sports-
men to visit Labrador, except for salmon fishing.

"October. The southern fishermen mostly leave. Pleasure
schooners must do the same. Fish are still to be taken in deep
water with long lines. Frosts at night are often severe, and
many harbours begin to 'catch over' with ice.

"Ducks and geese leave the coast. Deer are rutting, but are
now nearer the seaboard in the leads and marshes. The winds
are high and cold, but they are nearly all westerly and off the
land; thus the sea is often smooth alongshore. The most dis-

astrous storms, however, have occurred in this month. All the

trappers are busy taking supplies into the country and prepar-
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ing their traps. Otter*, foxc*. mink, brtiv^r, etc., cuirif* in sea-

son. They are, however, not really ^>r;n:/ Large Labrador
herring are taken in grill nl>. L^SK- auks, puffins, murrelet?,
arid other diving bird',* are very plentiful, passing

1

south. The
lakes all freeze over, and the hilltop.-? aru all capped with snow.

''Xcu'eMber* The last of thn southerners leave. The mail
steamer makes her last visit. Winter has really arrived. Not
a craft left afloat on the court by the end of the month. Trap-
ping is especially now for foxes and mink on the seaboard.

Many settlers on the 'outside* are engaged with seal nets. The
rest have gone to their homes among the trees at the bottom of

the long bays.
"The last of the ducks and geese leave. Hares, rabbits*

grouse, etc., assume their winter colouring. Dogs are now fed

up for their winter work. Lumbermen are in the wood cutting

logs.

"December. The short days tend to make this the most
dismal month, but the dog driving begins and the assumption of

snowshoes, or 'ski/ also helps to enliven matters. Any game
killed now will remain good till June, being hard frozen as soon
as killed. All along northern Labrador many seals are being
netted. Even the large rivers are now safe to cross on the

ice, but in some of the arms of the sea there is still no ice that
will bear, owing to the tide. Some of the best furs are now
taken in the country. The first dog mail leaves for Quebec at

Christmas/*

THE LABRADOR PENINSULA INTERIOR

There is probably no other large single area on the North

American continent about the climate of which so little is

known. Its east-west extent, from 500 to 1000 miles, and its

north-south extent through about ten degrees of latitude give

this region an area considerably larger than British Columbia.

So far as it is known, most of the Peninsula is a moderately

high, rolling -plateau averaging about 2000 feet in elevation. The

fact that winds blowing over it from west, north or east have

come from ice-cold waters means that the climate cannot be

other than cool in summer and raw in winter, especially near

the shores.

This general inhospitability of the climate has prevented, to

a considerable degree, thorough exploration of the interior and

the development of any of its natural resources. Another factor

has been the inability to raise vegetable food. Even as far

south as Mistassini Post, which lies on the extreme southern

margin of the region, summer frosts are so prevalent that pota-
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toes, about the only crop attempted, rarely mature. Obviously,
farther north in the interior, conditions would be even less

favorable for vegetable growing. At Fort Chimo, near Ungava
Bay, mean temperatures for July and August are slightly above
50 c

; so that by using considerable care, lettuce, radishes, and

turnips sometimes mature.

A third, and probably the most significant factor, which has
militated against the development of the country, has been the

mosquito and his potent ally, the sand-fly. There is no escape
from the ravages of these insects. Prichard who followed up
the Fraser River from Nain, over the divide and down into the

George River Valley, refers to mosquitoes as follows1
: "As to

their numbers, I am hopeless of giving any idea of them. Suf-

fice it to say that when Hardy put his military blanket out to

air, phalanxes three or four deep settled upon it, until its colour

changed from brown to grey a seething and loathesome mass
of insects; and presently as we moved about, above each of us

rolled a pillar of mosquitoes, revolving and buzzing, and thou-

sands strong." At another time the same author relates2 : "I

covered my face with a veil, but could get no clear air through

it, so thickly did the mosquitoes settle/' Leonidas Hubbard,
who lost his life in October, 1903, in attempting a traverse

from Grand Lake to the George River, wrote in his diary as

follows3 : "Sand-flies awful nasty, vindictive ; bite out chunks

and streak our hands and faces with blood. Mosquitoes posi-

tively friendly by contrast. Tried net could not see ; then tried

dope some help." At other places in his diary are found such

phrases as: "flies awful"; "flies hellish"; "mosquitoes
millions."

Since there are no permanent habitations of the white man
in this vast wilderness of forest, muskeg, tundra and swamp,
the only knowledge of the meteorology must come through study

of the reports of casual visitors and by adopting an extrap-

olative method in the use of the available records of the margins.
Fort Chimo in the north, Fort George on the west, Mistassini

Post on the south, and the Labrador coast stations on the east

furnish data upon which an estimate of the climate of the

interior may be based. From the records of these stations, it

*H. EL, Prichard, Through Trackles* Labrador, Sturgis and Walton Co., New York,
11, p. 68'.

*Jbid., p. T6.

Casper Whitney, "The Leonidas Hubbard. Jun., Expedition into Labrador/' Outing.
V. 45, 1905, pp. 648-689.
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would appear that the interior po5.<tw<v a enrr.

in modified form. That is, ir.ean ttr.r^r^t 1;?*

presumably a little above 50" wheiv;r.v the iutlt'v.*o "foe? rot

Interfere; and mean January temperatures probably range
from -10- to -20 =p

. These are essentially the renditions at Fort

Chimo; there is no reason to believe that the ciimatc of the

interior is any less rigorous* Extreme minima of -30- to ~5(P

are probably not unusual. Since there are no known winds of

chinook character in any part of this region and since probably
half the area is 200 miles from salt water, the winters must be

continuously severe and unrelieved by frequent days above

freezing as in the same latitudes west of Hudson Bay. In

summer, temperatures of 80 or higher are probably not uncom-
mon. Eighty-eight degrees has been recorded as far north as

Fort Chimo, and 94 has been reported from Northwest River,1

In the southeastern portion of the region around Lake Melville,

the summers must have mean temperatures well above 50 in

order to account for the native tall, straight spruce, one of which

was measured and found to he nine feet inr sciz-cumference.2

Prichard, however, in his trip across the Height of Land at 58

Degrees north latitude, mentions the dwarfed character of the

vegetation, most of it too small even for firewood.8 The pro-

tected and better drained river valleys appear to abound in

good-sized spruce and juniper. It is said that the walls of

buildings at Fort Chimo are constructed of logs, although trees

there rarely exceed ten inches in diameter*4

The precipitation is probably everywhere between 20 and SO

inches. What percentage of this comes in the form of snow
is difficult to say. Snow usually begins in September and lasts

through May and most reports indicate that it rains a little at

least every other 8&y from June to August. The alternation of

sunshine and showers evidently prompted Mrs. Hubbard to call

the upper George Valley a "land of rainbows."5

A summary of the climate of the Labrador Peninsula as

reported by A. P. Low is given below :

1 Kindle, Canada North of Fifty-Six D0r*, p. 61.

* (Mm.) Leonidas Hubbard, Jr., "Labrador from Lake Melville to Ungava Bay/* Bull,

Am. Gfeoffr. Soc., v. 38, 1906, p. 58S.

Prichard, op, cit, pp. 97 and 101.

* Kindle, op. cit., p. 61*

* (Mrs.) Hdbbard, op. cit, p. 538.

*A. P. Low, Extracts from Report on Explorations in ths Labrador PtnvMula^ Dept,
of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries, Province of Quebec, Quebec, 1915, pp. 11-12.
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'The summer season begins almost simultaneously through-
out the interior, and the jump from winter into summer, occurs

as a rule during the first two weeks of June, when the snow
disappears, and the ice leaves the rivers and lakes, except the

largest, where it often remains until July. With the disappear-
ance of the snow and ice, the temperature during the day rap-

idly increases, and the leaves are almost immediately put forth

by trees and bushes. During 1894, frosts were of almost nightly
occurrence until June 28th, when a thin sheet of ice was formed
in the vessels about camp, and slight flurries of snow fell in

the morning. After this date no frost was noted, but, ther-

mometers having unfortunately been broken, the exact tempera-
ture could not be taken. To the north of latitude 52, snow
falls and ice begins to form in the small lakes about the middle
of September. From early in October the snow remains perma-
nently, and all the smaller lakes are solidly frozen, so that, for
the greater part of the interior plateau, there is at most only
three months of summer. The temperature during the winter

season, is often very low on the interior high lands, away from
the influence of the sea. The coldest months-are December,
January, and February.

"According to reports of the Indians, the ice in Lake Michi-
kamau is 7 feet 6 inches thick on the average, and the amount
of continuous frost to form such a thickness must be very great.
The ice in Lake Winokapau, in the deep valley of the Hamilton

River, was from actual measurement found to be 4 feet 9 inches.

From the journal kept at the post on this lake, between 1866
and 1874, the first snow generally fell about September 20th
and continued until June, the latest record being June 10th. The
lowest temperature recorded was 55 below zero. Geese and
summer birds arrived on or about May 10th. From the jour-
nals at Northwest River port, the lowest temperature recorded
from 1867 to 1893 was 53 below zero. There are several

observations of 45 below zero, which appears to be the mini-
mum winter temperature of most years. At Rigolet where the

temperature is moderated by the open sea, the thermometer
rarely registers 40 below zero. At Fort Chimo, where the open
sea is not far distant, 45 below zero is said to be the lowest

temperature registered. The summer temperature of the
Atlantic coast region is considerably lower than inland or

along the western coast. As a rule the thermometer in the

interior north of Mistassini rarely rises above 80 during
the middle of the day on more than a few days during the
summer season.

"The temperature depends greatly on the direction of the
winds. During the summer, south and south-west winds pre-
vail in the interior, and are accompanied by higher temperature
and often overcast sky, with drizzling rain. The west and
northwest winds bring clear weather with lowering tempera-
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ture, especially during the winter season. North and north-

east winds are usually accompanied by heavy storms of rain

and snow, with cold moist atmosphere. East and south-east

winds, as a rule, blow with clear, pleasant weather.

"The precipitation of moisture over .the interior area is not

great. During the winter the snowfall varies from three to

six feet, and the greater part of it descends during the periods
of north and north-east wind, which are not common; the
north-west wind, blowing at least three-quarters of the time

ILLUS. 43 Even in mid-August parts of Ungava Bay are choked with
ice which drifts in from the Hudson Straits.

during the winter season, is accompanied by a bright clear

atmosphere. During the summer season, the precipitation, if

not great, is constant, as a day rarely passes without drizzle,

or thunder showers, which lower the temperature.
"At Northwest River, the head of Hamilton Inlet freezes

completely over between the 1st and 15th of December, and
opens again between May 15th and June 15th. Snow falls early
in October, and from that date to about the first week in May,
the latest record being July 2nd. At Rigolet, the outer part
of Hamilton Inlet rarely or never freezes solid before the mid-
dle of January, and in some winters does not close at all This
is due to the strong currents in this part of the inlet Sand-
wich Bay, nearly one hundred miles farther south, generally
freezes over in the end of December, and the same time may
be taken as that of the closing of most of , the larger fiords of

the Atlantic coast. About Fort Chimo, the lower grounds are

permanently covered with snow by the 1st of December, this

covering remaining until the 10th of June. The higher hills

retain snow until the last of August, and by the middle of Sep-
tember snow again covers the tops of the distant high hills.'*



CHAPTER VIII

THE ARCTIC PRAIRIES AND ARCHIPELAGO

The region under consideration in this chapter embraces all

the islands of the so-called Arctic Archipelago; it also includes

a large triangular area of the mainland of Canada situated

north of the 60th parallel west of Hudson Bay and north of the

50-degree isotherm for July (Fig. 29), This whole Arctic

region comprises probably 20% of the total area of the Domin-

ion, In general, it is marked by the absence of tree growth;

yet there are numerous outliers of spruce, poplar, birch, and

other trees lying well within the region. O'Neill states that

birches, six inches in diameter, are found in the upper Mac-

kenzie Delta; and that willows eight to ten feet in height are

found within a few miles of the coast, although at the coast

they are only two feet high.
1 A fur-trader from Victoria Island

stated that willows and alders there grew large enough for use

in building the sides and roofs to cabins. 2

The climate of the Arctic, as this region may well be called,

is characterized as a whole by long, though not exceedingly cold,

winters, short summers, and relatively long transition seasons.

The term season should not be considered to mean the same as

in southern Canada. Winter as understood in the south is

really ten months long in the Far North; the remaining two

months are like spring or autumn. If, however, changes are

based on length of daylight and darkness as well as on cold and

warmth, then the four seasons mentioned may be distinguished.

Around Coronation Gulf,

"The Eskimos divide the year into five parts and conduct

their movements accordingly. A decided break from the grip
of winter occurs about the middle of April, and by the end of

May all the snow has disappeared from the land except where

large drifts remain along the cliffs. The sun is quite hot in

April, the seals come out on the ice and the caribou begin
their migration to the northern islands. In May, the wild-fowl
arrive and after them the small birds; the sun shines for twenty-

ij, J. O'Neill "Geology and Geography/* Report oj the Canadian Arctic Expedition,
1913-1S, F. A. Adand, Ottawa, 1924, pp. 15A-16A.

'Alexander Ifadnnfe, New York Times, March 3, 1925, p. 22.
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four hours and the vegetation re-jpnniL* rapidly so that by the
middle of June many wild floy^-iv ar? \:> i^vni, the slopes and
valleys are green and small minima!.* a:v X'-e:: everywhere. At
this time thj flie? begin to n;^:e tzk-ir presence felt, and soon
the mosquitoes an? FO nr.mfnui/i tr.tu ^:^ is reminded of sum-
mer in northrrii Ontario, Black i'l;*^ p.r* rare- on the coast, but
are too abundant for comfort alony ,s';ir? of the rivers.
"The rivers are usually free of ice early in June, and by July,

most of the small lakes are open. Great Bear Lake breaks up
about June 20th and the ice in Coronation gulf at about the
same time. The ice is then rapidly crushed into small pieces
and disappears before August, Of all the ice on the Arctic

coast, that which offers most obstruction to navigation is in

Beaufort sea. This ice drifts around all summer and responds
to all variations of wind and tide.

"By September, the days are shortening and light snow-
storms occur and, by October, all the small lakes are frozen.

The swift rivers freeze before the middle of the month, the

migratory birds depart for the south and, by the end of the

month, the shore ice is thick enough to permit travelling by
sled. The sun disappears altogether in November; but, even
in the middle of December, on clear days there is sufficient

light for traveling for about five hours/ 11

With few exceptions, altitude plays a small part in the cli-

mate because the lands are relatively low. The relief, however,
is varied ; it is, therefore, significant especially in the localities

where observations have been taken, most of these points being

located in protected bays and fiords. In most cases these situa-

tions favor higher rather than lower temperatures, because of

the adiabatic warming of the air as it descends into the fiords.

Mean and minimum temperatures in winter apparently are not

so low as farther south in the interior of the continent.

Where the land mass is large and where the water bodies are

ice-covered, winters may be somewhat more severe, taking on

the characteristic features of a continental climate. In the sum-

mer, however, the cold and generally ice-choked waters prevent

mean temperatures from exceeding 50; for, in the course of

the summer, the old ice no sooner shows signs of disappearing

than the new ice of the waning summer begins to form. More-

over, even though the insolation in summer is almost continu-

ous, it is relatively weak; and so much is reflected or applied

directly to melting snow and ice, thawing out the frozen sur-

face and evaporating water from the thoroughly soaked ground

* O'Neffl, op. dt,
J>

. 72A.
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that the surface and the air in contact with it do not become
very warm.

Precipitation is uniformly light, being under 10 inches except

along the southeastern margins of the region. A three-year
record at Fort Conger shows less than 4 inches a year. Snow-

fall, likewise, is light, the annual total, particularly in the mid-
dle and western portions, not exceeding two feet. Snow, except
in the warmer seasons, comes in the form of minute spicules

which form so compact a mass that a cubic foot of this snow
will weigh 30 pounds; that is, two inches of this snow may be

equivalent to about one inch of rain. 1 Near open waters onshore

winds sometimes bring in frost fog which yields some precipi-

tation, but which offers a serious handicap to navigation. Ordi-

nary fogs are probably no more frequent than farther south,

certainly not so frequent as in the region of contact between
the Labrador Current and the Gulf Stream.

All seasons tend to be stormy. Unlike middle latitudes, how-

ever, the north is not so stormy in winter as one might expect.
At this season the paths "of cyclones are well to the south,

although there are times when storm centers cross Hudson Bay
and Labrador, usually on their way toward southern Green-

land. Then they bring heavy snows to the southeastern sec-

tion of the Arctic. Also, well developed cyclones occasionally

cross the region farther north when 'the winter winds of the

Far North are almost unimaginable by anyone who has never

experienced them."2 On the other hand, a December or January

may pass with only calm and clear weather being experienced.

Spring is stormy, as the belt of storms moves northward. Sum-
mer is, on the whole, relatively quiet. At this season cyclonic

storms are not so frequent nor so well developed. Autumn,
when water bodies are still open and markedly in contrast with

the rapidly cooling lands, is unquestionably the stormy season,

the worst months being October and November.

Chipman and Cox characterize the climate and the human
responses to it in the region around Coronation Gulf as follows8 :

"The Arctic coast region is subject to fewer extremes of tem-
perature than is northern Ontario or the prairie provinces.
During three years on the Arctic coast we had no temperature

1 Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Arctic Regions, p. 312.

*K. E. Peary, The North Pole, P. A. Stokes, New York, 1910, p. 178.
* Kenneth G. Chipman and John R. Cox, "Geographical Notes on the Arctic Coast of

Canada/* Report of the Canadian Arctic Expedition, 1913-18, F. A. Acland, Ottawa, 1924,
p. 32B.
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lower than -50 F. in the winter, nor can the writers recall any
above 76 F. in summer.
"The cold is by no means extreme in Coronation gulf, but

a penetrating wind blows almost continuously. We have seen

dogs from the interior, accustomed to a dry windless tempera-
ture of 60 to 70 degrees below zero, that were miserably cold
in zero weather on the coast. The gulf is completely frozen
over during the winter and the cold is accompanied by less

humidity than in other parts of the Arctic, where there is open
water during this season. Blizzards are common, but are
neither as frequent nor as severe as in a more mountainous
country, or one with more open water; and, generally, air con-
ditions are much more stable.

"In Coronation gulf there is continuous daylight for more
than two and a half months in the summer, from May 10 to

August 1. For about one and three-quarter months of this
time the sun is continuously above the horizon. On the other

hand, during December and January the sun does not appear
above the horizon for over a month. This period is not entirely
dark for there are from four to five hours a day of very fair

light
"Precipitation is very light. The snowfall in winter does

not exceed two feet, and in summer there is seldom heavy rain.

The ground is usually free from snow, except in an occasional

gully, for three or four months during the year.
"There is little doubt that fur clothing is best suited to the

country. It is light, more comfortable, and warmer than any
white man's clothing that could be taken in. That worn by
the Eskimos of Coronation gulf, however, is not very satisfac-

tory for the use of white men. Anyone with experience could

have suitable clothing made in the district but the maximum
comfort can be secured from the clothing made by the Alaskan
or Mackenzie Delta Eskimos. They select and dress the skins

more carefully; the clothing is better made; and the design and
fit are, in every way, more satisfactory for the use of the white
man. The skin used for clothing is almost invariably that of

the caribou killed in the early fall before the hair has grown
too long*
"A sleeping bag made from long-haired winter caribou skin

is lighter, warmer, and more comfortable than either woolen
blankets or eiderdown. A sleeping bag, weighing nine pounds,
with a light canvas cover (weighing three pounds) to keep out

the snow, is comfortable at any temperature.
"For use in the summer, the clothing of the white man is bet-

ter than that of the Eskimos; but for the greater part of the

year, native clothing is to be preferred."

North of the arctic circle the phenomenon which is particu-

larly significant in the climate of the region and which has a
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most profound effect upon the lives and activities of its few
inhabitants is the seasonal changes in the length of daylight
and darkness. Indeed, even south of the arctic circle, these

changes are of considerable importance if not so extreme.

A reference again to Table 4 shows the approximate number
of hours the sun is above the horizon on the 21st day of each

month at the various latitudes. This table reveals the fact

that the southern limit of the Arctic may have a maximum
duration of sunshine of less than 20 hours ; although over most
of the region, because it lies well north of the arctic circle, the

sun may remain continuously above the horizon for more than

one day even as long as five months at the northern extrem-

ity of Ellesmere Island, 83 degrees north latitude.

Ekblaw who spent four years with the Crockerland Expedi-
tion to northern Greenland and Ellesmere Island, vividly

describes the annual succession of daylight and darkness at

Etah situated on the northwest coast of Greenland on Smith

Sound, about 77 degrees north latitude. The description applies

equally well to all of the region north of the arctic circle except
as altitude of the sun or the total time the sun is above the

horizon might alter it.
1

"At Etah the period of so-called Arctic night begins on Octo-
ber 21 when even at noon-day the sun does not rise above the
horizon in the due south, unless by refraction it should still

appear to do so. After the sun has first disappeared it lights
the southern sky quite brightly and for several noonday hours
each day, but this daily period of twilight rapidly shortens and
grows fainter until by mid-November only a noonday flush
indicates south, and even this soon after fades away, and for
almost two months, Thule is a land of darkness.

"This Arctic night is not so dark nor so disheartening as
the imagination of temperate and tropical peoples is wont to

picture it. Even when most intense at the winter solstice, the
Arctic 'midnight/ the darkness, except in times of heavy cloudi-

ness and storm, does not approach the utter blackness of trop-
ical midnight. For ten to twelve days of every month the moon
circles the sky, often when in its fullest phase; the brilliant stars

Vega, Capella, Arcturus and others in the magnificent Arctic
constellations that revolve about Polaris almost at the zenith,

give noticeable light; most of the light that falls from moon
and stars is reflected from the glittering snow-and-ice fields;
and the eyes of the Eskimo, like those of the animals and birds
that winter there, become adjusted to the diminished light, and

1 W. E. Ekblaw, The Polar Eskimo; Their Land, and Life, Doctor's Dissertation, Clark
University, Worcester, 1926. Used by permission of the author.
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all activities go on but slightly r^rwl nr restricted by the
absence of sunlight.
'Then about mid-January the soft r<\-e an< gold of the noon-

day flush reappears or. the southern homon and waxes longer
and brighter each day until at noon on February 21, the upper
limb of the sun, large and red, gleams soft and bright above
the southern horizon for a few moment/. The sun has come
back. The long night is over. The next day the whole sun

appears, and seems to roll along the horizon a few degrees for
a few minutes: the next day it has risen quite above the horizon
and covers an arc of several degrees; the next few days the
time and the arc lengthen fast.

"In a month, when the vernal equinox has come, the sun is

above the horizon for twelve hours, and set for twelve hours;
but because of the brilliant twilight the day is really almost
or quite eighteen hours in length, and night is reduced to a
scant six hours of darkness a pale gray darkness that is not

darkly black even at midnight.
"The time of sunshine lengthens each day, and night grows

lighter, until on April 21 there is no sunset. The sun merely
dips down to the horizon due north at midnight, and begins at
once to rise to another circle a little higher than the day before.

Day by day it rises in the sky until the summer solstice, when
the full glory of Arctic day with the sun at maximum meridian

height floods the whole top of the world within the Arctic Circle.

"For two months more the twenty-four hour sunlight con-

tinues but through these two months the daily circle sweeps
nearer and nearer the horizon, finally to dip down below it due
north at midnight on August 21. As the midnight sun sinks

down behind the high cliffs, the long east-west fiords are veiled

in shadow and grow so cold that ice begins to form, and the

inland lakes set among the high hills fast freeze solid. Winter

begins to come as soon as the sun begins to set.

"After August 21, the midnight twilight 'is bright for yet
two weeks, and though the sun sets for a longer time each

night there is but little darkness until the autumnal equinox,
and then it is only a heavy gray dusk at midnight. But after

September 21, night, such as it is, comes on apace and the

winter begins in real earnest. All the streams freeze solid, there

is no melting even at noon, and the ice-foot appears along the

strand.
"As mid-October approaches, the arc the sun describes across

the southern sky grows daily shorter, the hours of night grow
longer and darker, and sunrise and sunset fast merge into one

continuous flush over the southern sky; on October 21 the last

thin wafer of the sun's red disk slips along the horizon due

south, and winter and night again become one and the same.

The ice-foot forms firm and fast along the shore, and rapidly

the fiords and bays freeze over.
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"When first the sun appears in February, it gives merely a

red light, with no appreciable heat; it lies so low in the sky-

that most of its heat rays are filtered out. At the vernal equi-
nox the sun is a scant twelve degrees above the horizon at noon-

day, less than one-eighth the way to the zenith, about as far

as it has risen at half past seven that same day in New York.
Even at midsummer height at the time of the summer solstice,

the noonday sun at Etah is not quite thirty-six degrees above
the horizon, less than ten degrees higher than the midwinter
noonday sun at XewT York.

"These low-angled rays of the sun reflected from the snow-
and-ice-clad surface, can have but little heat effect, though
they serve to light the land brilliantly. The advantages of the
steep southward facing cliffs upon which the sun's rays fall

most perpendicularly during the period of early spring sun-

shine, is thus emphasized. As the sun rises higher and higher
in the sky, the cliffs and steep slopes are heated even more rap-
idly, and as the arc of the sun's route across the sky is extended
northward farther each day until sunset and sunrise merge due
north, even the northward facing cliffs share in the direct heat,

though noon on the northward facing cliffs and midnight on
the southward facing cliffs are cold and chill in shadow.
"On horizontal surfaces the snow and ice do not begin to

melt until after mid-April, when the midnight sun begins and
the noon sun is eighteen degrees high and then only in shel-

tered situations. Mid-May comes before general noontime melt-

ing begins; and until the first of June the noon temperature
rarely rises above freezing on gray or overcast days. The chill

winds sweeping down from the great reservoirs of cold off
the ice-cap and the polar seas to the northward counteract the

increasing effect of the sun's more vertical rays until about
mid-June.

"It is only from mid-June to mid-August that the sun is gen-
erally effective throughout the twenty-four hours, melting snow
and ice from the flat lands and inland pools. The inland
streams and pools and lakes begin to open about midsummer
a few in sheltered recesses among hills or at the foot of south-
ward facing slopes open as early as June first and begin to
freeze at night about mid-August, when the sun's rays at noon
again form an angle of eighteen degrees with the earth's surface
as they did in mid-April.
"From mid-August to mid-October the time of freezing each

day lengthens fast. By mid-September most of the streams are
frozen dry, and scums of salt water ice form along the shore
to spread far out over the sea whenever the wind is in the north
or clouds darken the daytime skies. The sinking sun gives
little heat for a month before it disappears.

"After the sun has disappeared and the cold shadowless twi-

light of noonday and the gray dusk of night have set in, freez-
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ing goes on apace. All land water is frozen and only h:g*h v;ir/Js

and surging waves or racing tides, prevent the laying r>i a solid

sheet of ice over the whole sea.

"While yet the sun is high enough in summer to yj^lrl appre-
ciable heat, cloudy and overcast skies tend to lower the tem-

perature and retard melting. After the sun has gone, low iji

fo*r cover*

JFMAMJJASOMD
PiG. 54. Temperature and precipitation charts for Fort Conger

and Lake Harbour.

clouds particularly tend to blanket the heat given off by the

open water. Summer clouds lend chill; winter clouds hold

heat"

One of the most trying effects of the long hours of sunshine

comes in the form of snowblindness, especially in early spring

when the ground is still covered with snow, and clouds are few.

Persons foreign to the region are particularly susceptible to this

affliction and need to protect their eyes against the intense

reflected insolation.

Of all the seasons winter has the most profound effect upon
the people of the Arctic. Most activities during the other sea-

sons are preparations for this long period of cold. The long

period of darkness each day or over a series of days permits

only a minimum of hunting and trapping especially in the far

north.
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As pointed out earlier, minimum winter temperatures in the

northern islands are not extremely low, although mean tem-

perature? are lower than most of tho?e experienced in the

interior &* Canada. The lowest average mean temperature,
-29 \ comes 112 January; some places in tht- Mackenzie region

have means slightly lower. The highest mean January tempera-
ture, -22% occurs at Herschel Island (7 years) ; the lowest at

Fort Conger (2 years) and at Dealy Island (1 year), each

with -37% Below zero mean temperatures may be expected

throughout much of the region from November to April. Hence,

though the lowest may in some years and at some places come
soon after the time of lowest sun, yet the period of winter cold

lags far behind it. Minimum temperatures as low as -60 are

probably not uncommon, especially in January and February;

though these two months appear to be the only ones in which

minimum temperatures have not been above freezing. Figs.

54 and 55 show some of the important temperature relations

graphically.

The following excerpts give some indication of the intensity

and steadiness of the winter cold :

"This [February 21st] was the finest and warmest day that

had yet occurred since November. It was calm, and the ther-

mometer continued rising until it reached zero at midnight."
1

"We froze oil of almonds in a shot mold at -40, and fired

it against a target, which it split, rebounding unbroken."2

"It was little more than a school boy's experiment to fire a

ball of frozen mercury through an inch plank."
3

"After Christmas the weather turned very cold; the coldest

spell we had was from January 9th to January 14th, when the

minimum readings were as follows: -57, -51, -56, -59,
-51V4

Anderson found, however, that "winter temperatures on the

coast average considerably warmer than at most points in the

interior" around Battmrst Inlet.5

All explorers of the northland are agreed that the winter

precipitation is light, and that the number T)f days during which
it occurs is few. At Wellington Channel, snow fell on only 11

to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Regions, p. 49.

*Ibi<L, p. 49.

*JbkL, p, 49.
4
Ibid., p, 162.

B. M. Anderson, "Becent Explorations on th Canadian Arctic Court," G*ogr+ Rev.,
v, 4, 1917, p. 261.
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days between one November and the next April, the total num-
ber of days for the year being- SO, with 9 days additional when
rain occurred. At Port Leopold snow occurred on only 4 days
during the four-month period November to February; for the

year there were 70 precipitation days.
1 Snow spicules, how-

ever, may be frequent even on the clearest days.- These

spicules often yield a good proportion of the winter snowfall.

ILLUS. 44-In the arctic winter tiny spicules make up the snow which,
though quite porous, is nevertheless very compact. Temporary, but com-
fortable, shelters are quickly made from blocks of this snow. The scene

is from Bernard Harbour on the mainland near Coronation Gulf.

Sverdrup states that in the latter part of March the weather

was misty and the still damp air so laden with rime that fine

needles of ice fell continuously. He found travel was somewhat

heavy on the dust-like, newly fallen snow.8 It is only this

very compact snow that the Eskimos use for their igloos. Hann
states that on Melville Island, the snow cover amounts to less

than two inches, and that by the middle of April it will measure

only five inches.4 He explains the small amount of snow by

stating that snow flakes do not form with a temperature lower

than-9 .
5

Stefansson states that 75 to 90 per cent of the surface of

Arctic lands is nearly free from snow at all seasons, since the
1 Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of ike Arctic Regions, p. 822.
3
Ibid., 128.

Otto Swdrup, New Land, Vol. I, Longman's Green & Co., N*w York, 1904, p. 352.
4 Julius Hann, H**dtmch der KUmatdoffie, Bund III, J. Enselhprn. Stuttgart* 19X1,

p. 594.

Ibid., p. 596.
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little that falls is swept into the lee of the hills 1
; and Peary

observed that musk-oxen are permitted to graze in winter on

Ellesmere Island because the wind sweeps the snow off the

grasses and tiny willows. 2 One of the Canadian police patrols

found considerable difficulty in sledging across the Arctic

Prairies north of Chesterfield Inlet because of the lack of

snow.3 At Winter Harbour it was reported that "there was

at this period [April] more snow upon the ground than at any
other time of the year, the average depths on the lower parts
of the land being four or five inches, but much less upon the

hills; while in the ravines a very large quantity had been col-

lected."4 On the other hand snowfall may be considerable at

times as Sverdrup experienced at Rice Strait ; "When the mate
tried to go out of the hut he found that we were entirely snowed

up, and he had to break through the roof of the porch and

shovel a way from
v

there. Over the whole of the large hollow

in which the tent stood lay an even sheet of snow, several yards

deep. Of the great stack of meat, about nine feet high, we saw
not a trace."5

There is considerable conflict of opinion regarding the stormi-

ness of the Arctic winter. Calm and clear weather seems to

characterize the season some years ; and during other years sev-

eral blizzards follow one another in rather rapid succession. On
the whole, the western portion of the archipelago, far from open

water, has calmer weather and less snow than the eastern por-

tion near the stormy open sea. Peary vividly describes condi-

tions as experienced at his base off northern Ellesmere

Island6 :

"The north and northwest winds sweeping down along the
coast are the coldest; but for absolutely insane fury, the winds
from the sduth and the southwest, falling off the highland of

the coast with almost the impact of a wall of water, are unsur-

passed anywhere else in the arctic regions. Sometimes these

storms come on gradually, the wind from the northwest steadily

increasing in force and swinging through the west to the south-

west, gathering fury with every hour, until the snow is picked
up bodily from the land and the ice-foot and carried in blinding,
horizontal sheets across the ship/'

1 Kindle, op. cit., p. 79.
* Peary, op. cit., p. 188.

Kindle, op. cit., p. 79.
4 Contributions to OUT Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Region*, p. 262.
* Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 95.

Pear7, op. cit, p. 178.
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A year spent at Port Leopold revealed that December was
the calmest month and that February was exceptionally

stormy.* One year the Gulf of Boothia showed calms to be

frequent from December to March, and the clearest weather
to occur in February and March.2 Jenness states that in the

district around Coronation Gulf January was generally the

coldest, darkest and stormiest month in the year, the only month

ILLUS. 45 June 25, 1928, at Wakeham Bay on the northern coast of the
Labrador Peninsula, is much much like March along the upper St. Lawrence.

that the Eskimos really dreaded. Blizzards often confine them
to their houses five days out of seven, and even if a hunter
should brave the storms he could find no seal holes through the

driving snow.3 An expedition to Northumberland Sound in

1852-53 reported: "As yet we scarcely admit the existence of

a gale, we certainly have not experienced fierce ravages of

tempests or hurricanes/'4 Not many degrees from the same

locality, Sverdrup later reported a wind in December reaching
59 feet per second with the thermometer at -57 !

5 A report
from Wellington Channel states that calms are most frequent

by night, that below -40 it does not blow hard, and that at

-60 wind is not experienced.
6

1 Contribution* to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Regions, p. 322.

"Ibid., p. 46.

Diamond Jenness, The People of the Twiliaht. The Macmillan Co., New York, 1928,
p. 69.

* Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Region*, p. 169.
8 Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 121.
B Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Region*, p. 182.
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It is not to be supposed that all of the vast Arctic region

under consideration is climatically a unit. Undoubtedly condi-

tions vary in this region over a given distance quite as much
as they do in southern Canada. The factors of land and water

(and ice), latitude, relief, prevailing winds and storms apply

in some degree to all parts of the Arctic. The diversities in

winter appear to be greater than those in summer.

The climate of the eastern and southern coasts of southern

Baffin Island is essentially different from that of the Arctic

ILLUS. 46 The snow cover on the ice of Wakeham Bay in February makes
transportation relatively easy and certain.

in general because here the dominating control in winter is not

so much latitude as water the Labrador Current through Davis

Strait and the waters of Hudson Strait. Even though these

waters are cold, by comparison with the frozen lands they are

relatively warm and tend to ameliorate the winter conditions

immediately along the coasts, temperatures for that season

ranging from 10 to 20 or more degrees higher than in the

Mackenzie Valley in the same latitude. As in a marine climate,

February is the coldest month, although both February and
March show the lowest recorded temperatures, -50 at Lake
Harbour in February, -55 at Kingua Fjord in March (one

year record). Winter condii$aas lag on into March and early

April in spite of the higher sun and longer daily period of sun-

shine. In fact, this lag is pronounced far north in Rice Strait
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where the swift current keeps the waters open throughout the

year. This condition is probably emphasized more on the Green-

land than on the Ellesmereland side. During the eleven years
of record at Lake Harbour, January is the only month which
has not shown temperatures above freezing. On the other hand,
there was one February when the temperature failed to go as

high as 0. Temperatures below zero have occurred in all

months except June to September, inclusive.

Comparatively heavy snowfall is a characteristic of this

coastal stretch, the average annual being about nine feet. One
December there was six and one-half feet. November and

December are the the months of heaviest precipitation; Feb-

ruary and March are the months with fewest stormy days. As
pointed out in Chapter II, it is this southern end of Baffinland

which lies in the path of vigorous late autumn cyclones which
cross from Hudson Bay to join the St. Lawrence procession over

the North Atlantic. Prevailing winds are north and east

throughout the long winter.

The transition, from the coldest of winter to the time when
snow leaves the exposed places and plant life is renewed, is

generally a long period in the Arctic. The difference between
this transition period and winter is not a difference in tem-

perature conditions, for temperatures as low as -13 have

occurred in May and as low as 13 even in June; it is rather

a difference in the length of day. In March the days begin to

be longer, and by May they may be 20 or even 24 hours long over

most of the Arctic. It is during this spring or "cold-daylight"

season that the native is most active. Hard snow and ice per-

mit easy sledging; long daylight hours permit a maximum of

hunting. Sverdrup, however, observed that in spite of the low

temperatures in March, with minima of -50 and below, the

sun near noon could work miracles in clear calm weather. 1

And Jenness states2 : "We lingered a fortnight on the sea-ice

[Victoria Island], reveling in the mild weather of the Arctic

spring. Day and night were hardly distinguishable, for the end

of April saw the midnight sun The nights were prefer-

able for travelling, because at 7 P. M. the melting slush of noon

began to freeze again and the heavily laden sled glided along
more easily." "The mild weather of the Arctic spring" means

average temperatures from March to May of -25 up to 15

1 Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 188.

* Jenness, op. city., p. 99.
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or 20. Yet, the apparent or comparative mildness of this sea-

son is certified by most of those who have visited the region.

Sverdrup says of the 17th of May : "Today, splendid, beautiful

weather; mild and calm, with sparkling sunshine." 1 Accord-

ing to Douglas in writing of the Arctic Prairie2 : "It turned

mild very suddenly that afternoon [April 30] ; we had a strong

south wind and the temperature
rose to 40 .... it kept mild

ancTthe warm south wind blew

all through the night."

That low temperatures are

the rule, however, is indicated

when Ekblaw reported that in

May, Lake Hazen and its outlet,

the Ruggles River, in north

Grant Land, were frozen solid.3

Douglas found river ice over six

feet thick in April.
4 In the

Gulf of Boothia one year ice con-

tinued to increase in thickness

into May, reaching 10 feet on

the sea at the end of May.5 A
recent statement by a feature

.writer concerning the experi-

ences of an inspector of the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

gives the following6 : "Trav-

eling across the interior of

the northwest part of Baffin Land, he crossed many lakes,

frozen solid in that northern climate. So solid does the water
freeze that he was able to climb a waterfall. Then the

weather, became bad. A five-day blizzard .set in. The mer-

cury dropped till even the coal oil ijsed as fuel froze solid and
had to be thawed out by means of native lamps before it could

be used." Anderson found along the Arctic coast that the

coldest weather of his winter occurred on March 31, the record

1
Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 24.
Georare M. Doutfas, Lands Forlorn, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1912, p. 181.
Statement to the author.

'Douglas, op. cit.
a Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Regions, p. 4ft,
8 James Montagues, The New York Times, November 25, 1928, p. 9.

FIG. 55 Temperature chart for
Jones Sound Region,
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being -46, and "the thermometer rose to 9 below zero at

4 :30 p. m. the same day."
1

One of the greatest handicaps to traveling on the ice of salt

water bodies at this season is the presence of monster pressure

ridges which develop as the result of tidal movements, ice

expansion, and wind pressure. Ekblaw experienced these in

crossing the Channel between Grant Land and Greenland2
:

"South of the ridge [40 feet high] the ice was thrown up in

great mountain-like ridges and Cordilleras of ice-piles, the most
chaotic expanse of rough ice I have ever seen As far

as we could see with our glasses, the ice was as rough as that

we had just passed through In seven hours of utmost

exertion we made only three miles." Peary found pressure

ridges varying from a few feet to a few rods in height, and

from a few rods to a quarter of a mile in width.3

Towards the end of April and during the first part of May,
the higher sun and the almost 24 hours of continuous sunshine

begin 'to make themselves felt in raising temperatures, in clear-

ing the lands of snow, and in reducing the ice of the streams

and lakes. From Winter Harbour, Melville Island, came this

report
4

:

"The changes of temperature during April were rapid, 'the

thermometer having ranged ftom -32 to 32 in the course of
20 days. There was at this period more snow upon the ground
than at any other time of the year, the average depth on the
lower parts of the land being four or five inches, but much less

upon the hills; while in the ravines a very large quantity had
been collected. The snow at this time became so soft from the
influence of the sun upon it, as to make walking very laborious

and unpleasant.'
"

On May 21, at the same place, brown soil began to appear;
on May 24, showers of rain. It is during May that small creeks

begin to run, the water flowing deep over the ice before the

latter has time to melt or be broken up.
5

Concerning the storminess of this transition season, like that

of winter, there are some conflicting statements. Doubtless,

some years are relatively calm, others relatively stormy; and,

1 Anderson, op. ciL, p. 258.

*W. E. Ekblaw, Appendix, Four Years in the White North (by D. B. Macmillan ) ,

Harper & Bros., New York, 1918.
* Peary, op. cit., pp. 104-5.
* Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Region*, p. 262.

'Douglaa, op. c&, p. 189.
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as mentioned earlier, location with respect to latitude, water

bodies and relief must likewise be important factors. Such

considerations are suggested by Sverdrup's statement regard-

ing conditions about April 20 in Bay Fjord on the west side of

Ellesmere Island1
: "The snowfall apparently is inconsider-

able so far up the fjords, and as the evaporation is great, and

this is a country where there is always blowing what ^e call

a 'cow-storm' (a gale so strong that it blows the horns off the

cows), all the snow had disappeared." In the latter part of

May, also, he found the wind so strong as to sweep dogs, sledges

and men sideways across the ice far out of their course and to

an alarming degree. Small snow drifts on the ice were their

only salvation.2 It is probably true that winds at times in

any season are strongest at the mouths of fiords where the

descending air in the fiord may be joined by the normal air

movement over the unobstructed bays. This condition may be

more pronounced when pressure is high over the Arctic, for

north and northwest winds appear to be the strongest. On the

other hand, the few east winds which are experienced are gen-

erally referred to as gales, evidently the result of a strong

cyclone invading the region from the west and southwest.

The transformation of the landscape with the coming of

summer (part of June, all of July, and part of August, though
not as summer is known in southern Ontario) is evidently

quite amazing to one who is not accustomed to witnessing it.

The magical disappearance of snow and the rapid plant growth,

particularly the herbaceous flowering plants, and the arrival

of both land and sea birds in couritless numbers often before

the snow disappears are occurrences of constant remark.

Sverdrup observed sandpipers as early as May 30, and a

large flock of Brant geese a few days later "where there

was not yet so much as a thawed patch, or a puddle big enough
for a goose to put its beak into."3 In July he observed abun-
dance of bird life4 : "And what life and movement was there !

On the top of it [a rocky island in Jones Sound] the gulls were

nesting; in the clefts and fissures lived thousands of black

guillemots, and well sheltered under the sides of the mountain

1 Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 132.

s
Ibid., p. 384.

8
Ibid,, pp. 290-1

*Ibid., p. 311.
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were long rows of eider-ducks* nests." His description of

weather in June is most inviting
1

:

"The fine weather of the last few days had awakened nature
out of her sleep, as it were, at a single stroke. The sun now
shone warm and clear. Plains and slopes smiled their greeting
to us under their many-hued covering of flowers. Ice-water
streamed in the brooks, and rushed in torrents over the preci-
pices. Near the tent a covey of ptarmigan were walking about,
and from the hillside we heard the cry of a cock; while out
on the ice the seals stretched themselves in enjoyment of the

warmth, and the long-tailed ducks splashed about in the leads.

Nowhere does one notice the magic power of the sun as in the

polar regions ; it creates summer in the space of a few days
The heat inside the tent was almost unendurable. We tried

lying outside the bags, but it was too warm. Then we stripped,

garment by garment, till we were almost naked, but even then
we could hardly bear it. It [June 13] was the hottest day I

ever spent under canvas."

Parry at Repulse Bay in August found that "nothing could

exceed the fineness of the weather about this time ; the climate

was, indeed, altogether so different from that to which we had

been accustomed in the icy seas as to be a matter of constant

remark. The days were temperate and clear, and the nights

not cold, though a very thin plate of ice was usually formed

upon the surface of the sea in sheltered places and in pools of

water among the floes."2

Land birds in great variety migrate to the Arctic for these

few warm months: humming-birds, warblers of various kinds,

chickadees, and so-called camp robbers. One writer speaks of

wild, golden shouldered "bees which make honey from the flow-

ers and make their hives in willows and alders to hide from

polar bears which like honey the same as other bears/'3 Other

insect life is likewise abundant, caterpillars being observed as

early as May 27 in Assistance Bay, and about the middle of

May on Melville Island. Jenness, while on Victoria Island,

found that the early summer warmth

"was not an unmixed blessing, for it hatched out myriads of

mosquitoes, that rose and fell in the atmosphere like the motes
in a sunbeam. How so many could exist was a mystery.
Wherever we travelled they hovered around us like bees swarin-

ing, and no smudge could keep them at bay. My tent became
* Ibid., p. 166.

*M. W. C. Hepworth, "Climatological Observations at an Arctic Station in Repulse
Bay/' Quarterly Journal' of the Royal Meteorological Society, v. 31, 1905, p. 326.

*New York Time*, March 25, 1928, p. 22.
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the common refuge, for its doorway of fine netting resisted all

their assaults, though they pattered on the roof like rain. Out-
side everyone wore mittens as in winter, and my companions
beat their faces with loon skins as automatically as a band-
conductor wields his baton. Only on the ice could we escape
the insects, their flight being limited to about a quarter of a

mile, unless the wind carried them farther. The animals suf-

fered almost as much as ourselves. Our dogs tried to burrow
in the ground to protect their feet and noses." 1

Throughout the southern part of the Arctic, and particularly

over the Arctic Prairies or the miscalled Barren Grounds, the

mosquitoes and black flies are the bane of mammalian exist-

ence of all sorts; there is little escape from their constantly

pestering presence.

Mean July temperatures range from about 35 in the north-

ern portion of the Archipelago to 50 on the extreme southern

limit. These approximate the January means experienced from

Washington, D. C., south to Charleston, S. C. Freezing tem-

peratures are to be expected practically every July even as far

south as Chesterfield Inlet; while maximum temperatures of

50 to 70 are frequent. At Chesterfield Inlet, 84 has been

observed, and at Pond's Inlet, about 9 degrees farther north,

77 has been recorded. Mean daily ranges of temperature in

July are not large because the sun is above the horizon con-

tinuously. Cloudiness, which averages from 50% to 70% dur-

ing this month, would tend to increase the range. The extreme

ranges in July are likewise smaller than those at other seasons,

the greatest occurring usually in March and April. The aver-

age change from the coldest to the warmest month is strikingly

similar for all parts of the Arctic, being everywhere 70 to 80

degrees. These ranges are 20 to 30 degrees lower than in the

Mackenzie Valley and parts of the Prairie Provinces.

July is also the rainiest month, though the season of maxi-

mum, precipitation (rain and snow) comes later, from August
to October. Rain, however, is probably more noticeable because

of its wetting effects; hence, the reference to "a downpour
which lasted for two days in Jones Sound."2 Yet a wetting
from a rain of this sort caused little hardship to the Sverdrup
party exposed to it, for "as soon as we were back at the tent

and laid our things on the sand they were dried directly. When
1 Jenness, op. cit., p. 146.

*
Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 312.
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the air is dry, and a strong wind blows without ceasing the

thermometer showing 46 to 48 F. in the shade, water socn

evaporates, and snow and ice vanish like dew before the sun." 1

Summer days are not all "lovely days" with "a weather won-
derful as only the land of the midnight sun can offer."2 At

Cape Sheridan "on the summer solstice, June 22, midnoon of

the Arctic summer and the longest day of the year, it snowed

ILLUS. 47 Caches of. food, even though untinned, may be preserved indefi-

nitely in a polar climate such as this on the Arctic coast near the mouth
of the Mackenzie.

all night; but a week later the weather seemed almost tropical,

and we suffered from the heat, strange though as it seems to

say."
3 Even 15 degrees farther south on Victoria Island

toward the end of July "a snow-storm, not an unusual occur-

rence even in the height of summer, delayed our departure a

few days."
4 All records and reports from the Arctic indicate

that fogs are infrequent in summer and in the milder months of

the transition seasons. When the moist winds blow across the

ice-cold waters of channels, bays, and lakes, fogs may be

expected on the windward shores.

Warm as summer days are, they make up a season too short

to make much impression on the ice of Arctic seas. Winds and

tides are quite as effective in opening channels as are high tem-

l
lbid., p. 303.

a Ibid., p. 303.
* Peary, op. cit, p. 330.

4 Jenness, op. cit., p. 173.
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peratures; but, on the contrary, winds and tides are equally

effective in closing the leads and channels which the melting
causes. The "Fram" was ice-locked in Jones Sound for two

summers; and although the heat of the sun on clear days was
sufficient to melt as much as two inches of ice off the top, it

was on July 2nd that "this was the end of the fine-weather

period. Northerly winds set in, and the mist, grey and clammy,
came sailing down upon us. This, unhappily, was to be the

prevailing weather that summer." 1 Late July and early

August are usually the periods of greatest open water, particu-

larly salt water. Yet, in Jones Sound on August 12th there was
clear weather and frost with new ice strong enough to hold up
dogs, and in some places men, while "day after day the ther-

mometer stood at the freezing point."
2

Opposite conditions

obtained the next year when the ice cleared early out of Jones

Sound permitting the release of the "Fram/' that summer being
as extremely warm as the preceding had been cold. Anderson

reports that in July, 1913, for the first time in 25 years, ships
were unable to reach Herschel Island from Alaska. He also

states that in August, 1913,

"east of Point Barrow we found the Arctic Ocean practically
filled with heavy ice. In that part of the world there are no
true ice-bergs; but enormous pressure ridges often form along
tide-cracks or are heaped up by gales along the edge of the
floe fields, where they are cemented by spray and spring thaws
and augmented by snow drifts. These masses are sometimes
of immense size, rising thirty or forty feet out of water too

large to melt during the short summer. The ice conditions east

of Point Barrow seem to depend largely upon the prevailing
winds during early summer. If the winds are easterly the ice

masses move out to the northwestward of Point Barrow and
Wrangel Island, leaving an open ocean for navigation. If the
winds are westerly the great ice-pack is jammed against the
northern coast of Alaska and the region about the mouth of the
Mackenzie where there is no easterly exit."3

Between the Arctic Prairies and Victoria Island ice is gen-

erally solid during the greater part of June in ocean harbors,

beginning to break up the last of that month and in early

July. Farther inland, the fresh water streams break up three

or four weeks earlier; in fact, the summer season begins

1 Sverdrup, op. cit., p. 304.
2
Ibid., p. 319.

* Anderson, op. cit., p. 244.
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earlier and earlier as the distance from the cold Arctic waters

increases. Yet summer temperatures far back in the Arctic

Prairies are lower than those of the Mackenzie Valley in the

same latitude.

Everywhere in the Arctic where the marine control is strong

(i. e., on the islands and coastal stretches), autumn is much
warmer than spring, October being from 5 to 15 or more

degrees warmer than April. In spite of this greater warmth,

ILLUS. 48. Even as far north as Aklavik (less than 50 miles from the
Arctic Ocean), spruce attains sufficient size as to be useful to the people

of the region. The month is December.

the autumn months are really winter months, as far as tem-

peratures are concerned. That is, October is as cold at Ches-

terfield Inlet as January is at Halifax, and Pond's Inlet has an

October mean as low as the January mean at Montreal. Early

autumn, August to October, is the season of preparation for the

long northern twilight.

All explorers and other visitors recount the storminess of

this season. There may be prolonged periods of relative

quietude as Peary observed at Cape Sheridan; yet even after

that, ice pressure, largely the result of winds, caused serious

damage to the ship, "Roosevelt." 1 In the Coronation Gulf dis-

trict on Victoria Island snow which fell incessantly for three

days during the second week in September "did not melt again,

. op. cik, p. 176.
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and every lake was solidly bound with ice." 1 In September,

1851, between Banks Island and Victoria Island ice piled

upwards of 100 feet along or near the shore with west and

northwest gales.
2 The fated Hall Expedition in November,

1871, in Smith Sound experienced a storm so severe that the

ship, ^Polaris," which had been frozen in was loosened, the ice

being broken up and carried away. And it was in October of

ILLUS. 49 This snowy view near Chesterfield Inlet would hardly indicate

the fact that maximum summer temperatures here have been known to

reach 80 and more.

the next year that pressure of the ice became so great in a

heavy storm as to crush the Polaris, necessitating its complete

abandonment.3

In the district around Coppermine River, Douglas found

autumn weather to be very changeable from day to day, Sep-
tember 1 being cited as an example: "The weather went

through -some sudden and violent changes today: from a lovely

placid morning it turned to a stormy afternoon with a strong
northwest wind, but fortunately it lasted only a couple
of hours, then turned to a quiet, sullen evening/'

4
Sverdrup

experienced some hard storms in the region about Jones Sound

1 Jenness, op. cit., p. 173.
3 Contributions to Our Knowledge of the Meteorology of the Arctic Regions, p. 415.
8 C. H. Davis, North Polar Expedition, Government Printing Office, Washintrtou,

1876, pp. 236 and 429.

* Douglas, op. cit., p. 128.
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in both October and November; his reference to one under

which he had been laboring follows 1
:

"I think it blew even more, if that were possible, when the
mate and I turned out to see after the dogs The snow
had drifted so much that my team were only just able to keep
on the top of it They had mounted and mounted, now
had literally got to the end of their tether The night
that followed I shall never forget. I have experienced many a
stormy night in the polar regions, but not many like this."

Concerning November 9th of the same year he makes this

statement2
:

"The wind came on apace. Again the north wind swept
swift and strong down the valley, and out through the fjord;
and the more it blew the colder it became. To begin with, we
had -33 to -35 F., but later the mean temperature \vas -4(f

to -57 F. Day after day the wind blew with merciless

strength ; sometimes as a stiff breeze, sometimes as a gale. The
air was clear, but the fjord and valley smoked with snow that

was whirled up and about."

The following excerpts concern the district around Copper-
mine River:

"We had fine weather [October], the thermometer as yet
going only to zero at night time The shallow head waters
were frozen right to the bottom; Sandy Creek was solid ice

clear through."3

"All November and most of December the weather was very
uniform; the minimum temperature was abdut -20. For a
few hours in the course of the day it would rise to some 10 or
15 degrees above the minimum. On November llth, the ther-

mometer went down to -36, a minimum that was not reached

again until December 22nd when temperatures fell rapidly
and the grand froid of winter began. In November and Decem-
ber the weather was mostly dull and cloudy, with an incessant

light snowfall which amounted to very little in the aggregate.
At the end of December the weather turned clear and bright
and was commonly so until the following July."

4

Humidity has only casually been mentioned, for there are

few authentic records of either absolute or relative humidity.

It is true, however, that the absolute humidity is always low

1 Sverdmp, op. cit., v. II, pp. 94-5.

*Ibid., pp. 104-5.
* Douglas, op. cit., p. 145.

'Ibid., p. 160.
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particularly in winter, a fact evidenced by the almost continu-

ously low temperatures, the large percentage of clear days, and

the greatly reduced precipitation. On the other hand relative

humidity must be comparatively high, evidenced more by its

effects than by actual measurement. The small, so-called

capacity of the cold air for water vapor is shown by this account

from Sverdrup1
:

"In very severe cold say, about -58 F. I often noticed,
that when the Trimus' was lighted, a thick layer of rime formed
on the canvas of the tent. When this layer grew stiil thicker,

long wooly tassels would hang down from the roof, and with
the slightest puff of wind or touch of the tent, came dowTi like

snow This phenomenon may be described as a kind of
hoar-frost Peary who was ten or fifteen miles farther

Uprth at the same time, says that on the same day they had
-B7. It was then that seven of his toes were frost-bitten, and
had to be amputated Early next morning we turned
out and made haste to Fort Juliana, where we set to work as
soon as possible to dry our fur clothes and the sleeping bags,
which had become wet through and through in the space of only
twenty-four hours."

Peary describes something of the same sort which occurred

on board the "Roosevelt" at Cape Sheridan2
:

"Every week or ten days throughout the winter we had to
remove from our cabins the ice caused by the condensation
from the moist air where it came in contact with the cold outer
walls. Behind every article of furniture near the outer walls
the ice would form, and we used to chop it out from under our
bunks by the pailful.

"The books were always placed far forward on the shelves,
because if a book were pushed back it would freeze solid to the
wall. Then, if a warmer day came, or a fire was built in the

cabin, the ice would melt, the water would run down and the
leaves of the book would mold."

There are many other phenomena of Arctic meteorology
which have not been and cannot be taken up in a treatise of

this kind, among them being the aurora, refraction of sunlight,

halos, parhelia, inversions of temperature, and so on. Further-

more, the region is so vast, the conditions from place to place
so diversified, and the weather data so few, scattered and frag-

mentary, that it has not seemed feasible to attempt more than

1 Sverdrup, op. cit., V. I, p. 98.

Peary, op. cit., p. 180.
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an occasional interpretation of the weather and climate as

described.

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the men who have lived

through several years of Arctic weather, almost without excep-

tion, bring back glowing reports. Even Stefansson's "old

friend Jim Fiji," a native of Samoa, after being taken to Her-

schel Island through his own error, was so enthralled with con-

ditions after three years of life there that he never would con-

sent to live elsewhere. 1 With proper clothing man can be as

comfortable in the polar regions as anywhere; and the Arctic

darkness of winter is "about as depressing on the northern

coast of Canada as the darkness of midnight on Broadway."2

Perhaps the greatest advantage of living in the far north is

the almost complete absence of pulmonary diseases. Eskimo

men, as a rule, succumb during middle life, not through disease

so much as through accident, generally drowning in the struggle

for meat and skins.

Agriculture as practiced in southern Canada is obviously

impossible in the Arctic. Trapping, hunting and fishing have

always been the activities of the few people. The possibilities

of organized musk-ox (ovibos) and caribou grazing over the

vast stretches of Arctic grasslands may be remote; yet they

have been seriously considered by the Dominion Government3

The presence of petroleum, coal, gold, and other minerals known
to exist, and the possible discovery of many others will, as

demands for these minerals increase, cause the white man to

penetrate farther and farther into the great northland, even

as he is doing today in the upper Mackenzie. O'NeilFs conclu-

sion is as follows4
: "It may be seen, then, that as far as the

climate is concerned, there is nothing to prohibit settlement.

Game and fish abound and there should be little difficulty in

establishing a mining industry if the mineral deposits prove to

be valuable. Underground mining could be carried on through-

out the whole year without much inconvenience."

1 Stefaasson, The Northward Course of Empire, pp. 106-9.

*
Kindle, op. cit., p. 54,

Reindeer and Musk-Ox," Report of the Roycd Commission upon the Possibility o/

the Reindeer and Mvsk-Ox Industrie* in the Arctic and Sub-Arctic Regions, Dept of the

Int. Ottawa, 1922,
*
O'Neffl, op. cit., p. 72A.
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CLIMATIC DATA



Because of lack of space, certain abbreviations are

used in the tables of temperature and precipitation
data which follow in the succeeding

1

pages : High Mn.,
highest monthly mean ; Low Mn., loivest monthly mean ;

Mn. Max., 'mean maximum; Mn. Min., mean minimum,',
H. Max., highest maximum; L. Max., lowest maximum;
H. Min., highest minimum; L. Min., lowest minimum*,
M. D. R., mean daily range ; Ex. R., extreme range]
Wet Yr., wettest year on record; Dry Yr., driest year
on record; Mn. Sn., mean snowfall; Max. Sn., maximum
snovvfall; Pr. Das., average number of days with 0.01

inch or more of precipitation ; T., trace of rain or snoib.

In the second vertical column headed Y. R. 7 meaning
the number of years of record, B indicates a broken or

incomplete record.
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TEMPERATURE DATA

ABITIBI, QUEBEC
48 43' North Latitude 79 22' West Longitude 850 Feet Altitude

Y. E. Jan Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul Aug Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 22B 0.3 06 14.7 31.5 46.0 557 642 607 52.0 404 249 8.2 33.3

Mn. Max. 22B 117 12.8 21.9 416 55,4 62.9 73.3 69.4 506 47.0 30.9 16.8 42.4

Mn. Min. 22B -11.1 -11.7 1.4 214 36.5 486 551 52.0 445 33.7 188 -0.4 24.1

H. Max. 29B 44 46 62 82 87 94 97 90 87 76 68 48 97

L. Max. 29B 19 22 33 45 60 75 78 73 69 66 37 10 10

H. Min. 29B -28 -23 14 14 34 40 49 45 44 29 12 -10 -28

L. Min. 29B -47 -51 -42 -20 8 27 34 30 36 11 -20 -45 -51

M. D. R. 22B 22.8 24.5 26.5 20.2 18.9 14.3 18 2 17.4 15.1 13.3 12.1 17.2 18 3

Ex. R. 29B 91 97 104 102 79 67 63 60 51 65 88 93 148

ANNAPOLIS ROYAL, NOVA SCOTIA

44 38' North Latitude 65 29' West Longitude 10 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar, Apr. May Jun. Jul. AUR, Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec, Yr

Mean 23 23.0 23.4 30.4 40.2 50.0 58.6 63.9 63.0 57.9 49.2 37.9 28.1 43.8

Mn. Max. 23 30.8 31 4 38 4 49.0 60.5 69 3 74.0 73.0 69 58.2 44.4 34.5 52.7

Mn. Min. 23 15.3 15 4 22 5 31.4 39.5 48.0 53.8 52.9 46.8 40.8 31.4 21.7 34 9

H. Max. 10 60 58 69 77 86 89 88 86 86 78 71 59 89

L, Max. 10 39 37 49 59 62 74 79 79 75 65 53 47 37

H. Min. 10 1 14 12 25 32 41 49 44 35 32 26 13 49

L. Min. 10 -11 -13 -5 10 25 26 30 36 28 22 15 -13 -13

M. D. R. 23 15.5 16.0 159 17.6 21.0 21.3 20.2 20.1 222 17.9 13.0 12.8 17.8

Ex. R. 10 71 71 74 67 61 63 58 50 58 56 56 72 102

ATLIN, BRITISH COLUMBIA

59 35' North Latitude 133 38' West Longitude 2240 Feet Altitude

Y, R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 14 -1.6 6.7 184 30.9 422 49.6 52.7 50.9 43.9 356 22.0 14.3 305

High Mn, 8 16.2 18.1 23.6 33 7 46 2 51. 8 54.8 53.8 46.2 38.8 27.7 2J.4

Low Mn. 8 -18.5 -3.4 10.1 26.1 41.1 47.4 50.0 49.0 41.1 29.2 5.6 7.3

Mn. Max. 14 4.6 14.2 27.2 39.4 51.0 60.3 62 8 59.7 50.9 40 8 26.6 19.4 38 1

Mn. Min. 14 -7.8 -0.9 9.6 22.4 33.3 38.8 42.6 42.0 3S.9 30.3 17.4 9.2 22.8

H. Max. 22 45 46 50 62 76 84 86 81 73 61 56 46 86

L. Max. 22 20 32 37 42 56 64 63 64 55 46 36 17 17

H. Min. 22 7 27 17 33 33 40 40 30 24 11 40

L. Min. 22 -54 -53 -39 -24 18 25 32 28 16 ~8 -28 -58 -58

M. D. R. 14 12 4 15.1 17 6 17-0 17.7 21.5 20.2 17.7 14.0 10 J> iU 4.6 lfi.3

Ex. R. 22 99 99 89 86 94 109 118 109 89 64 84 104 144
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51 25' North Latitude

BANFF, ALBERTA
115 30' West Longitude 4521 Feet Altitude
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CHARLOTTETOWN, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
46 14' North Latitude 63 10' West Longitude 38 Feet Altitude

CHESTERFIELD INLET, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
63 25' North Latitude 92 30' West Longitude 48 Feet Altitude

CHURCHILL, MANITOBA
58 30' North Latitude 94 00' West Longitude 55 Feet Altitude
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DAWSON, YUKON TERRITORY

64 3' North Latitude 139 25' West Longitude 1052 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 29B -22.4 -11 8 4.4 27.6 46 3 56.8 59 3 54 3 41.6 26.2 1.2 -11.2 22.7

High Mn. 24 0.8 43 15.1 38.3 515 60 62 6 5S.8 46.0 33.1 12.8 3.0 28.0

Low Mn. 24 -43.2-262 -6.7 178 41.8 52.5 523 511 36.4 16.8 -95-51.3 18.6

Mn. Max. 29B -15.9 -4 1 16.3 40.3 58 9 70.5 72 3 67 1 51.5 32 7 7.0 -5.4 32.6

Mn. Min. 29B -28 9 -19 4 -7.4 14 9 33.8 43 1 4fi 3 41 5 31.8 19.6 -4.5 -17.1 12.8

H. Max 29B 30 45 52 69 85 91 95 88 78 68 47 39 95

L. Max 29B -12 -3 29 49 65 75 76 72 58 38 13 -35 -'Jb

H. Min. 29B -15 -23 -10 9 27 38 42 37 26 13 -14 -20 42

L. Min. 29 -b8 -59 -47 -33 9 25 29 17 8 -22 -48 -63 -68

M. D. R. 29B 13.0 15 3 23.7 25 4 25 1 27.4 26 25.6 19.7 13.1 11.5 11.7 19.8

Ex. R. 29B 98 104 99 CO 76 66 6ti 71 70 90 95 102 163

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

53 33' North Latitude 113 30' West Longitude 2158 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 38 5.5 10.5 23.4 40.5 51 57.2 61.1 59.2 50.2 41.1 24.7 14.3 36.5

High Mn. 38 21.9 23.7 36.6 48.8 57 3 61.9 66.4 63 6 55.4 47 4 39.5 25.0 40.9

Low Mn. 38 -13.7 -10 4 8.5 27.5 43.6 52 4 57 8 55.9 45.1 29.1 0.4 -6.8 31.5

Mn. Max. 30 15.6 21.1 34.9 52.9 54.4 70.1 73 7 76.6 62.9 53 2 33.3 24.7 48.2

Mn. Min. 30 -3.8 0.1 11.9 28.6 38.1 44.4 48 8 46.4 37.8 30.3 15.6 7.3 25.6

H. Max. 46 56 62 72 84 90 94 98 93 87 81 68 60 98

L. Max. 46 29 29 39 52 71 74 78 77 74 52 44 34 29

H. Min. 46 -8 -10 5 26 30 43 45 43 32 24 13 -10

L. Min. 46 -57 -57 -40 -15 10 25 29 26 12 -15 -44 45 57

M. D. R. 30 19.4 21.0 23.0 24.3 16.3 25.7 249 30.2 25.1 229 17.7 17.4 22.6

Ex. R. 46 113 119 112 99 80 49 49 51 62 67 88 79 155

FORT CHIMO, QUEBEC
58 10' North Latitude 68 15' West Longitude 50 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aujr. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 4 -16.5-164 -0.7 14,3 31.5 43.2 50.6 51.2 46.2 30.5 14.6 -5.7 20.2

H. Max. 4 23 34 46 57 59 80 88 82 71 55 37 33 88

L. Min. 4 -42 -43 -38 -22 3 18 29 27 26 1-18 -29 - 43

Ex. R. 4 65 77 84 79 56 62 59 55 45 54 55 62 131
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FORT CHIPEWYAN, ALBERTA
58 42' North Latitude 111 10' West Longitude 714 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct Nov. Deo. Yr.

Mean 43B -12.7 -6.9 4.9 26.6 42.3 52.9 59.4 55.8 44.4 32.5 14.4 -18.0 26.0

High Mn. 43B 1.68 2.35 1.75 3.04 1.94 3.31 9.52 4.43 2.93 5.30 2.28 3.20 -

Low Mn. 43B .02 0.03 0.09 T T 0.02 0.21 0.36 0.27 0.20 0.10 05

Mn. Max. 43B -3.6 3.2 15.6 37.3 52.3 63.4 69.3 65.8 53.1 39.8 20.0 6.4 35.2

Mn. Min. 43B -21.8 -17.0 -5.9 15.9 32.3 42.4 49.4 46.3 35.7 25.2 8.7 -10.0 16.8

H. Max. 43B 45 46 49 69 83 90 93 89 79 66 56 49 93

L. Max. 28 2 2 21 42 56 69 76 73 61 49 29 15 2

H. Min. 28 -16 -10 -21 12 31 39 42 37 30 21 8 -19 42

L. Min. 43B -58 -56 -54 -32 -14 16 23 23 10 -9 -33 -54 -58

M. D. H. 43B 18.2 20.2 21.5 21.4 20.0 21.0 19.9 19.0 17.4 14.6 11.8 16.4 18.4

Ex. R. 43B 103 102 103 101 97 74 70 66 69 75 89 103 151

FORT CONGER, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

81 44' North Latitude 64 45' West Longitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Autr. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 3B -37.0 -42.7 -23.9 -11.7 16.1 32.7 37.0 34.3 14.5 -8.5 -26.2 -29.9 -3.8

Mn. Max. 3B -24.0 -16.4 -6.2 3.0 29.2 41.8 43.4 42.2 24.5 7.7 -9.4 -9.3 10.5

Mn. Min. 3B -48.7 -54.4 -42.2 -31.2 6 22.2 32.6 25.0 0.8 -22.0 -38.4 -41.8 -16.4

H. Max. 3B -10 -5 20 14 36 53 50 48 30 14 -1 6 53

L. Max. SB -18 -10 -7 7 32 40 48 42 27 9-3 -10 -IS

H. Min. 3B -51 -15 -47 -37 1 23 30 30 1 -24 -43 -43 30

L. Min. 3B -58 -62 -49 -42 -13 13 29 15.6 -10.4 -31.1 -46 -52 -62

M. D. R. 3B 24.7 38.0 36.0 34 2 28.6 19.6 10.8 17.2 23.7 29.7 29.0 32.5 26.9

Ex. R. 3B 48 57 69 56 49 40 21 82.4 40.4 45.1 45.0 46.0 115

FORT GEORGE, QUEBEC
53 50' North Latitude' 79 05' West Longitude 320 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr, May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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FORT GOOD HOPE, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
66" 25' North Latitude 128 53' West Longitude 214 Feet Altitude

FORT HOPE, ONTARIO
51 33' North Latitude 87 49' West Longitude 1100 Feet Altitude

FORT VERMILION, ALBERTA
58 27' North Latitude 116 3' West Longitude 950 Feet Altitude
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FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
45 55' North Latitude 66 40' West Longitude 164 Feet Altitude

y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct Nov. Dec. Yr.
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HEBRON, LABRADOR
58 15' North Latitude 62 30' West Longitude 60 Feet Altitude

Y. R Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 18 -5.7 -5.1 5.8 18.3 31.5 39.9 47.1 48.1 40.9 31.2 19.8 4.2 23.0

Mn. Max. 18 1.0 1.9 14 26.2 38 8 48.0 55.8 56.3 47.3 36.3 24.8 10.2 30.1

Mn, Min. 18 -12.5 -12.1 -2.4 10.4 24,1 32.0 38.5 39.9 34.5 26.1 14.7 -1.8 16.0

H. Max. 18 56 48 43 53 59 72 83 84 81 57 46 37 84

L. Min. 18 -42 -42 -36 -20 -7 14 25 26 19 5 -20 -29 -42

M. D. R. 18 13.5 13.0 16.4 15 8 14,7 16.0 17.3 16.4 12.8 10.2 10 1 12.0 14.1

Ex. R. 18 98 90 79 73 66 58 58 58 62 52 66 66 126

HERSCHEL ISLAND, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
69 30' North Latitude iS9 15' West Longitude 10 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 7 -22.0 -12.3 -12.1 2.1 19.2 35.5 44.1 41.3 31.3 16.0 -6.1 -14.5 10.6

Mn. Max. 7 -16.1 -39-47 9.4 25.2 41.0 50.6 46.5 37.5 20.3 26 -8.0 16.7

Mn. Min. 7 -28.0 -20 7 -19.5 -5.2 13.1 30.0 37.6 36.0 25.1 11.8 -15.0 -21 3.7

H. Max. 7 29 32 38 33 49 63 69 64 56 49 34 28 69

L. Min. 7 -52 -51 -43 -29 -11 12 29 24 8 -17 -32 -43 -52

M. D B, 7 11.9 16.8 14,8 14.6 12.1 11.0 13.0 10.5 12.4 8.5 17.6 13.0 13.0

Ex. B. 7 81 83 81 62 60 51 40 40 48 66 66 71 121

JONES SOUND, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
76 40' North Latitude 86 30' West Longitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar, Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 3B -33.2 -20.2 -25.6 -10-5 13.1 34.2 40.0 18.7 14.8 -1.8 -14.4 -22.7 -0.6

Mn. Max. SB -27.0 -14.0 -18.4 -2.4 20.0 38.8 45.3 20 5 18.9 4.1 -8.0 -15.5 5.2

Mn. Min. 3B -39.5 -26.7 -32.6 -18.8 6.3 29.5 34.7 16 9 10.8 -7.6 -21.8 -29.7 -6.5

H. Max. 3B 4.6 35.2 13.8 24.3 34.9 54.0 55.9 46.0 37.4 26.6 17.6 29.3 55.9

L. Max. SB -12.6 9.5 5.9 14.7 32.2 46.4 51.4 22.5 22.6 12.4 11.5 -1.5 -12.6

H. Min. SB -45.4 -44.9 -48.6 -52.3 -7.6 22.6 35.2 20.5 1.4 -19.3- -31.7 -35.9 35.2

L. Min. 3B -60.5 -453.9 -51.9 -38.9 -12.8 14.4 30.2 -20.2 -6.8 -23.6 -35.0 -51.5 -60.5

M. D. R. 3B 12.5 12.7 14.2 16.4 13.7 9.3 10.6 3.6 8-1 11.7 13.8 14.2 11.7

Ex. R. 3B 65.1 89 1 65.7 63.2 47.7 39.6 25.7 66.2 43.2 50.2 52.6 80.8 116.4

KAMLOOPS, ALBERTA
50 41' North Latitude 120 29' West Longitude 1245 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 34B 21.8 26.8 37.9 49.6 57.7 64.5 69.S 68.3 58.6 47.6 35.6 27.2 47.1

High Mn. 34B 33.8 38.4 46.5 61.3 63.2 68.6 78.1 75 8 62.8 62.1 46.0 37.4 50.2

Low Mn. 34B -3.1 14.5 80.3 45.7 53.6 59.8 65.0 62.3 51.1 41.2 15.5 15.3 42.9

Mn. Max. 34B 27.6 38.8 47.5 61.3 70.5 76.7 83.3 81.8 69.9 56.2 41.2 31.5 56.7

Mn. Min. 34B 16.0 19.8 28.8 87.8 44.9 52.3 56.4 55.3 47.2 38.9 29.9 23.0 87.6

H. Max. 34B 56 63 70 92 100 101 103 101 93 88 72 59 103

L. Max. 83 32 42 63 68 78 76 90 86 69 62 50 40 32

H. Min. 33 20 24 28 88 39 62 62 51 41 81 24 24 52

L. Min. 84B -81 -27 -6 18 26 85 42 35 24 16 -22 -25 -81

M. D. R. 84B 11.6 14.0 19.2 23.6 25.6 24.4 26.9 26.0 22.7 17.8 11.8 8.5 19.2

Ex. R. 84B 87 90 76 79 74 66 61 66 69 72 94 84 184
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LAKE HARBOUR, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
62 52' North Latitude 69 58' West Longitude
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NORWAY HOUSE, MANITOBA

54 5' North Latitude 98 5' West Longitude 720 Feet Altitude
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PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO
48 27' North Latitude 89 12' West Longitude 644 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 40 63 8.2 19 9 35.6 47.0 57.0 62.8 59.8 53.0 42 28.0 14.3 36.2

High Mn. 40 16,7 20.0 33.7 43.2 53.6 62.4 70.3 63.7 58.5 49.7 36.7 25.1

Low Mn. 40 -7.7 -1.2 7.0 28.1 37.5 52.6 57.8 56.8 48.8 35.4 19.7 3.8 -

Mn. Max. 40 16.6 19.1 30 7 44.5 57.1 67.5 73.5 70.5 62.4 50.1 85.5 23.2 45 9

Mn. Mm. 40 -4.0 -2.6 9.1 26.7 37.0 46.5 52.2 49.0 43.7 33.8 20.4 5.4 26.4

H. Max. 40 48 52 70 78 89 91 99 94 89 78 69 51 99

L. Max. 39 23 27 32 42 60 74 79 75 71 58 42 34 23

H. Min. 39 -19 -15 1 23 35 40 50 45 35 28 22 -6 50

L. Min. 40 -40 -39 -30 -6 16 20 36 33 20 5 -22 -34 -37

M. D. R. 40 20.6 21.7 21.6 17.8 20.1 21.0 21.3 21.5 18.7 16.3 15.1 17.8 19.5

Ex. R. 40 88 91 100 84 73 71 63 61 69 73 91 85 136

PORT AUX BASQUES, NEWFOUNDLAND
48 27' North Latitude 89 12' West Longitude 644 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep, Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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PRINCE ALBERT, SASKATCHEWAN
53 10' North Latitude 105 38' West Longitude 1432 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar, Apr. May Jun Jul. Aug. Sep Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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46 48' North Latitude

QUEBEC, QUEBEC
71 13' West Longitude 296 Feet Altitude
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43 40' North Latitude 79 24' West Longitude 379 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
49 17' North Latitude 123 5' West Longitude 136 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 28 35.6 38.3 42.2 47.6 53 9 59 63.3 62.3 56.4 49.4 42.7 38.3 49.1

High Mn. 28 40.8 42.2 45.7 60.6 56.4 61.3 66.1 62.8 57.5 53.0 44.6 42.7 50.3

Low Mn. 28 27.3 34.6 39.4 44 9 51.2 55.7 60.5 59.8 54.1 44.2 39.5 33.9 47.2

Mn. Max. 28 89.6 43.3 48.9 55.9 62.7 683 73.4 71.7 64.7 55.6 47.3 42.1 56.1

Mn. Min. 28 31.7 33.3 35.6 39.4 45 1 49.8 53.3 52 9 48.2 43.2 38.1 34.6 42.1

H. Max. 29 56 58 65 79 82 92 91 92 82 73 63 58 92

L. Max. 29 44 46 5$ 61 68 72 77 79 69 58 52 46 44

H. Min. 29 29 31 36 36 42 47 50 51 44 39 38 32 51

L. Min. 29 2 10 15 27 33 36 43 39 30 23 10 8 2

M. D. R, 28 7.9 10.0 13.3 16.5 17.6 18.5 20.1 18.8 16.5 12.4 9.2 7.5 14.0

Ex. R. 29 54 48 50 52 49 56 48 53 52 50 53 50 90

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
48 24' North Latitude 123 19' West Longitude 228 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 43 38.6 40.4 43.6 48.4 53.0 57.0 59.9 59.9 56.0 50.4 44.6 410 49.4

High Mn. 43 43.3 45.1 48.6 51 2 56.0 59.8 66.5 62.6 59.9 54.4 50.2 45.1 50.8

Low Mn. 43 29.5 34.0 38.8 45.0 50.0 54.4 57.4 49.5 52.8 47.5 37.2 36.7 47.3

Mn. Max. 43 42.6 45.1 49.9 56.1 60.9 65.3 68.9 68.6 63.8 56.2 48.8 44.6 55.9

Mn. Mm. 43 34.6 35.6 37.4 40.8 45.2 48.8 50.9 51.2 48.1 44.5 40.3 37.4 42.9

H. Max. 43 56 58 68 75 84 95 92 88 85 74 63 58 95

L. Max. 33 47 47 52 59 62 69 68 71 67 58 52 49 47

H. Min. 33 34 37 38 40 42 48 50 50 47 44 40 36 60

L. Min. 43 -2 6 17 24 30 36 37 88 30 28 14 12 -2

M. P. E. 43 8.0 9.5 12.5 15.3 15.7 16.5 , 18.0 17.4 15.7 11.7 8.5 7.2 13.0

Ex. R. 43 58 52 51 51 54 59 55 50 55 46 49 46 97
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WHITE RIVER, ONTARIO
48 35' North Latitude 85 16' West Longitude 1244 Feet Altitude

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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BANFF, ALBERTA

Y. R, Jan. Feb. Mar, Apr, May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 23 1.43 0.79 1.27 1.16 2.38 3.02 2.48 2.39 1.71 1.19 1.80 1 06 20.68

Max. 23 3.94 2.47 4.00 2.48 7.63 6.05 5.70 5.47 2.71 1.87 4.S8 3.42 30.59

Min. 23 0.22 0.20 0.19 0.32 0.63 0.51 0.46 0.59 0.59 017 0.30 0.05 14.58

Wet Yr. 23 1.75 55 1.37 0.54 7.63 5.12 3.14 2.91 2.71 1,72 1.68 1.47 30.59

Dry Yr. 23 0.77 0.40 0.19 0.32 2.98 1.91 0.89 2.26 0.54 1.95 87 1 50 14.58

Mn. Sn. 23 13.8 7.5 11.6 7.8 6.3 1.3 T 0.1 2.3 4 7 14.1 9.9 79.4

Max. Sn. 33 89.4 24.7 38.7 21.7 29.7 6.6 3.0 1.6 17.8 12.7 37.6 31.5 ~
Pr. Das. 10 10.1 8.1 11.7 10.4 13.3 12.7 11.0 11.4 10.3 10.7 7.8 9.7 127.2

BARKERVILLE, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 37B 3.33 2.63 2.63 2.21 2.52 3.48 3.21 3.21 3.69 3.14 3.43 3.54 37.02

Max. 37B 9.30 520 6.47 5.45 4.34 5.91 7.92 8.50 7.74 6.32 5.28 6.67 49.54

Min. 37B 0.77 0.46 0.70 0.30 0.58 1.35 0.16 0.56 T 0.51 0.92 1.10 20.61

Wet Yr. 37B 2.50 3.33 5.75 2.99 2.29 4.75 4.52 3.72 7.06 5 25 4.43 2.95 49 54

Dry Yr. 37B 2.31 2.90 2.20 0.80 2.18 1.96 0.16 1.75 0.99 1.77 2.30 1.30 20.61

Mn. Sn. 37B 31.8 242 23.4 159 5.3 0.9 0.1 2.6 11.8 272 33.5 176.7

Max. Sn, 37B 75.0 52.0 57.5 37.0 13.2 4.0 2.0 8.0 38.3 50.9 59.0

Pr. Das. 10 16.2 11.8 16.0 12.5 14.1 16.6 14.9 14.8 13.1 14 9 14.6 14.6 173.6

BELLE ISLE, NEWFOUNDLAND

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 10 2.17 2.06 3.50 2.71 2.56 6.37 4.96 5.97 5.66 6.04 387 2.72 47.59

Max. 10 3.10 3.31 6.47 6.35 6.20 8.24 9.34 11.48 8.48 10.04 15.96 6.66 68.56

Min. 10 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.01 0.14 0.11 0.76 1.45 1.71 1.82 1.12 0.95 2741

Wet Yr. 10 3.10 <2.06 4.01 1.50 2.14 5.30 2.71 6.21 8.48 7.01 15.96 0.08 58.56

Dry Yr. 10 2.57 3.31 1.43 0.01 0.14 O.ll 0.76 2.37 3.18 8.78 6.65 3.10 27.41

Mn. Sn. 10 17.0 17.9 21.7 12.8 1.6 0.4 1.5 8.0 10.1 17.3 103.3

Max. Sn. 10 31.0 29.0 39.6 26.0 6.5 3.0 12.1 7.0 26.5 26.0

Pr. Das. 15B 657644556544 61

CHARLOTTETOWN, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 50B 3.60 3.13 3.17 2.90 2.69 2.69 3.09 3.86 3.39 4.30 3.78 3.80 39.90

Max. 50B 7.62 6.37 6.34 6.10 5.86 5.37 8.97 8.44 8.75 10.38 8.00 7.25 56.43

Min. 46B 1.10 0.88 1.48 0.82 0.40 0,47 0.81 0.94 0.60 0.76 0.60 1.41 18.50

Wet Yr* 50B 8.29 349 6.24 3.55 2.94 3.86 1.09 5.80 8.75 8.10 4.23 5.89 56.43

Dry Yr. 50B 2.47 2.15 1.47 1.97 0.60 1.77 0.70 3.18 0.78 0.68 1.21 1.57 18.50

Mn. Sn. SOB 22.8 19.9 15.1 9.8 0.9 0.4 7.6 19.1 95.6

Max. Sn. 50B 59.0 53.8 31.4 27.0 7.6 -___ 13.8 26.1 43.8

Pr. Das. 10 11.9 9.8 11.7 11.1 11.1 10.9 10.9 11.8 11.8 11.8 18.9 18.0 138.7
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Mean

CHESTERFIELD INLET, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

3B 0.23 0.15 0.16 0.75 1.15 6.86 4.24 5.78 0.44 0.50 0.60

CHURCHILL, MANITOBA

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov* Dec. Yr.

0.62 0.98 1.11 0.99 0.97 1.98 1.79 2.51 3.60 1.27 1.16 0.86 17.86

1.90 3.40 2.40 3.10 2.40 5.74 3.66 8.49 5.16 2.50 3.50 1.40

0.10 0.05 0.41 0.29 0.37 0.10 0.25 0.28 0.82 0.34 0.30 0.30

6.2 9.8 10,8 8.4 2.0 1.2 T 2.7 6.9 11.6 8.6 68,2

19.0 34.0 24.0 31.0 4.0 3.0 T 17.0 22.0 35.0 14.0

DAWSON, YUKON TERRITORY

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar.

29 0.83 0.71 0.53

24B 1.97 1.65 1.76

24B T 0.15 0.00

24B 1.53 0.34 0.88

24B T 0.95 0.20

29 8.3 7.1 5.3

29 19.7 16.5 17.6

8.9 7.2 6.0

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul, Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

0.87 0.64 0.67 0.82 1.81 3.13 3.39 2.40 1.39 0.73 0.69 0.77 17.31

2.49 2.33 1.93 2.60 7.67 8.53 11.13 6.43 4.32 2.28 3.57 3.21 27.81

005 T T 0.01 0.19 T 0.15 0.17 T T T T 8.16

0.78 2.18 1.93 2.60 2.71 3.77 3.91 4.18 8.16 1.16 0.18 1.25 27.81

0.05 T 0.07 1.17 .22 1.30 1.85 1.15 1.45 0.08 0.51 0.31 8.16

7.0 6.7 6.2 3.6 1.3 T T 0.7 8.5 6.7 6.8 42.5

241 23.3 19.3 14.0 15.0 1.2 1.0 10.8 16.0 35.5 82.1

11.8 8.6 10.7 7.6 10.0 12.6 13.2 14.0 7.4 7.8 6.6 8.6 118.9

Mean

FORT CHIMO, QUEBEC

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Y*.

4 0.77 0.86 1.82 1.43 1.76 8.98 4*34 '4.32 3.62 3.52 1.57 0.62 28.61
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FORT CHIPEWYAN, ALBERTA
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FORT HOPE, ONTARIO
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HARRINGTON HARBOUR, QUEBEC

HEBRON, LABRADOR

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 15 0.95 0.67 0.86 1.10 1.56 2.15 2.70 2.71 3.34 1.56 1.10 0.60 19.30

Pr. Das. 15 9 8 10 11 12 12 12 12 12 10 9 8 125

Pr. Das.

JONES SOUND, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Y, R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

4B 3.8 9.2 7.0 11.8 13.8 12.5 11.2 13.0 14.0 16.3 7.8 82 128.6

KAMLOOPS, ALBERTA
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MASSETT, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Y R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul.

Mean 23B 5.79 4.04 342 4.97 399 246 2.80

Max. 23B 15.48 16.90 5.99 13 40 16 35 6.40 6.50

Min. 23B 0.40 0.80 0.00 1.24 86 0.00 20

Wet Yr. 23B 8.20 3.50 2.15 8.80 1635 6.40 0.35

Dry Yr. 23B 2 36 5.71 4.44 2.07 1 60 0.65 6.50

Mn. Sn. 17 13.9 5.8 6.9 1.7 T

Max. Sn. 17 53.0 21.0 29.0 9.0 1 _-

Pr. Das. 10 190 15.1 19.2 19.0 164 123 120

Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

2.65 3.88 6.18 7.37 637 53.92

8 35 10 65 14,48 18.51 10 77 82 46

0.41 0.39 2.35 1.35 1 60 35.00

2.65 2.75 10.15 11.65 9.51 82.46

2.80 1.17 2.35 1.35 4 00 35.00

T 2.3 8.1 38.7

._ i.o 15.0 470

15.0 14.9 21.2 22.2 20.9 207.2

MEDICINE HAT, ALBERTA

Y. R Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun.

Mean 34 0.58 0.62 0.58 0.66 1.78 2.64

Max. 34 1.72 1.51 1.31 3.00 6.29 5.75

Min. 34 0.00 0.00 002 T 013 0.00

Wet Yr. 34 1.12 1.13 1.17 0.87 3.32 2.60

Dry Yr. 34 00 0.00 0.32 0.80 1 41 1.53

Mn. Sn. 34 5.5 5.7 5.1 2.4 0.6 T

Max. Sn. 44 19.2 19.0 22.5 22.6 20.3 T

Pr. Das. 10 8.3 7.3 8.2 6.6 5.9 7.9

3uL Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

1.80 1.44 1.03 0.64 0.67 0.59 1303

4.86 565 3.84 3.48 3.11 2.94 22.28

0.09 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 672

3.79 4.60 1.66 0.80 0.31 0.91 22.28

0.78 0.11 0.19 0.79 0.51 0.28 6.72

0.4 1.1 6.0 4.S 31.1

7.9 28.2 21.0 12.9 -

6.4 5.2 5.1 5.3 4.3 7.2 77.7

MISTASSINI POST, QUEBEC

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 12B 236 2.09 1.65 2.18 2.54 3.60 3.74 3.05 2.94 2.76 2.06 2.89 31.86

Max. 12B 4.33 3.41 3.40 4.26 3.84 6.44 5.94 4.19 4.60 4.44 3.11 3.75 37.21

Min. 12B 0.55 0.32 0.52 0.85 1.21 1.62 0.88 1.38 1.37 1.38 0.61 1.39 23.88

Wet Yr. 12B 2.78 1 92 1.66 4.26 2.49 2.10 5.92 3.49 2.20 3.53 3.11 3.75 37.21

Dry Yr. 12B 0.55 8.07 1.59 0.89 1.59 420 1.38 2.93 170 1.38 2.07 2.53 23.88

Mn. Sn. 12B 22 18 3 10.8 5.1 0.6 T 2.1 11.5 19.9 90.3

Max. Sn. 12B 38.1 31.8 17.1 21.8 2.4 T 9.0 26.3 31.7 -

Pr. Das. 10 9.5 9.1 9.2 7.7 12.2 11.9 15.9 16.5 14 14 12.4 10.0 142.4

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Mean 50 3.75 3.17 3.52 2.51 3.03 3.48 3.70 3.46 354 3.28 3.47 3.74 40.65

Max. 50 6.84 6.22 6.60 .10 6.94 8.62 7.72 8.08 7.82 7.77 7.65 8.72 52.22

Min. 50 1.74 0.49 0.81 0.48 0.11 090 0.96 1.23 0.88 0.42 1.44 1.12 29.2$

Wet Yr. 50 5.59 6.13 4.77 1.46 3.11 4.38 7.41 3.14 3 62 2.25 7.65 2.76 52.22

Dry Yr. 50 3.65 4.32 0.81 1.44 2.82 2.59 1.01 2.46 2.57 1.75 2.30 4.01 29.2*

Mn. Sn. 50 28.5 24,4 24 4 6.5 T 0.8 12.3 23.7 119.6

Max. Sn. 50 62.7 46.3 46.4 29.8 1.0 0.1 7.8 36.1 53.2

Pr. Das. 10 16.7 18.2 12.8 13.1 11.6 12.0 11.8 10.0 12.4 12.9 14.3 15.2 156.0
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MOOSE FACTORY, ONTARIO

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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PORT AUX BASQUES, NEWFOUNDLAND

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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QU'APPELLE, SASKATCHEWAN

Y. R. Jan Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. -Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.

Max. Sn. 50 12.0 9.9 10.4 10.1 1,2.0 10.5 11.4 10.8 9.1 11,1 9.2 12.0 128.5
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TORONTO, ONTARIO

Y. R. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr May Jun. Jul. Aug Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.
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WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
Y R Jan Feb. Mar Apr. May Jun. Jul Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Yr.



WIND FREQUENCIES

ABITIBl, QUEBEC

ANNAPOLIS ROYAL, NOVA SCOTIA

ATLIN, BRITISH COLUMBIA

267
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CHESTERFIELD INLET, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
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FORT CHIPEWYAN, ALBERTA
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PORT AUX BASQUES, NEWFOUNDLAND
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VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

WHITE RIVER, ONTARIO

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA



INDEX





INDEX

Abitibi, 157

Agassiz, 71

Aklavik, 104, 105, 221

Alaskan Archipelago, 25

Aleutian Low, 10

Algonquin Park, 161

Annapolis Royal, 173

Annapolis Valley, 55, 174, 175, 179
Anticosti Island, 11, 15, 171, 180,

181, 182
Assistance Bay, 217

Atlin, 5, 50, 84, 85, 94

Athabaska River, 135 <

Aurora, 135, 138
Avalon Peninsula, 183, 186, 187

Baffin Bay, 32*^
Baffin Island, 8, 37, 43, 51, 55, 60,

114, 212, 214

Banff, 43, 61, 90, 91, 92, 120, 127
Banks Island, 222

Barkerville, 70, 88
Bathurst Inlet, 208

Battleford, 125

Bay Fjord, 216 ^
Bay of Fundy, 43, 178 *"^

Bear Mountain, 111

Beaufort Sea, 201
Beaver Lodge, 115, 121, 127

Belcher Islands, 150
Belle Isle, 37, 184, 185, 188, 189,

191
Bernard Harbour, 209

Betsiamis, 168

Bishop Falls, 187

Blizzards, 21, 25, 81, 87, 97, 98,

126, 129, 130, 131, .133, 134,, 136,

151, 177, 178, 203, 211, 214

Boothia, 211

Calgary, 43, 117, 123, 124, 126, 127

Canadian Rockies, 11, 50, 88

Cannington Manor, 43, 118

Cape Breton Island, 175

Cape Chidley, 194

Cape Race, 186

Cape Sable, 37

Cape Sheridan, 2, 219, 221, 224

Charlottetown, 57, 175, 176, 180

Charts
Frost data, 46

Hygrothermal units, New Bruns-

wick, 173

Precipitation (1890-1925), 56

Solar radiation, 4

Temperature and precipitation,

101, 120, 144, 153, 162, 176,

183, 207
Wind roses, 18

Chatham, 21, 173, 179, 180
Chesterfield Inlet, 38, 210, 218, 221

Chinooks, 10, 23, 25, 53, 80, 85, 89,

91, 103, 104, 116, 117, 118, 127,

129, 133, 134, 136, 142, 197

Churchill, 141, 142, 144, 147

Clayoquot, 43, 59

Clinton, 49, 59, 78
Coast Ranges, 93

'

Cold waves, 7, 10, 19, 23, 89

Coppermine River, 222
Coronation Gulf, 200, 201. 202, 203,

211

Cranbrook, 77

Davis Strait, 33, 212

Dawson, 17, 43, 57, 91, 92, 94, 95,

96, 97, 103

Doucet, 152, 153

Droughts, 49, 78, 110, 124, 132, 175,

185, 187

Dunvegan, 134, 135

East Kootenay, 77

Edmonton, 57, 65, 85, 104, 117, 118,

119, 120, ,121, 123, 124, 126, 127,

131, 138
Ellesmere Island, 2, 3, 8, 43, 49,

204, 210, 216

Elston, 132

Eskimos, 203, 209

Etah, 43, 204, 206

Floods, 175, 181

Foehns, 103, 104

Fogs, 25, 27, 32, 66, 74, 85, 88, 96,

98, 111, 146, 149, 180, 181, 186,

187, 191, 202, 219

Folleigh Mountain, 1

Fon du Lac, 144, 146
Fort Albany, 47, 147
Fort Chimo, 146, 196, 197, 199

Fort Chipewyan, 101, 102, 104, 105,

106, 109, 110

Fort Conger, 49, 202, 20T
Fort George, 141, 142, 143, 145
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Fort Good Hope, 9, 23, 41, 43, 101,
102, 103, 105, 109, 110, 111, 112

Fort Hope, 144, 146, 152, 153, 154,
155, 157

Fort Juliana, 224
Fort McMurray, 21, 107, 114, 135
Fort McPherson, 5, 94, 102, 104,

105, 108, 111, 113
Fort Nelson, 85
Fort Norman, 38, 41, 43, 60, 102,

110
Fort Providence, 110, 113
Fort Reliance, 100
Fort Resolution, 110
Fort Simpson, 47, 102, 106, 109,

111, 112
Fort Vermilion, 41, 45, 61, 87, 103,

105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 112, 134,
153

Fox Channel,*139, 140, 141
Fraser River, 17, 49, 68, 69, 74, 76

Fredericton, 176
Frobisher Bay, 114
Frost, 31, 38, 39, 45, 47, 85, 87, 89,

90, 94, 109, 113, 119, 121, 133,

135, 137, 142, 147, 148, 154, 155,

160, 161, 162, 174, 177, 181, 193,

195, 198
Frost Smoke, 147~

Gales, 13, 15, 32, 81, 127, 151, 157,
177, 180, 182, 190, 191, 216

Gaspe Peninsula, 8, 171

George River, 196, 197

Georgian Bay, 145 PXr

Glacier, 59, 91

Golden, 91
Grand Banks, 9, 25, 66, 186
Grand Lake, 196
Grant Land, 215
Great Bear Lake, 9, 41, 101, 102,

105, 107, 108, 201
Great Lakes, 7, 9, 10, 16, 51, 60,

99, 162
Great Slave Lake, 9, 47, 100, 101,

105, 107, 108, 111, 113
Great Whale River, 141, 150
Griffin Lake, 43, 79
Gulf of Boothia, 214
Gulf Stream, 9, 11, 25, 27, 170,

180, 183, 202

Hail, 66, 85, 111, 132, 133, 137
Halifax, 42, 173, 174, 176, 179, 180,

186

Hamilton, 5

Hamilton Inlet, 193
Hamilton River, 198
Harrington Harbour, 180, 182
Hay River, 102, 103, 105, 106

Hebron, 35, 51, 183, 189, 190
Henderson Lake, 72
Herschel Island, 45, 94, 101, 102,

104, 106, 208, 220
Hudson Bay, 7, 16, 25, 33, 37, 41,

50, 56, 62, 63, 96, 99, 139, 140,
141, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148

Hudson Hope, 85
Hudson Strait, 60, 139, 140, 212

Ice storms, 188

Igloos, 209
He d'Orleans, 168

Irrigation, 49, 82, 132, 134

James Bay, 47, 139, 141, 145, 147,"

149, 151

Japan Current, 9
Jones Sound, 13, 45, 218, 220

Kamloops, 9, 13, 17, 45, 57, 65,

70, 77, 79, 81

Kapuskasing, 145, 153

Kingua Fjord, 212

Labrador Current, 9, 15, 25, 41, 66,

172, 183, 187, 189, 202, 212
Lake Athabaska, 9, 41, 100, 101,"

104
Lake Erie, 43
Lake Harbour, 207, 212, 213
Lake Hazen, 214
Lake Huron, 59, 163
Lake Laberge, 95
Lake Manitoba, 9

Lake Melville, 197
Lake Michikamau, 198
Lake Mistassini, 9

Lake Ontario, 43
Lake St. John, 154, 156
Lake St. Joseph, 148, 159
Lake Superior, 9, 151, 152, 153, 157
Lake Temiskaming, 158
Lake Winnipeg, 9, 114
Lake Winokapau, 198
Liard River, 85, 100, 104, 112

Mackenzie Delta, 10, 200
Mackenzie Valley, 31, 38, 41, 43,

94, 99, 101-112, 114, 127, 136,

208, 219

Madawaska, 163
Madeline, 182

Maps
Annual cloudiness, 63
Annual precipitation, 48
Annual snowfall, 58

April pressure and winds, 12
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Days with precipitation, 61

Growing season, Prairie Prov-

inces, 122

Highest temperatures observed,
42

Hudson Bay region, 143

Identification, frontispiece

January pressure and winds, 12

January temperature, 36

July pressure and winds, 14

July temperature, 40
Lowest temperatures observed,

38
Monthly precipitation, 52
October pressure and winds, 14
Prairie summer isotherm, 116
Precipitation, British Columbia,

78

Precipitation, May-August, 54
Relief, 6

Weather, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27,

28, 30

Massett, 45, 57, 71
Medicine Hat, 25, 43, 117, 119, 121,

123, 125, 127, 131, 133, 146
Melville Island, 209, 215, 217
Mistassini Post, 5, 146, 149, 152,

153, 195, 196
Montreal, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167
Moose Factory, 141, 142, 143, 144,

146, 149 -

Mount Assiniboine, 90
Mount Logan, 7, 98
Mount Mystery, 7
Mount Robson, 7^

Nahanni Mountains, 114 *""*

Nain, 194, 196
Nelson House, 147
Nelson River, 144
New Post, 149
Northumberland Sound, 210
Northwest River, 197, 199

Norway House, 117, 118, 123, 126,

141, 144, 146

Ontario Peninsula, 37, 159, 166,
167

Osnaburgh House, 148

Ottawa, 164, 165, 166

Parry Sound, 161, 162, 163
Peace River, 85, 87, 100, 113, 134,

135
Peel River, 106
Pelee Island, 2, 3, 163
Point Barrow, 220
Ponds Inlet, 43, 218
Port Arthur, 152, 157, 162
Port aux Basques, 185, 186

Port Dover, 55, 161, 163
Port Leopold, 209, 211
Port Nelson, 21, 142, 143, 144, 146,

147

"Poudrin," 188
Prince Albert, 117, 118, 119, 120,

121, 125
Prince George, 17, 87, 88
Prince Rupert, 5, 35, 70, 74

Qu Appelle, 45, 57, 117, 121, 123,
127, 131

Quebec, 27, 163, 164, 165, 166, 168
Queen Charlotte Islands. 39, 73

Repulse Bay, 217
Rice Strait, 213
Rigolet, 198
Rocky Mountains, 90, 92, -93

Rosetown, 132
Ruggles River, 214

St. John, 65
St. Johns, 35, 41, 42, 57, 170, 183,

184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 193
St. Lawrence Valley, 10, 17, 25,

99, 160, 164, 165, 167
Sandwich Bay, 199
Saskatoon, 132

Selkirk, 92, 95
Selkirk Mountains, 55, 59, 91, 92
Smith Sound, 204
Snow mushrooms, 84, 92

Southampton Island, 139
Southwest Point, 11, 13, 65, 176,

181

Steep Hill Falls, 9, 60
Strait of Belle Isle, 192

Sulphur Mountain, 23
Surf Inlet, 49
Swede Creek, 34
Swift Current, 21, 55
Sydney, 172, 173, 178, 180

Tables
Altitude of sun, 2
Clear nights, 64

Cloudiness, 64
Dates of sunrises and sunsets, 3

Days with fog, 67
Days with gales, 13

Days with hail, 66

Days with rain, 62

Days with snow, 62

Days with thunderstorms, 65

Depths of frost and thaw, 39
Duration of sunshine, 3

Extreme temperatures," 119
Relative humidity, 64
Solar radiation, 2, 34
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Sunshine, 35

Temperatures near 50th par-
allel, 44

Temperaures near 55th par-
allel, 44

Temperatures along the east

coast, 44

Temperatures, interior, 44
Thickness of atmosphere, 2
Weather types, 73, 128, 171
Wind velocities, 11

Tagish, 95

"Temps bouche," 186
The Pas, 25, 126, 129, 144, 150

Thompson Valley, 13, 49

Thunderstorms, 29, 50, 51, 65, 66,

80, 88, 96, 111, 131, 137, 157, 160
Toronto, 5, 21, 51, 56, 60, 63, 161,

162, 163, 166, 167, 180

Treaty Shore, 193

Tropical Cyclones, 31

Ungava Bay, 146, 196, 199

Vancouver, 17, 35, 39, 45, 50, 53,
69, 71, 72, 74

Vancouver Island, 39, 43, 50, 59,
69, 72, 74, 75, 77, 80, 183

Vanscoy, 132
Victoria, 47, 50, 53, 57, 65, 70, 71,

72, 73, 74, 184, 213, 217, 219

Wakeham Bay, 211, 212

Wellington Channel, 209, 211
West Kootenay, 79
White Horse, 94, 95
White River, 21, 23, 41, 152, 153,

154, 155
Willow Park, 177
Winnipeg, 2, 55, 57, 59, 117, 118,

119, 120, 121, 123, 127, 131
Winter Harbour, 215
Wrangel Island, 220

Yarmouth, 172, 177
York Factory, 63
Yukon River, 93, 97, 104












